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EDITORIAL NOTE

This is the Sixth Edition of the AFRO Journal. Steady progress is being made and traditional activities persist
with the enthusiasm shown by Members and the Ex-Co. Recognition of the esteem the Association is held in can
be gleaned from the fact that increasing numbers of its membership are being invited for their expertise as consultants
to the Government and to the various Seminars, Workshops, Conferences, and Discussions held by INGO's and
NGO's locally and abroad on the current Peace lrocess and in Conflict Resolution. A departure from previous
routine can be observed from the fact that Military opinion is much sought after today.

The prospects for Peace, Progress and Prosperity in the Country are promising.

We proudly record that the Membership of ARFRO has exceeded the century mark. Members are requested to
persuade their colleagues who have not done so to date, to join.

The Organization of Professionals Associations [OPA] invited ARFRO to be associated with the theme of a
Sustainable Integrated Development Policy Framework for Sri Lanka for their Annual Sessions in September
2OO2.ln this regard a Preliminary Presentation on National Security Strategy was made on 6e July at the OPA and
followed up by the main Presentation at the BMICH during the Annual Sessions of the OPA on 19,h September
2002. ARFRO takes this opportunity to thank its membership who were intimately involved in making the
Presentation the success it was. We pride ourselves with the information that General Denis Perera has been
appointed a Vice Chairman of the OPA for 2OO2l3, and has also been nominated by the OPA to two Standing
Committees of the OPA; Viz: As Chairman of the Election Monitoring Centre and Co-Chairman of the Select
Committee on National Legislative Affairs. Further, we wish to congratulate General Denis Perera for being
appointed as Chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission of Sri Lanka, recently.

Generals Denis Perera and Gerry de Silva of ARFRO were invited by the Regional Centre for Strategic Studies
[RCSS] to participate in the Workshop conducted in Nuwara Eliya from the 1le to 15m May 2002 on" Brahimi
Commission Report on UNPKO - What After Sept. l1m?" Retired Generals, Admirals & Air Marshals from South
Asian Countries together.with Civilian experts in Peace Keeping attended. The Berghof Foundation for Conflict
Studies and the British High Commission were involved in the sponsorship of the Conference. The RCSS has
addressed ARFRO in regard to the continuity of the work of Military Professionals in South Asia, which was
initiated by the above Workshop and has suggested that follow-up activity can be undertaken under a programme
entitled "South Asian Military Experts Experience in Dealing with Insurgencies!." This programme will be
undertaken.in the first quarter of 200.3.

ARFRO was also called upon by the State to submit their recommendations on the re-structuring of the Higher
Defence Organization of Sri Lanka. A Team of twelve Members of ARFRO were involved in intensive discussion
and made their presentation to the Defence Review Committee at the JOH on 196. August 2OO2.ltis sincerely
hoped that proposed initiatives will see an end to the many ills that the Defence Establishment is plagued with, by
addressing Military Incompetence, Corruption, Ill-Discipline, Desertions, drawbacks in Military Strategy and
Professionalism and the Politicization of the Armed Forces.

The several lectures delivered by eminent scholars/personalities undertaken during the period under review are
customarily re-produced in this journal.

The Ranaviru Family Counselling Services IRFCSI gathers momentum and strength daily. ARFRO is indebted to
AVM Harry Goonetilleke for his indefatigable efforts and commitment. A Foundation Stone was laid in
Ranavirugama, Akkaravita, Kosgama, Avissawella, on the 26'h of December 2OO2for a new building complex to
accommodate the Kindergarten facilities for Children of military personnel Killed-in-Action and for Children of
Disabled Servicemen. "Sama Prassanga", a musical extravaganza organized by the RFCS was held at the Sanath
Jayasuriya Stadium in Matara on 23'd,24'h, & 25'h August2}Oz. We wish to thank the Service Commanders for all
the assistance rendered including the release of their Service Bands & Cultural Troupes. Many popular Stage &
Screen Pop-Artistes also participated. Unfortunately, the anticipated income did not accrue to ARFRO Funds as
the spectator response on all three days was extremely disappointing despite the well organized publicity campaign.
AVM Harry Goonetilleke's report on the activities of the RFCS is published as usual in this Journal.



An Air Show with the participation of the Army, Navy, Police and STF stole the limelight in Katukurunda on the

1"t and 2d March 2003. We thank the Air Force Commander, the Army and Navy Commanders and the IGP for
their ready response to our efforts to swell the ARFRO coffers. Their support has always been guaranteed whenever

requested for. We also thank our Chief Guest, Minister Tilak Marapone for gracing the occasion on the first day.

An informal Get-to-Gether was organized for the Members of the Association, their Spouses and Guests at the

Army Headquarters & Station Officers Mess on 25e January 2AO3 by kind courtesy of the Commander of the

Army. The organisers ld by Bigadier. T.S.B. Sally are con grafilated for theh great effort in making the evening

a most enjoyable & memorable occasion.

As we go into print we record with profound grief the sad dernise of one of otr stalwarB, Rer Admiral K.R.L.

Perera, who passed away on 146. March after a brief illness of a terrrinal nature. May he attain Nirvana.

We look forward to the year ahead with great expectations of progress & prosperity through the sustained efforts

of all members of ARFRO & its Ex-Co, and the attempts of all including our well wishers to take the Association

to greater heighs.
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' SYNOPSIS
SUSTAINABLE . INTEGRATED DEYELop TENT oT

NATIONAL SECURITY OF SRI LANKA

Introduction

Sustainable integrated development policy of the State in all aspects is the current
phenomenon worldwide. The OPA has adopted this theme for its Annual Sessions for 2002 and

must be laud.edfor its efforts infocussing on 27 areas of development that requires priority and

the immediate anention of the State and its Polity. Thefoundation of National Security common

to any Nation State is Political Stability, Territorial Integrity, Social Justice and Economic

Strength. Defence Policy is required to determine the manner in which, without impoverishing

the Country, Security Forces can be deployed to fulfil the requirements of National Security.

The Armed Forces are an extension of the Political will of the Government. Tbday military
thinking tends to be politico-military andforeign affairs should be military-diplomatic. Policies
have to be reflective of national needs and should be tailor-made accordingly. The Defence of
the State remains thefirst priority of the Government and an understanding of thefoundation of
National Security is an indispensable qualification for political leadership, if not, indeed for
democratic citizenship. The maintenance of National Security callsfor the exercise of statecraft
at its highest forms. The promotion of Peace is the goal of all Governments and should be the

clear mission of the Armed Forces. All Ethnic and other conflicts including insurgencies such

as our own contribute to instability in countries and in the various regions of the world. Security
can no longer be defined. in purely political and military terms. The aspirations of the People

both individually and collectivelyfor a good quality lift become increasingly manifest. Security
today covers all aspects ofhfe; social, economic, cultural, humanitarian and environmental.

Historical Backgmund

The forerunner to the formation of our National.

Security Forces in pre-independent Ceylon, were the

British Imperial Forces. In 1881 entry of indigenous

military units such as the Medical Corps, Engineers,

lnfantry and Artillery were allowed into the British
military. The Planters Rifle Corps and the Ceylon
Mounted Regiment participated in the Boer War and

the two World Wars as Empire Troops. A Defence Pact

was signed with the British in 1947. Due to the

Non-Aligned policy adopted by the Bandaranaike

Government, it became incongruous to have British
Forces on our soil any more and as such the Defence

Pact was suspended h L957. Meanwhile the Army,
Navy and Air Force Acts promulgated between 1949

and 195 1 , ensured the creation of our own professional

security forces for the defence of the Motherland

Geo-Politics of the South Asian Region

The events prevailing in Afghanistan and on the

Sub-Continent, involving mainly India and Pakistan,

must impress on us that we cannot be isolated from the
geopolitics of the region. The spill-over effects can pose

a serious threat to the State's territorial and p6litical
integrity. Growing linkages between arms and refugee

smuggling, drug trafficking and organised violence,

have spill-over effects in the South Asian Region.
Regional Cooperation in thwarting this threat is
imperative.

The Profession of Arms

The function of the " Profession of Arms", is the

ordered applitation of force empowered by statutes in
the resolution of a social problem. Often described as

the management of violence. It has, more or less, an

exclusive group coherence, a complex of institutions
peculiar to itself, an educational pattern adapted to its
own needs, and a career structure of its own. It occupies

a distinct place in the society which has brought it forth.
Preparation for the Profession of Arms is identical to
that of the preparation for any other profession.

Threats to National Security

Every State has a right to secure the Country and

take all measures to safeguard its security. National
Security is the first priority and is the primary
responsibility of the State. Threats to National Security
are not exclusively military in character. Most threats

havebeen identified as Economic. Stagnant, very slow
growth or a prolonged recession can pose a threat to
security. The external debt trap is one of the biggest
threats to a developing nation's security. The growth

9.
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of GNP and itd distribution amongst all segments of
society, primarily targeted towards poverty alleviation
and minority interests, if handled constructively will
pre-empt threats to security. Poor governance has

resulted in the downfall of many developing nations.

Ways and means of neutralizing corruption and

inefficiency in the Administration, if not implemented
could spell trouble. Any Constitutional changes must

be to ensure that all Citizens are treated equally and

fairly, with Justice and Dignity.

External Threats

The proximity of Sri Lanka to India is of
significance in the security computation of both
Countries. An indigenous Maritime Force to protect
the EEZ and steps to exploit its resources must be

considered in the planning of the Defence establishment

Regional Security cannotbe implemented given

the relations existing between India and Pakistan. Sri
Lanka should however, forge bilateral links with all
neighbours for military training. Terrorism has become

the scourge of the Region, whether it be LTTE,
Kashmiri or Maoist. Transnational terrorism requires

transnational forces to combat the phenomenon.

Regional Security in South Asia could adopt the system

the West has effected to stamp out "Al Qaeda" through
its own pacts and alliances.

National Security Policy

The National Security Council must formulate
policy taking into consideration the geo-political
realities of both the Region and outside, protection of
the Island with an EEZ seven times its landmass, the

domestic compulsions likely to cause threats to its
security, and the attitude of the public towards national
security. The foundation of National Security is
political stability, territorial integrity, social justice and

economic strength. The Role of the Armed Forces is

the defence of Sri Lanka from internal and external
aggression, participation in peace keeping, peace

building and peace support operations, also
internationally.

Doctrine

The Doctrine must cover the military strategy to
be adopted, the tactics to be employed, the strengths to
be authorized, the equipment to be used, training
methods and standards, and training exercises.
Research and Development must be undertaken for
continuous updating of doctrine, military strategy and

tactics. An R&D wing must be incorporated into the

structure of the MOD.

Higher Defence Control '

The preparation of plans for mobilization of the
defence forces, their deployment and employment,
must be handled by a body at the highest military and
political level.

This Body will be responsible to the Cabinet for
the proper employment of the Armed Forces at all
times.

The Defence Ministry

The MOD headed by the Minister is responsible
for exercising 'civilian control' over the Armed Forces
in respect of; Recruitment, Training, Operations and
Administration, Financial Control, Contracts,
Procurements, Audits and ensuring that the Services
conform to administrative regulations in respect of
Promotions, Appointments, and Postings of Officers.
He will be assisted in this regard by the Secretary
Defence. Civil Affairs and Public Relations will also
be handled by the Secretary to the Ministry.

Parallel with the Secretary Defence will be the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee, an
Officer superior to Service Chiefs and equal in rank to
the Secretary Defence. He will be responsible for
coordination of training and operations and for
developing modern technology in the Services.

The Service Commanders

The Service Commanders should be
re-designated as 'Chiefs' of their respective service.
They will be the Principal Advisor to Government on
their service and its capabilities, will be responsible
for its development and professional competence, and
will be the commander and manager of the service.
They will also be responsible for directing subordinates
and monitoring their performance.

Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee

This Committee is responsible forthe submission
to the National Security Council through the Minister
[who will be the chief of the Defence Council] for
approval and implementation of stategic appreciations
and military plans. The Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff
will be the head of this Committee of Chiefs of the
three Ser.vices and the Chief of Intelligence.
Subordinate Commanders may be called in as required.

Subordinate Commands

The Maritime Forces Command will be
responsible for Air and Naval surveillance covering
the entire EEZ with a reaction capability to intercept

10.



other craft with minimum delay. The craft should have

state-of-the-art surveillance capability for
reconnaissance and detection missions with a quick

reaction capability for interception, capture and/or

destruction when challenged. This force should be able

to prevent the exploitation of our marine resources from

external maritime forces operating illegally within our

EEZ,be able to apprehend any infiltrators bringing in
illegal arms/narcotics/refugees in contravention of our

Customs, Immigration and Excise laws, and be able to

prevent external aggression. The Joint Operations

Command located centrally will have within its
purview and command, all Divisions and Brigades

deployed in the Provinces for islandwide combat

operations and training. It is desirable that the Joint

Forces Commander and Maritime Forces Commander

be located in Anuradhapura.

Intelligence

The integration of Intelligence Agencies under

a single authority has been long overdue. Military
Intelligence has been weak, ineffective and not lived

upto expectations as a vital arm ofcombat operations.

Transnational cooperation in intelligence to combat

transnational Terrorism must be resorted to.

National Service

There has been a steady deterioration of the

traditional Sri Lanka way of life - respect for law and

order-, respect towards elders and those in authority;
truthfulness and honesty and social consciousness.

Today most people are selfish; lack credibility; are

unconcerned about law and order; generally self
seeking and dependent on political patronage. Future

generations have to be prevented from getting into this

groove and a spirit of patriotism, team spirit or
togetherness and a sense of responsibility must be

cultivated For this purpose we had recommended

several years ago, the infroduction ofa form ofNational

Service [non-military] for all Youth between the ages

of 18 and 24 years. Details of this scheme can be

furnished.

lt may be relevant to mention that two countries
which currently have National Service and that too over

a long period of time are Switzerland and Singapore.

Some Scandinavian countries too have recourse to such

a scheme. Some of these countries are perhaps the most

prosperous small nations, with very little crime and

where the people enjoy a high standard of living.

Therecommendations of the Youth Commission

and our own recommendations on National Service,

we trust, will be implemented with the aim of
improving the quality of youth in this country and

providing them with a promising future bereft of
political interference so as to make the country an

attractive place not only for tourists and visitors but
more importantly for the Citizens of this country, who

seem to want to leave the country in large numbers

both legally and illegally because of prevailing
unsatisfactory conditions.

Conclusion

The accepted charter of the modern Armed
Forces is the "Promotion and maintenance of Peace"

and prevention of conflict. Dialogue and mutual respect

should be the 'modus operandi', rather than conflict to
resolve differences. The cost of conflict is too great

physically, morally, socially and economically, and is

ultimately self defeating for all. Unfortunately in Sri
Lanka, Defence is not given the priority it deserves

except in times of disaster. Governments must
continuously assess national security threats that arise

from the unstable and volatile geo-military situation,

which is likely to continue in the new millenniumuntil
social justice is achieved within and without the

Country.

This synopsis is from the presentation made by ARFRO at the Annual Sessions of the OPA in September 2002 at
the BMICH).
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' AFGHANISTAN '

(Hon. S. S. WurnarNr)
Attorney-at-Law, President Legal Aid Foundation, CEO UNHCR Afghanistan,

Member of the Constitutional Council
96 April20fl2

Introduction by Lieutenant General J E D Prnene VSD D. Litt, FBIM, President ARFRO

Good evening Lady and Gentlemen. Before I introduce our distinguished speaker today,
there are tvvo seminars to which we as members of the OPA have been invited. The one is a
seminar on the " Critical Analysis of Budget in relation to the costs of Living." Infrastructure
Development, Industrial Development and Exports. This is on Thursday the llth. That's why
I'm announcing it today because there are only two days more at 6.00 p.m. at the OPA auditorium.
Those interested can go. And then there's another seminar coming up on the 23rd of April -
Ethical Concerns in Endorsement of Products by Professional Associations. That is at 6.30
p.m. at the OPA auditorium. Those interested can go. I'll leave the papers with Brigadier Ranjan
de Silva.

It gives me great pleasure to introduce to you the Honourable Mr S. S. Wjeratne - he was
recently appointed a member of the Constitutional Council in Sri lanka. He has beenfor many
years working in various United Nations organisations particularly in Asia. And he has also
been in Geneva for a while. I am cutting short his CV which is a very comprehensive one
covering various aspects of his career I hope you don't mind my taking a short cut, Mr Wjeratne?
Heb a lawyer by profession and he's had his tertiary education at the University of Ceylon,
when it was lowwn as the University of Ceylon where he obtained his BA degree and LLB
degree. Thereafier he had various appointments in Sri Lanka till he got involved with the United.
Nations Organisation in 1980-1998. He has served in Geneva, the Philippines, Bangladesh,
Nepal, Bangkolg Pakistan and of course in Afghanistan. He has spent quite some time an
Afghnnistan and he knows the country inside out. So today we hope to hear him tell us all about
Afghanistan which is of importance to all of us in the South Asian Region and of course to the
rest of the world. And we see the super-power trying to destroy or get hold of a man who is
evading either destruction by death or arrest. So these are lessons that we can learn in our
context also and I am sure Mr Wijeratne will give us a background to this in the course of his
lecture. May I now invite you, Mx Wijeratne, to come up here and address the audience.
Thankyou.

Thank you General Denis Perera. Lady, and

Gentlemen.

When General Denis Perera suggested the topic
Afghanistan, the mainreason why I havebeen lecturing
or giving speeches on Afghanistan is because in my
UN career of 1 8 - 19 years, 7 years were spent in dealing
with Afghanistan or Afghans. First in 1979 to 1983 I
was the Assistant Chief of Mission (Legal) based in
Pakistan. We were finding shelter and food for the
millions of Afghan refugees who flocked to Pakistan
(it came up to about 3tlrmillion and another 2 million
went to Iran). I was in charge of the legal aspects of
these refugees, which was as a result of the invasion of
a different type. The invasion was by the (in power)
Russians and in December L979 and I was there at that
time. People had started coming there even before,
because the Babrak Karmal Regime was in power.
There were tensions between Pakistan's Muslims,
leaders and the government. The second time around I
was there in 1996 to the end of 1998 and one of lour
colleagues General Geny de Silva was the Sri Lankan
High Commissioner in Islamabad. And I myself was

based in Islamabad. But we had planes of the United
Nations and I used to travel to all parts of Afghanistan
from Islamabad and spend a few days most of the time
whenever I travelled to Mazar-e-Sharif, Herat, or Kabul
or wherever it may have been. And I was in charge of
the entire operation at that time in Afghanistan. I had
the closest encounters, not just encounters, but a
working relationship as well with this now infamous
Taliban. And in fact I know everyone of them who were
in leadership. Of course now some of them are dead,
some are in hiding. I came to know them very
personally because we had to deal with them when it
came to questions of refugee aid, repatriation - people
going back to Afghanistan. These people were normal
Afghan people who had been supported by Pakistan to
come into that position, (I will go into that in greater
detail). So my exposure to Afghanistan is nearly 6 t/,

of ily UN life. I have done Bangladesh, Philippines,
Burundi and all these places but seven years I was
exposed to these people. That is one of the main reasons

why I choose to speak about Afghanistan. The second
reason is there are a number of similarities between
the situation in Afghanistan and perhaps the situation
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in Sri Lanka until a few months ago. You have in
Afghanistan a situation where the entire nation is
somewhat militarised.

Everyone bears arms in Afghanistan. As you know
an AK47 can be bought in an oil wrapper for US$70 in
the open market. You can buy it - It's open for sale. If
you go to Bamian or if you go to Maza*e-Sharif there
are shops lined with these people selling these things.
This is as a result of according to one estimate during
the mujaheddin war against the Russians from 1979 to
1986 - nearly $30 billion worth of arms were pumped
by Saudi Arabia and US. This is an estimate. And most
of these arms were there even in 1996 or '97 still unused,
in wrappers. Most of the things the Taliban had were in
fresh, good condition and unuged. Afghans, most ofyou
who may have been to Peshawar, the Pathans by nature
are'a militarised nation. According to their @ushtun-
wali) the tradition of the Pathans, when a boy is born he
has tobe givena rifle. Every boy is dressed to awedding,
a funeral or any big occasion like some of us wear a tie,
they have to wear a rifle. So there is a talk in Afghanistan
that if a boy is born the father becomes poor because he
has to eam money to buy a rifle. And most of them
were pre-Second World War rifles, but still they carry
it. The girls however attract the dowry. The dowry
system is the opposile to what we have here in Sri Lanka.
If you are marrying a girl you have to give the parents
ofthe girl a dowry. The cultural system is such that you
have to pay the father to get married to the daughter.
And if you have a son, you have to buy him a rifle.
Therefore the Pathans who compose the majority of the
Afghan population are by nature, history and tradition
a militarised kind of tribe. They love to fight. They have
a code of honour, which is as good as one of the codes
of honour of any society, or a group that I have ever
come across in the cardinal principles of the Pushtun-
wali world. It is called the Pushtun-wali and one of that
is that your hospitality is supreme to anything else. That
is, a guest cannot be touched even by your worst enemy.
If it happens, when a guest is in your house if something
happens to the guest on his way in or on his way out,
they will take revenge even for the 3rd and 4th
generations, the families will continue to take revenge.
To avenge the insult to the guest, the future geirerations
will take revenge. You will find after one or two
generations people come in and just shoot people down.
So it's a different kind of society. Now that is one way
the Pakistanis at the beginning were rationalising as to
why Osama Bin Laden was given shelter in Afghanistan
and when the US was threatening that ttiey will invade
Afghanistan, the Talibans were saying no we are not
going to give him unless you give us proof. Of course
that is a very rational argument. One reason is that
insulting or surrendering a guest is completely against
thePathan radition. The other reasons as you may know
Osama Bin Laden didn't come to Afghanistan during
the Taliaban time. Osama Bin Laden came to
Afghanistan before the Taliban. The Taliban came to
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power in September 1996. Osama Bin Laden came to
Pakistan at the invitation of a very famous Governor of
the Eastern Province of Jal6liibiid. As you know the
Eastern border of Afghanistan is Pakistan and the
Western part of Pakistan is the North West Frontier
Province which is a very fascinating area. Just adjoining
Peshawar the next biggest city inside Afghanistan is
Jal6leb6d and Jaliilflb6d is in the Eastern Province. The
Governor of that Province is a gentleman by the name
of Abdul Kadir. He has no concern aboutprinciples but
was only concerned about money. So when Osama Bin
Laden came back after he was expelled (or asked to
leave from Sudan) in 1994 it was Abdul Kadir who
accepted his money and gave him shelter in Jal6l6b6d.
That is where in the Paktiya Province where the war
has been going on without an end. Two reasons - one is
Osama Bin Laden first came to Pakistan during the time
of Jihad in 1981 to 1982. He was actually sent with the
support ofSaudi Arabia to have a foreigner's contingent
to fight the Russians. He led, he brought money, he
developed airports, - he did all that to fight theRussians.
At the behest of the CIA, ISI (the Pakistani Intelligence
services), he was operating as one of the key foreign
figures in the fighting of the Russians. So the people of
Afghanistan the mujaheddin had some sense of gratitude
towards him. What he turned out to be later maybe
something else, but these people think one of the reasons
why they were able to expel the super power from
Afghanistan with mujaheddin fighting was the help that
was given by Osama Bin Laden and his Arab troops. So
he was not unknown to Afghans. Then when he came
the second time after the War with the Russians, when
the Russians withdrew in 1989. The UN and the US
withdrew from Afghanistan. Everyone left Afghanistan
and there was internal frghting among the mujaheddin
groups especially ledby Hackmatiyar and Ahmed Shah
Masood. All of you may have heard of the most
respected rebel leader ofAfghanistan is a Tajikistani. A
Tajik, person who was killed four days before thegllt
incident in New York. After the war he Bin Laden
returned to his country - Saudi Arabia. He comes from
the second richest family in Saudi Arabia, on the world
map he is a multi billionaire - he's a multi, multi, multi,
multi millionaire. And his entire family is in the building
and cement industry. He started questioning - we got
rid of the Russians in another country in Afghanistan
because they should not be there in Islamic countries,
but in our counffy, my own country where you have the
Khaba, the Medina, Mecca, we have American troops.
So he developed this doctine and that created a lot of
discomfort for the Ruling family of Saudi Arabia. Then
you can recall the explosions of the military barracks
that.took place in 1993 in Saudi Arabia. They suspected
that Osama was somehow involved in that incident.
Then the Saudi King expelled him from the country. He
went to Sudan. In Sudan he multiplied his 200 million
into 500 million and of course at the same time he was
nurturing the Al'Qaeda movement as he thought the
Americans were unreasonable as far as the Saudi's are
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concerned. fnen tfre UN put pressure on Sudan and you
find he was expelled and was asked to leave Sudan. He
then came to Abdul Kadir who accepted $50-70 million
and gave him shelter. That is how he came to the place
a second time around. But however, when he came to
Afghanistan he had remnants of his troops that were
there before - the Arabs, the north Africans and all kinds
of people - about 2-3,000 non-Afghan troops who were
his battalion at that time. And he built himself up there.
And the Taliban came into power in Kandahar in 1994,
1995 in Her6t, the beginning of 1996 in JaliliibZid and

Kabul in September 1996.

So they inherited Osama Bin Laden along with
the provinces that they captured. There again Abdul
Kadir did not fight the Taliban. He accepted $70 million
- this is according to his Taliban sources. And he went
away to one of the Western countries and spent his time
there until the Americans started shelling and threw
away the Taliban. Now Abdul Kadir has come back as

the governor of the Taliban and he's still there. He is
known as one of the most complicated figures in Afghan
history. He only works for money and has been very
consistent with that principle. And he's back again and
is enjoying the largesse of the American generosity and
living very happily with his entire tribe in Jalalabad -
he is controlling that. So therefore, when Osama Bin
Laden was inherited by the Taliban, they also had that
same kind of gratitude for Osama Bin Laden's service
that was done before and secondly Taliban's power in
Afghanistan (very few people talk about it) was actually
financially sustained by Saudi Arabia. The Taliban's
power - the financial part of it was sustained by Saudis
- that was from the very beginning. For the simple reason
that the Taliban followed the Islamic traditions of Saudi
Arabia and not anyone else. The Wahabi - the very strict
fundamentalists' interpretation of the Koran is found in
the Wahabi. And you find in Saudi Arabia, (the
Americans and the Western media do not speak about
what happens in Saudi Arabia for women) - there is not
much of a difference between what happens in Kabul
and Saudi Arabia except the wealth difference. The
restrictions on women, for jobs, education and various
things in Saudi Arabia is similar with that of former
Afghanistan. So the Wahabism became the creed of the
Taliban. Because Mullah Omar has spent a lot of time
is Saudi Arabia. And Mullah Rabbani who was the Prime
MinisterunderMullah Omar (after the mujaheddin fight
against the Russians) has spent a few years in Saudi
Arabia as a guest of the Royal family. The influences of
the Saudi's in Afghanistan was great. That is something
that even the Western media does not like to write
anything about Saudi Arabia for different reasons. They
think it's OK now when the 9/11 things happened, out
of the 26 people suspected 16 people were Saudis. There
wasn't a single Afghan in it. But then that is glossed

over for different strategic reasons. So then Osama was

allowed to stay there. But of course the US was
uncomfortable for the reasons that most of the activities

that were taking place against the US bases in different
countries was attributed to the money and the influence
of Osama Bin Laden.

Now as you know Afghanistan is one of the most
strategically placed countries in the world. [t is a country
where the US did not have any say before this episode
happened. You have kan on one side, supposed to be
one of the countries of the axis of evil that is being
described by President Bush recently. He has three
enemies on the axis of evil. ie: kan, Iraq and North
Korea. So Iran is the next neighbour (the Western
neighbour) of Afghanistan. Very powerful, plenty of oil,
a lot of strategic importance for US. Then you have the
underbelly of Russia and the underbelly of Russians in
the North, the underbelly of the Central Asians states
of Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan,
and Kazakhstan. These are former Soviet Union
republics which are now democratic republics with the
difference of the former General Secretary of the
Socialist Party. They became Democrats as fast as they
were before the break up. Before that there were General
Secretaries controlling the place.

There is a tendency in these countries also for
Islamisation after their so-called independence. They
are concerned about that. Then they have China on the
North East side. China is an adjoining neighbour of
Afghanistan. A strip of land, but it is China. But more
than that China's Westem side is one of the weakest
links in the Chinese structure. You have the Xinjiang
Province which is occupied by tribes called the Aigurs.
And they have been fighting for independence to set up
an Islamic state Turkmenistan kind for 100 years. Still
you find that there is fighting going on in this part of
China. It is also said that Taliban and Osama and the
others have been supplying the necessary training and
necessary credentials for these people to continue the
fight against China. So China had its own army. Then
next comes - On the East side you have Pakistan and
then you have India. Pakistan became quite different as

you being the Military thinkers of this country will
agree, once they became a nuclear power their status
for US changed completely. It was different earlier. But
with the nuclear power being there lsrael became very
concerned and they had to have some kind of control
on tle politics of Afghanistan. They have been trying
to n6gotiate - they liked the Military take over very much
and supported it very consistently, and the fact that they
are now well placed in Afghanistan gives them a
different handle as far as the nuclear exercisable
capability ofPakistan is concerned. Then ofcourse India
being the second largest most populated country US
always had interests but more so later during the last
five years.

In fact at the point when the Taliban started their
movement, I think General Gerry de Silva was there at
that time, they started as a group of Madrasas. The word
Taliban in fuabic means student of Islam. So they were
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fighting in the tvar and once the war was over they
went back to schools - the Madrasas, the religious
schools. They were studying there. Most of these
Talibanese, in fact it's one noticeable thing which some

of my Western colleagues could not understand was
that none of them are complete people. They are all
war casualties. Mullah Omar has no eye. Mullah
Hussein has no leg. Mullah Rabbani is mentally
unstable as a result of the sound. Everyone has some
part of their anatomy missing because they were
fighting the Russians. So there are a very few very
young people who have not been fighting. But who
are not occupying any positions of strength. But most
of them are handicapped. That is one thing I noticed.
That is one thing that even the Western diplomats could
not really relate to them because they were real or
ordinary crude village fellows who have lost parts of
their limbs and don't have the diplomatic finnesse
(because they are from villages.) The Taliban was
originally started as a result of after defeating the
Russians, the country went into mayhem. There was
fighting between groups - mujaheddin, Hekmatiyar on
one side, Masood on the other side, prime minister
Rabbani on the other side, Ishmael Khan in Herat near
Iran on one side, Kalleeli near Hazara where we had
the Bamiyan statue - they were supported by hanians.
And in the North you had General Dostam - the biggest
military culprit of Afghanistan during the war. He was
two months on the Russian side, one week on this side,
two months on the Russian side... but now of course
he is fine - all these people have become gentlemen
and have been restored to power as a result of the
American intervention (but that's another story I'll
come to) - they were fighting each other. Actually the
Kabul city was not destroyed by the war between the
Russians and the mujaheddin but after the Russians
left. An internal war. One fear that people have is that
when you have a militarised society - peace does not
necessarily mean the end of war as long as aflns are

readily available and there are scattered groups trying
to dominate. During that period the looting and raping
became the order of the day in Afghanistan. The Mullah
Omar started his movement gathering the students in
his Madrasas to go and rescue two sisters of a comrade
who had been captured by the present governor and
the governor at that time of Kandahar had raped them
etc. He went and rescued those two girls. That was the
beginning of the Taliban movement in 1994. Then he
gave all those people notice that they have to surrender
their arms and that they can go back to their villages in
the hills. That was the beginning of the first victory of
the Taliban. The same process was applied when he
went next to Herat, Ishmael Khan gave up and went -
Itere was not much of a fight. They all gave up their
rms and went. The first condition the Taliban put was
ltcy took away the arms of the people. That wqs the
c condition on which they worked. They always
ollocted the arms of the opponents. So at the end of it
by tte time they came to Kabul they had a military

arsenal of a very high quality including the 14 - 16
planes. So the Taliban at the beginning were helped by
our friends in Pakistan. In fact the ISI - General Barbar
a friend of Sri Lanka who was the Minister of Interior
who has given us the Buddha statue of our temple that
was constructed by President Premadasa in Islamabad.
Of course the first incumbent that we sent to be in
charge is a layman. No priests are allowed.

General Barbar like the Taliban is a Pathan from
the NWFP. He is considered the Godfather of Taliban.

Then he became the minister of Interior. He is
the one who supported the Taliban as the Minister of
Interior of Benazir Bhuto's government. He had a

caravan of lorries which went, once Taliban captured
Kandhar, went marching to Herat to give a morale boost
to the Taliban. There was no dispute of the fact. It is
the ISI who was involved in the mujaheddin war earlier
on behalf of the US who supported the Taliban. In fact
the point that if you all can recall the statements made
by the US government in L994 to '951'96 it is
astonishing. They were very supportive of the Taliban.
Robert Gates the Chief of the CIA making the statement
to CNN said these guys are like everyone else. Of
course we will not invite them home to dinner but they
are there and we have to recognise them. Then if you
can recall the Assistant Secretary, Madam Rocco who
came recently was the Assistant Secretary of State, the
most powerful person for South Asia in the US - their
word is final - and their bureaucracy is such - At that
time Robin Rafael who was the Assistant Secretary,
who was so happy that she made a lot of statements in
suppoft of the Taliban. They hoped that when the
Taliban captured power they would capture the power,
because they are also unseen, as you would have read
Ahamed Rasheed's book 2liban, therewas an unseen
force which has taken the place of the CIA in
Afghanistan. The war against theRussians was directed
by CIA through Pakistan, but once the war was over
there was a kind of anarchy and there was no CIA
interest in Afghanistan. But there was another force
that grew up inside Afghanistan. That was the interest
of the infamous company called UNOCAL, is the oil
company who has teamed up with Delta of which one
of the directors was Prince Thurki - if you know of the
intelligence services of Saudi Arabia, he was the head
of the intelligence service of Saudi Arabia. They had
developed an interest after the collapse of the Soviet
empire, that the future of oil and gas was in Central
Asia. Which is, according to the reports that they have
put before the senate and congress committees, they
have done a real study,. Turkmenistan has the second
largest gas reservoir in the world - 23,000 billion cubic
feet ofgas. Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan have oil. There
was a presentation made in the senate by Arty Miller
who was the Vice President of IINOCAL - he made a
presentation defending the policy of Taliban. And he
said they will be expecting to pump 5 billion barrels of
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oil a day from Central Asia through Pakistan to the
ports in Karachi and India. That was the presentation
that was made in L994. Because the Company -
(LJNOCAL) and Delta came into the picture mainly
for lucative Economic reasonS. And they actually
carried on the work that should have normally been
carried on by the CIA. They employed four
Ambassadors. This is a job that the US does very well.
US had Ambassador (Oxley) who was Ambassador in
Islamabad and they have Bill Santos who was the UN
representative in Afghanistan. They hired them. They
said now look here you soften the Taliban and get them
to win and thereafter we can have the pipeline from
Turkmenistan across Afganistan, to Karachi and
beyond. And that was UNOCAL's entire game-plan. It
was not necessarily a business idea. It was also a

strategic idea which was supported by US for the simple
reason they wanted to isolate Iran. If not for
Afghanistan the oil of Central Asia has to go through
Iran. Gas has to go through Iran. And this they did not
want at any cost. At the moment the gas that is going
out goes through Russia. Because if we assume one
barrel.is Rs. I it becomes Rs. 9 by the time it comes
out of the Russian pipeline. It is that kind of cost that
is involved in this. So the Russians also did not want
this kind of peace in Afghanistan because that could
have affected them economically. So UNOCAL started

supporting the Taliban. They got hold of the Pakistani
ISI people - I hear they're friendly, most of the parties
were held in the Ambassador's house or the office and
it was kept secret.

In fact they hired an Ambassador for
Afghanistan. To set up a free education programme in
Kandahar in the Eastern Province when the Taliban
was in power. 1.5 million dollars. The subjects that
were taught in that school were only related to how to
build a pipeline and maintain it. That was the entire
education prografirme. I have been there. I have spoken
to these people. The pipeline - because they were sure
that Taliban would allow them to have this once they
have the power and the control, they will allow that.
What Taliban did was something different. To a certain
extent they went ahead with them, but within the
Talibancamp there were a few people who were invited
to Argentina by a company called Bridas (another oil
giant in the world). And those people also started
making offers to the Taliban -saying they too could
give them a better price and a better deal not just
UNOCAL. So this became a confused state. And
UNOCAL came into a situation where tliey found they
could not negotiate with these people anymore. This is
true. We had a programme when I was in Afghanistan
as the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees, to give credit to the poor women to start
their industry - what we called the Gramin syttem
which you all are aware of - it is something Ceylinco
has also started in Sri Lanka. This was started in
Bangladesh. Professor Yunus Khan who started this

Gramin system where you give out money without
security. Small srrms of money for them to start small
industries. So I spoke to Professor Yunus and with his
blessing we got people down from Bangladesh and I
introduced this system in Afghanistan. At the beginning
they didn't mind it. They said ok they would support
but then they found their women becoming empowered
- and this they didn't like. Then suddenly they asked
the Gramin bank people to close up the bank and
everything else and go away - they were expelled. So I
had to take three ministers of this so called Taliban
Government and go to Afghanistan. The gfounds were
that this Gramin was spreading Christianity. This was
a movement from Bangladesh. This is a far fetched
thing, but still this was the argument. Then I took these
ministers by road it was a very difficult journey to go
with these guys but still I went with them and met
professor Yunus. And when they visited all these things
they said, Oh yeah we are now convinced that Gramin
does not preach Christianity. They came back but still
after two weeks they said no - we don't want Gramin
here because you are going to change the culture of
our women. Now these women, unlike you Western
people you get like the Americans before you marry
you intend to convert. What do we do when you are
divorcing? In our case it is different - we give our
women whatever we earn. Of course the story is that
all the Mullah's are so scared, I don't know about the
Army Officers, but they are scared of their wives. They
can do anything but the wife is the commander-in-chief
of the house and they do anything that the wife says.
And this is a joke there are so many Mullah jokes - if
you go to the Internet you can find them -jokes where
the Mullah's are in that type of culture. So the Taliban
did not want any change. And then they find a radical
change that took place in L997 on November 23 - the
Secretary of State Christopher Warren was succeeded
by Madeline Albright. She went on a visit toPeshawar.
Now as you know she was expelled and was a refugee
in Prague (persecution against the Jews.) Therefore
being a refugee herself, she was very sympathetic to
the refugees, She went to a refugee camp in Peshawar.
And there the refugee organisers had arranged for six
young girls to describe the kind of suffering they
undergo in Afghanistan because they are women. We
have to wear purdah, we can't go to school, we can't
be employed. Now this is true because they have so
many restrictions. She was so moved by this episode,
she knelt down on the ground with both hands and feet
and said as long as I am the Secretary ofthe State this
regime will not see the recognition of the world. She
did that publicly which was reported in the papers at
that time. That was the beginning of the change of the
US attitude towards the Taliban. UNOCAL lost their
ability and secondly she, being a representative of a
refugee organisation and being a woman, felt very bad
that the women were treated so badly. Of course it's
still the same - it has not changed very much. It's a
cultural thing - I am not justifying it, but it is the Pathan
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way. Women being discriminated. In fact when we
discuss education programmes there it's Dr. S. B.
Ekanayake from Sri Lanka who is conducting it - they
ask why are you worried? We wear the Durga and we
are inside this thing - we are at home. We are learning
our Koran at home. Why are you worried? They asked

me why are you worried? Why do you want to get us

into uniform and go in a school bus to lower schools in
short frocks? They asked us. So it's a very complicated
thing. It's because of their indifference, their
backwardness that these women are used to their
cultural habits of 100 or 200 or 300 years. Even today
if you go to Peshawar, whether you're out of the city
or even inside Peshawar you find them fully covered.

That is their culture, not that it is good, but that is their
culture. So then what happened next was that the
women's issue came, UNOCAL became unhappy and
then of course the other problem of opium - heroin.
Afghanistan became the world's largest producer of
heroin by 1996 - 97 and the Taliban did not do much
against the heroin production. And 907o of the heroin
which was 2,500 meffic tons - the highest that any

country has produced was produced in Afghanistan.
Not by the Taliban, but traders. The international
racketeers. They were mostly Pakistanis. But they did
not take any action against heroin production. But they
took action against marijuana because the locals were

taking cannabis and not heroin. So in the winter they
used to have these ice pools and these fellows were
tied up and dumped into the pool as punishment. They
were only controlling that. So the Americans were not
happy about that too. Later when it was too late they
virtually stopped the production of heroin almost
completely. They put a rule that if you grow poppies -

as you know in Afghanistan, you find acres and acres

of fields and fields of poppies like paddy. They are

nice flowers. When you go over to Jallalabad you find
ues and acres of poppies grown legally.

So they instructed Taliban to control poppy

Srowth and because of their unwillingness at that time.
They could not. The Americans expected the Taliban
bcapfire the entire country very soon. And the Taliban
;ls not able to caputre Dostum's area and Masood's
tcr- They tried Dostum. They captured for two weeks
ld then they had lost. And there was this unheard of
clrlty. I don't think it has been practiced anywhere
Jo h the world. 5000 people were just butchered in
f,&rent ways. It's horrendous! The Taliban as well as

tDosnrm people - they are the cruellest people I have

s in the annals of history. They used to dig wells,
hp dl the people alive and then close it up. They
nd to pack containers with people and set fire
*ncath until they die. They heat the container.
lUEfevable and unheard of. Raping and all is nothing.

#bcnsured of what they did. Both the Taliban'and

#h So that brought a lot of prejudice against

That was the time they announced that if they
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statues in 1997. But at that time our ministers and
everyone else Im not sure if General Gerry de Silva
was there at that time, they visited Islamabad and came
back and said okay we stopped the Taliban from
destroying Bamian. But the actual fact is that the
Taliban never captured Bamian for them to destroy it.
They could not capture it. That war ended before they
captured the Hazara. The Hazara area where Bamian
Buddha is, is not occupied by Pushtoons they are
Hazaras. Hazaras have moon-like features and they are

not Sunni Muslims. That is the main thing. The major
share of Muslims in Afghanistan are in th eHazaru area.

So they are more bolden to the shiites of Iran. They are

supported by Iran. And the Taliban is historically the
Pushtoons, were never able to capture them as such.
Dominate them - of course when they dominate the
girls are very pretty inHazara - the kings used to get
people as slaves. But Hazaras preserved the Buddha
statues because of economic reasons. When you say
preserve it has already been destroyed in the nineteenth
century by Jengiskhan and the faces were not visible. I
have vistied 2-3 times, I have made speeches under
the Buddha statue in 1997 and early '98. But the
Hazaras kept the Buddha statue. They had a department
of archaeology. And the Taliban wanted to destroy them
for the simple reason to subjugate the Hazaras. Not so

much for the religion but to subjugate the Hazaras.
Because the Hazara's biggest power subject, or point
in their country in the Hazaraj aat area is the Bamian
Buddhas. It is magnificent, you may have not read the
details of that statue, but you will find that the big statue

is 174 feet tall and the other one 78 feet. Alongside the
statue there are twelve temples carved inside the
mountain rock. We'll start with the big temple of 25
Buddha statues - none of the statues are there now.
Then you go to the 15th and then to the lfth and the
5th and then to the 1st on both sides. That is the
imposing. Buddha statue - it would have been fabulous
at that time when it was there. So they did not have
any religious value. They have a board saying "don't
kill, I abstain from killing etc.... those five precepts. I
don't drink," this and that. They have put these in
English. I have the pictures of that and if we had a
discussion only on Barmian I could have given you
more information. These people had a university. The
women were out and were not like in Bersara so they
could not capture Hazaras at that time. And Hazaras
were supporting those two. Of course they were part
of theNorthern Allianceof Masood, Dostum, the Prime
Minister Rabani and the Kaleeli. And the Basari was
killed and Kaleeli has taken over at that time he was
the chief. I have been to it a number of times but they
nevbr had anything to do with the Taliban. Then at the
end of it the Hazaras could not do anything because
they starved them to death. Virtual submission. They
closed all the roads leading to Hazarajaat - this is a
mountainous area - and they could not have food and
they had to surrender in 1998 and then ofcourse after
one or two years, Mullah Omar did not want to desfroyBamian in Hazara they will destroy the Buddha
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it. But according to the reports that we have, there was
a ministry called the Ministry of Vice and Virtue. I
think Sri Lanka also made one of them. The minister
in charge is a person called Mullah Thurarj. Tall person
with one leg. He was fighting with the mujahideen and
he is the person who used to walk on the streets and if
he sees the ankle of a girl he used cane them with radio
antennas. He used to hit these women on the roads. He
was a terrible man. Of course he has been excused by
the US. Now he is the worst fellow that was there in
the Taliban administration. But he has been given a
pardon - and then say okay you are rehabilitated, I
actually don't know why he did it. According to reports
he is the one who took the Arab part of the Taliban
contingent and destroyed the Bamian Buddha in year
2000 March. Of course for them it was more revenge
on the Hazaras than against Buddhism. Buddhism was
finished during the mujaheddin war. Because there were
a lot of Buddhist monuments in Jalalabad - bulk and
now Thapassa Balluka. The word Balluka comes from
bulk. Bulk is where Dosturn has the power - Balluka.
All these places had monuments and monuments of
Buddhism. Buddhism flourished according to Fahian
and Nulsan in the 3'd and 46 Century there were 5,000
monks in Bamian according to their reports. So all that
had been desffoyed much earlier. There was nothing to
be destroyed except these two statues.

The destruction of the statue really closed the
deal as far as the Hazaras was concerned. So Taliban
came to be a hate symbol. But they were not as bad as

we think. In my experience as far as the Taliban's are

concerned, every time I go and meet thePrime Minister
or the Minister at the end of the discussion they will
say Mr. Wijeratne I have a request to make of you. So

I say what is it Your Excellency? They'd say we want
you to become a Muslim. Every formal discussion ends

on this note. They request you to become a Muslim.
Because they consider that converting a man to Islam
is one of the biggest things that they can do religious-
wise. So what I say is Your Excellency, I am still a

Taliban and when I finish studying Islam then I will
consider your request. No. no, no... you don't have to
study Islam to become a Muslim. You can just become
a Muslim without that. So that is how the conversation
goes. But the Taliban's were never comrpt. I think that
in South Asia the most honest as far as corruption and

bribery is concerned is the Taliban administration. I
have never heard in my three years inside Afghanistan
of any allegation of comrption. They practice what they
preach. Now when you compare with Pakistan, this is
like comparing heaven and earth. Secondly they never
lived ostentatious lives. They lived in the same mud
huts that they were living in before they became
ministers and what not. They did not spend the money
they get by their income. Their main income came frqm
smuggling. They are not smuggling, but the biggest
smuggling courtyard of Central Asia is in Afghanistan.
All the new makes of cars Benz cars and all that - 25

acres in Kandahar, but in Pakistan you hive more than
that. You have the biggest smuggling market. You can
buy a brand new Benz car for $10,000 - 50,000
smuggled from Europe and through Dubai in the
Middle East and its Herat and this place. So one of
their main sources of income was that. And they
charged l07o from these heroin people. So they had
their income.

So as far as the Taliban was concerned they could
not win the hearts of the Western community which is
very important, and they could not capture Masood
which did not give any legitimacy - they had9O%o of
the country but they were still not recognised by anyone
other than three countries. The three countries being
Saudi Arabia their biggest financial backer, Pakistan
and UAE. Those three countries recognised Taliban
after the capture ofKabul but no one else did recognise.
So when I went with these ministers to Bangladesh
their argument about Osama Bin Laden was - I asked
them why are you keeping a most wanted man in your
protection? He said are you not assigned to be the
Representative of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees? He said why - a refugee
person is talking against a country and a government
which have given refuge. You are a funny
representative of refugees. They were attacking me.
Now this mancame and helped us now he is not wanted
by Sudan, he has come here and asked us for shelter
which we have given him, and you, out of all people
who are supposed to be helping the refugees, you are
asking me why we are keeping Osama Bin Laden. Then
I said of course he is wanted - but then where is the
proof? They always ask this question. Where's the
proof? This is all they ask-give us the proof of
connection. They did not take the Taliban seriously
enough to give any proof. That's another matter. They
were asking that was the tradition why they kept? Of
course then, when still ifthere is no urgent evidence -
concrete evidence like a lawyer like we think of
connecting the Taliban with the situation in New York,
but it is true that Osama Bin Laden was leading Al
Qaeda there is no doubt about that and Al-Qaeda had
been responsible for this situation, and the US
engineering nation which is a new thing in Military
science - as you know that this is the most remote
control war that was fought - they never sent any ffoops
inside Afghanistan before the war was over. They
fought from the sea with remote control regime
logistics. And that is the kind of war that may come in
the future. And then only now to clear up pockets of
resistance that they have introduced some ground
troops and special forces but until that happened and
they got rid of the Taliban. They got rid of the Taliban
out even though they were non-corrupt, they were
ostentatious, they restored law and order - but that is
besides the point-they are not in power now. But what
happened to Afghanistan afterwards? Who is in power
now? Those rascals who were fighting with each other
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before Taliban came into power after US and Russia
left? Dostum who was in exile in Turkey came back
and started his empire again in Mazar-i-Sharif. Masood
was assassinated two days before the September 1lth
and therefore there is a successor for him in the form
of Abdulla. Kaleel is in charge of Hazarajaat, that's in
the centre. And Herat - has Ismael Khan back. And
they don't listen to anything that Karzai is saying in
Kabul. Then our friend Abudl Kadir is in Jalalabad
back with the millions. And then the governor of
Kandahar is the man who abducted and raped those
girls. So the US has restored this entire situation in
Afghanistan. They didn't do it directly but there was
no way of expelling the Taliban from power in
Afghanistan unless they got the help of these people.
So as a result of which there is no central adminisffation
in Afghanistan. And what we always talked about
women being liberalised is happening in Kabul. The
Kabuli office girls could not always work during the
time of the Taliban, but now they are back and working
in the office. Kabulies who have been very
sophisticated - more sophisticated than the Colombo
girls, since they are influenced by the German, and the
French. Now they are out. But in Kandahar and
Jalalabad the women are still the same. In Mazar-i-
Sharif they were anyway pro-Russian so they were out
- kind of less restriction so they continued like that

iust like Dostum. Dostum is very fond of nice beautiful
women so it continues. But everything is pre-Taliban
period, no law and order. I don't know how they could
use all this money that the International community is
giving. They want to restore the monarchy in
Afghanistan for the king, they have united some of the
states though some of them don't like them coming,
Sahezha who is 86 years old and is supposed to preside
over what you call lower Ajirga. That is that all the
Etders get together to elect a government. There has
never been a central government in Afghanistan except
during the Babrak Karmal time. Because they are
independent in their own plans and have their autonomy
district-wise - so anyone who tries to impose a central
government in Afghanistan is making a big mistake.
Who has suffered at the end of all this? The people.
You've seen the pictures of the children and others -
they are the people who have suffered as a result of
rhis war.

First invaded by the first super power at that time
- Russia - who paid in millions of lives? The Afghans
urbsequently invited the only other super power -
Afghanistan is the poorest country other than Central
A&ica, the average life expectancy is 42 years old they
don't live long - we are74 ......

They are a military tribe and very poor. They
don't live very long because they have all kinds of
fiscases. So these poor people have suffered. There
le 2 million refugees still in Pakistan but they don't
rirnt to go back. There are about 1.5 million in [ran.

As long as you have refugee camps it's very dfficult
to suppress or finish what you call a terrorist kind of
situation. This is something that I have learnt in my 20
years - if you have refugee camps, those are the
nurseries ofterror. Because these young children have
no hope when they grow up - I'm doing resettlement
programmes in the North and East and I see these
people have no hope. They are simply existing in those
camps and whatever proposals may come they are all
for it. And this is one lesson the Americans should also
realise that the refugee situation has not improved as a
result of a change in power. They are still in the camps
and the angry Pakistanis are crying that they cannot
afford to feed them. So in the end looking at this
situation and trying to summarize it, Afghanistan is
the most unfortunate country in the world. And as
people they have suffered a lot. Of course the Westem
donor nations have committed much more than Sri
Lanka has ever dreamt of a $100 billion or a $ 1,000
billion for development. But there is no infrastructure
to develop any of these things. The American did try -
when the Russians were dominating the Dostum's area
the Americans had after following the Tennessee Valley
scheme of 1930 they had the Valley. They have nothing
left of it now because that's a structure you cannot
improve unless you have a central administration,
which you cannot have. [n my view it is virtually
impossible to have a central administration in
Afghanistan. Thank you very much for your patience.
Thank you.

Chairman what about the Chinese development?

Lecturer: ......you can say that I'm speculating
but this is a reality. Because here you control the biggest
adversary Iran and that next to lraq, then the unstable
states of the Soviet Union and then the Soviet Union
The Soviet Union is trying to be independent. Putin is
trying to develop various things. And China - the
economic giant of the future - like say how India was
interested in de-stabilising Sri Lanka because it was
one corner of India at that time. So the West would be
having a continuous lifeline. And then the nuclear
power of Pakistan which can go against the interests
of Israel at any time and they want a lid on that. There
is no mistake about that. And that lid can be there only
ifyou are present. And the presence is not in Pakistan
it's in Afghanistan.

Discussion

AVM Harry Goonetilleke : Has Super - Power
rivalry been the bane ofprogress and the cause ofor
instability in Afghanistan and South Asia?

Lecturer: You are correct. Ifyou take the Great
Game, some of you would have read about it. The Great
Game was between Russia and Britain to control
Afghanistan. Because the Hindu Kush Mountain range
which is the next biggest to the Himalayas which
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divides Afghanistan into North Afghanistan and South. mostfamous man taking shelter, Osama Sin Laden and
The South of Hindu Kush is virtually Asia though we we also have a very famous man leading the battle. So
refer to it as Central Asia. Afghanistan it is South Asia. we have a number of similarities in terms of conflict
Western influence, and Greek influence (of course and various things/real estate. Except, the Afghan fight
Greekinfluencecameevenabovethemountains)they is based on ethnicity - you have the Tajiks led by
stopped at Hindu Kush. So because of the rivalry Masood, Hazaras led by Kaleeli, Uzbeks led by
between Russia and England at the time Lord Kersen Dostum, Ismael Khan and in Kandahar is the Pathan

who is the one who was instigating these battles to matter - so there was a linguistic and racial connotation
capture Kabul from India but failed, but when ther\ in that. So there are a number of similarities. And we
was adversity they united - this was more visible during\ will have much more similarities here and there at the

the Russian times, but the pact that has been restored, \ end of the war.

if you analyse their history between 1979 to date you \
would find them a miserable lot. I don't think they have \ vta.,. Gen. Mike Silva World Islam brotherhood

unity, if Ahmed Shah Masood was there, I'm still motivates life and traditions and adheres to a strict

wonderingwhogotridofhim,ifhewastherethisstory religious code, does their tribal differences overtake

would have been different. But at the moment Dostum their religious fanaticism

- he is more beholden to Turkey than Russia, so he is a

different thing all together. Because they are all
competing for the oil. Russia also does not want the

oil pipeline through Afghanistan as I said earlier
because they will be at a loss. Saudi Arabia too does

not want it because they too want to keep Afghanistan
fighting to keep their oil prices at that level. Iran does

not want Afghanistan to stabilise because kan will lose

money. All of them have economic interests.

India is so upset with the Taliban, Gerry was the

Ambassador at that time and he knows, I had a good

friend who was the Ambassador who said this - all these

years Kabul was the friend of Delhi until the Taliban
came into power. The Taliban is the first pro-Pakistani
government in Afghanistan. You might know that in
1947 or 1950 when UN wanted to admit Pakistan as a

member of the United Nations there was one vote
against it - just one vote - Afghanistan. Afghanistan
has never been friendly with Islamabad except till the

Taliban came into power. Now Karzai - yes. Karzai is

a common friend of the US and Pakistan and that's
different thing. But until that India was very upset with
the Taliban. They supported Masood very heavily. So

as you say, given the bunch of people who are there

now, they have not given up their greed for loot, money
- now these are all com,rptpeople. NotMasood. I would
say that Masood would have been the patriotic fighter.
But these people their history does not stand guarantee

of their honesty. So therefore that likelihood is very
much remote.

Maj. Gen. W R. Wijeratne : Is there a parallel
situation in Sri l^anka?

Lecturer: To start with we have a section of our
country with weapons. That's a thing I suppose we have

a peace process and all that, but as long as these

weaponry are in the hands of people who are not under

the control of a central regime a situation can always
ignite. That's a very similar situation. And we have

been fighting for 19 years with the rebel group. There
their fighting also has been for the same period of time.
Then Afghanistan has the most wanted man who is the

Lecturer : They are all Muslims therefore the only
distinction they have is the tribal. They are all Muslims.
I think they are the most religious people in the world.
I have never seen these people drinking and all that.
Everywhere else we go they preach something but these
guys are different - Q - Raping and all rs ot? Now
raping - under Taliban I have seen with my own eyes
men who have committed adultery being stoned to
death. They put you on a stake and they stone you to
death and the entire villagejoins in. I have seen people
who have killed people, the family is invited, given
the Kalashkinovs asking him to shoot when 5,000
people are watching in the football stadium. This I have
seen with my eyes. I have seen people's hands being
cut as punishment for theft. So even a girl can walk in
Afghanistan during the Taliban time without any fear.
Because the Sharia law which was advocated was so

strict I don't advocate it, but it was so strict and that
was the solution that the Taliban found because the
Taliban are Muslims and they practiced Sharia
according to Islam. So you have two ends to the thing....

We saw on BBC, in Pakistan the law in practice
(yes - that's Sharia on the BBC young girls 10, li,, 12

they interviewed them - and they say afier the Taliban
came what happened to you? The girls look down
embarrassed.... who knows? You also said under the
Taliban there was no raping, and you also said nobody
could control the country. But under the Taliban there
was raping, there was murder The Dostum people they
rapedwomen.

The Lecturer : That's a different thing. That's
what I was trying to say. When they had captured
Dostum's people the raping and looting, I said that -
was so common that the enemy, the forces capturing
enemy is one thing, but in their Kandahar area - they
captured Dostum. Dostum did the same thing to the
Pathans, and when the Pathans captured they did much
worse things than raping. There is no question about
it. But the inside :rea say for instance Kandahar in
which raping was the order of the day, it was not there.
That was my experience. I had not heard ofthat at that



time. But when they capture enemies that I'll tell you
the worst I have ever heard and seen, they do. Well,
I'm telling you as a person who has lived in Afghanistan
the respect that even the other tribes had towards
Masood was not as a result of what he was doing against
the Taliban but what he did against the Russians. As
you know Masood was a university student in 1974 -
you know the history of that, and then he was
accommodated by General Barber inPeshawar and then
the Pakistanis undercut him and supported Hekmatyar.
And thereafter he decided he will never again step into
Pakistan and he fought the war against the Russians
with his own supporters - with his own help. Of course
he had his brother who was the Ambassador in Paris.
So as far as Masood was concerned he was generally a
respected figure inside Afghanistan. But you can't say
the same about Dostum, Ismael Khan or Abdul Kadir
because they are not figures of that nature. The last
hero of the war of Afghanistan was Masood. So
therefore there was a possibility of Pakistan agreeing.
However, I don'tthinkPakistan would have ever agreed
to have Mashood saddled in that part so they had to
create a person or entity and so Taliban was created.
The other thing is that I don't think the women enjoyed
any privileges. But the traditions practiced in Pathan's
culture were also there which I don't agree with a l@Vo.
That is not a solution. And secondly they are not
incorruptible. I do not say they are incomrptible. What
is said is that compared with other countries like
Pakistan they were much better. Comparing them. I
have never seen them driving in a Mercedes Benz cars
and all that. No not even Mullah Omar.

Chairman Mr Wijeratne, what danger do you

loresee the rest of the world will have to face living
with one super power taking the backdrop of
$glunistan's experience afier September 1l ?

Lecturer: The first thing ofcourse is the era of
hr.man rights violators. Human rights violators is
virtrally over now. You cannot live in one country and
eey this is my country and I can do what I please. That
b over now. The right to intervention on humanitarian

3lounds which the US has been exercising in Kosovo
md various places has been established in International
hw. Now if Sri Lanka decides to ignore everything
ad starts persecuting people there will be intervention.
This is now virtually stabilized. The only people who
rc against this so far are India and China. But the right
d intervention is available. So if the super power is
orrrlitioned by human rights doctrine to intervene, well
irmaybe a benign thing. But being an economic super
gnwer also there is very little you could really do about
iu As you see the Asian depression was as a result of
rhe depression in the US. And today's world economic
dcpression is as a result of the US depression because

there is an economic aspect also. There is a lot of
opposition growing in France now against the US
domination. If you read the arguments of the French
Administration. They say - why should everyone in
the world have to copy one culture? So these things
will happen within their own family - not so much in
small countries like Sri Lanka and other small countries.
But the super power is a super power whether military
as well as economic, and there is nothing we can do
about it.

Chairman: Thank you. Can I call upon General
G. H. de Silva to propose the vote of thanks?

Mr Chairman, Hon. SrimegaWijeratne, Fellow
members of ARFRO, Serving Officers of the Sri Lanka
Security Forces. On behalf of ARFRO let me thankyou
Srim:gg-p an enlightening and most educative

-sfrlress on Afuhnnistan. In his introduction General
Denis Perera paid a tribute to the experience andfirst
hand knowled g e S rime g a p o s s e s s e s throu gh hi s offic ial
involvement in Afghanistan and the Region as tke Chief
Executive of the UNHCR. He counts several years of
involvement and as such his comments and ideas are
of great counsel to us and most thought provoking.
Having been close to Srimega during my tenure in
Islamabad I was privileged to have not only the latest
situation reports from Kabul but also a commentary of
all the interesting expeimces Srimega had dealing with
Afghan society in the discharge of his duties. His wealth
of knowledge helped me immensely in framing my
political reports to the Foreign Office. Afghanistan has
been in worldfocus in a more pronounced manner since
the incidents of September 11. Today the world's
greatest powers have taken on the rugged Afghans as
counter to the assymetric warfare launched against
them, and despite their hopes and aspirations many in
their anti-terrorism lobby have still not been able to
offer even a glimmer of hope of achieving their aim
they set out so confidently to achieve more than sk
months ago. Afier Srimegab comprehensive analysis
of the Afghan situation we ore much more the wiser
Thankyou, Srimega. And let me on behalf of ARFRO
and everyone present here today wishyou the very best
in your new role in public life, as a distinguished
member of the prestigious Constitutional Council of
Sri Lanka. I take this opportunity to extendthe thanks
of our Association to the Service Commanders for
releasing Officers to attendthis important lecture. Our
thanks are also due to the Commanding Officer 4th
Engineer Regiment for the numerous administrative
arrangements that he has so fficiently continued to
provide us with for the purpose of holding these
lectures. Thanks are also due to the Directorate of
Signals for the PA equipment providedfor us today. I
thankyou all once again. Thankyou.
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INDO PAKISTAN RELATIONS . HISTORICAL PERSPECTIYES

(H E Ashraf Qureshi - High Commissioner for Pakistan in Sri Lanka)
8eAugust 2002

Introduction by General G H de Silva RWP VSV USP: President ARFRO

Good evening Gentlemen, Your Excellency, General Denis Perera, members of ARFRO and
Sening Officers of the Three Forces. Our Guest Speaker today is His Excellency Mr Ashraf
Qureshi, the High Commissionerfor Pakistan in Sri lanka. He will speak to us on Indo Pakistan
Relations- a Historical Perspective. He is an experienced diplomat and His Excellency was
born on the 29th of January 195i,. He holds Masters Degrees in English and Philosophy from
the Punjab University and a Masters Degree in Internqtional Law and Diplomacy from the
Fletcherb School of l-aw and Diplomacy, Boston USA. His various diplomatic assignments in
Pakistanh missions qbroad includes Tunis ( 1980-85), the permnnent mission of Pakistan in the
UN ( 1988-93), Kuala Lampur ( 1993-95) and Brussells ( 1998-2001). He also served at the Foreign
Ministry Headquarters as Section Officer (1978-80), Director (1985-87) and again (1995-97)
and as Director General ( 1997-98). He has also followed a Diploma Course in Arabic ( 1979)
His hobbies are reading and painting and like all Pakistanis, excels in squash. He is married
and has three children. The Kashmir imbroglio has held world attention for ovef half a century
and never in a more nerve racking configuration as of today. For the pasr sev)ral months we
have dreaded that our two great neighbours would engage in a war with nuclear\onnotations.
The reality is that nuclear weapons do not stop at borders. I call upon His Exb<llency, Mr
Ashraf Qureshi to kindly make his address.

Gentlemen, at the outset let me thank the ARFRO
and General Perera fo1 giving me an opportunity to
address such a distinguished gathering. As my
background was being read out, I think there was one
thing that was missing for no fault of yours; and that
was that I come myself from a family which has served
in the Army for a long time. And myself as part of
training in the government service, I am an Infantry
man because I served for about three months with an

Infantry Battalion which was the l5'hBaluch I have
gown up in the Army Cantonments and studied in the
Cantonment Public School. So I am quite familiar with
the Army lifestyle as such. After that when I was asked

b talk about India Pakistan relations in the context of
-' c current escalation of tensions, I thought to myself
il sas no problem because that is what I have been
*t'ng for the last eight months. I have been in Sri Lanka
fuethe tensions have gone up. And I of course readily
locfed the invitation. But as I got down to putting
:5t thoughts to paper, that was when I encountered a

-r*et block. Where do I begin and where do I end?
ld wtat do I put in the middle? How do I handle a

dlfunship between two countries when there was so

dof ahistorical legacy, complicated by conflicting
pocptions and interpretations. Further complicated
);r ycars of mistrust, lack of gonfidence and
fthrmation. All these things when they came to my
-5'tcy made the whole issue a little daunting. When

6*rme time it was a situation where facts had been
epcriod of time blurred by conflicting viewsand

emunt of writings on this particular issue. It
ttis time when all these thoughts were coming
dtrd ftat I questioned my decision. Why did I

\
always a pleasure to talk on an issue that is nearer home.
And now that I stand here before you, I will do what I
can to tackle the subject, keeping in view the fact that
all of you are familiar with the regional, political and
security situation and familiar with the events as they
have been unfolding ever since we got our
independence and specially during this period when
the tensions have gone up. I think there is little point
in going into a chronological account of events of our
history. You are all familiar with facts, nevertheless,
where it is needed I will remind you of some of the
facts by way of illustrations or to refresh your memory.

So without going into the imperatives of partition
of the British India into India and Pakistan, let me begin
by saying that the birth of these two countries was
coupled with oneof the largest movementof population
of the history of mankind. It was marked by terrible
acts of loot, arson, greed and bloodshed. Millions of
families were affected and to this day they c,ury scars
of that traumatic trans-migration. Thus the beginning
was made on an inauspicious note. As if that was not
enough to launch a relation on a tentative footing, the
Kashmir dispute cropped up on account of an aberration
in the principles of partition. The countries practically
went to war in Kashmir and on 1 st January 1948, India
took the issue to the UN Security Council under
Chapter 6 of the UN Charter which deals with
Settlements of specific Disputes. This particular issue
continues to remain on the agenda of the UN Security
Council until this day under the title 'India Pakistan

Question'. Fifty four years have passed since then,
more than three wars have been fought, many civilians
and soldiers have been killed, and continue to be killedIs invitation to be here today? But then it is
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on this particular dispute. If we were to ask ourselves,
'are we anywhere near a solution?' The answer sadly
would be in the negative. Since 1989 the situation in
Indian occupied Kashmir worsened. When the
Kashmiris rvho were largely waging a peaceful struggle
for their right to self determination, got more active
against Indian oppression and Human Righs abuses,

sm thc struggk nrncd to a full scale insurgencJ'. And
6t m o b rtk dra ffsp rhan 70,0m Kashmiris
lncff I fu Hs of ttc Iodiatr fqces. Many as a

tcddUUc,crtnftdcid killings, disappeararces,

rydf,efu&i rw, ofidon and seach operations
duE"{ edeilSr mrrrenoe in that territory. Many
h rilb hw bcen violated under the Draconian
ters by fts rndian forces. Presently the presence of
?m,(m Indian troops in the territory represents
probably the highest concentration of troops anywhere
in the world. Whether one likes it or not, the Kashmiri
disputeremained the core problem between lndia and
Pakistan and has been the cause oftensions throughout
our history as independent countries. It cannot be
wished away nor can it be shoved under the carpet. To
have a better understanding of the issue, I will strive to
explain the genesis ofthe dispute as such because that
has an impact on the situation as it stands today. The
Indian Independence Act of 1947 governed the partition
of the subcontinent into India and Pakistan.
Accordingly Muslim majority areas were to form
Pakistan and the Hindhu majority areas were to go to
India. The state of Jammu and Kashmir was one of the
584 princely states of British lndia, with a Muslim
majority but ruled by a Hindhu Maharajah. He
requested and concluded, at the time of the partition, a

standstill agreement with Pakistan but at the same time
unleashed a reign of terror against the Muslim
population who had revolted against him in favour of
Pakistan. Let me tell you that at the time of the partition
the Maharajah was vacillating between independence
or accession to India and Pakistan and because of that
indecision a popular uprising had already started in the
territory. To save his personal rule, he requested Indian
assistance which was only given on the condition that
he signs a so called instrument of accession with India.
Obviously against the wishes of the Kashmiri people.
It was a matter of debate whether the instrument was
signed at all and when it was signed. But one thing is
obvious - that it was signed by him under duress when
he had already fled the seat of his power in Sirinagar
and practically abdicated his power to the people who
were struggling for accession to Pakistan. The signing
of the instrument of accession was also'against the
standstill agreement which the Maharajah had
concluded earlier with Pakistan. Nevertheless, even in
his provisional acceptance the Indian Govemor General
at that time, Lord Mountbatten, wrote back adding an

important writing to the accession and I quote 'the
question of state accession shall be settled by a
reference to the people' unquote.

At that point Kashmir was thrown ico
and this led to a brief armed conflict bet*.ea ffi
and Pakistan in 1948. India as I mentiod
referred the dispute to the UN Securit-v C+d-
special commission, that is the UN Comrnissir
lndia and Pakistan, was constituted to invesi
matter independently and help the contending parties
to reach a negotiated settlement. The most important
outcome of the Commission was two resolutions passed
on August 13'h 1948 and on January 5tb 1949. The first,
interalia called upon both governments to re-affirm
their wish that the future status of Jammu and Kashmir
shall be determined in accordance with the will of the
people. The second resolution declared that both
governments and their communications had accepted
a set of principles and the most important of which
was that the question of the accession of the state of
Jammu and Kashmir to India or Pakistan will be
decided through the democratic method of a free and
impartial plebiscite. Security Council Resolution 122
provided that the plebiscite would be conducted under
the auspices of the United Nations. The modalities of
such a plebiscite was spelled out in the Security Council
Resolution 47 of April 21"', l948.In?ia-in(ially agreed
to hold the plebiscite. The then Indian Prim\Minister,
Jawaharlal Nehru, promised a reference to tfueople
on several occasions and I would quotejust a Iew of
them. In a telegram to Prime Minister of Pakistan on
October 3It L947, he wrote 'the people of Kashmir
would decide the question of accession. It is open to
them to join to either dominion. ' On November 3il L947
he said' We have declared that the fate of Kashmir is
to ultimately be decided by the people. That pledge we
have given not only to the people of Kashmir but to the
world, we will not and cannot back out of it'. On
February l2th l95l in a statement to the Indian
Parliament he said, 'we have given our pledge to the
people of Kashmir and subsequently to the United
Nations. We stood by it then and we stand by it today.
Let the people of Kashmir decide'Unfortunately over
the years as we have witnessed in history, India reneged
over its commitments, since then it has disregarded the
various resolutions adopted by the United Nations
Commission for India and Pakistan and the Security
Council and continues to occupy Kashmir by force and
against the wishes of the people. For self determination
in Kashmir is founded on these very Security Council
resolutions which arose from the events and
circumstances that I have explained very briefly to you.

In terms of International Law, it is clear that the
self determination of the Kashmiri people remains and
has not been extinguished by any subsequent Indian
ConStitutional measures or local elections. Since the
territory remains in dispute, there is no question of its
right to self determination being confused with the issue
of accession from India. The struggle being raised in
Kashmir is thus not a secessionist movement as is
sometimes mentioned in the press or even by some of
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the analysts. Having established the core problem that
has over he years soured pakistan India relitions, where
do we go from here now? It is obvious that unless
dispute is resolved, there is little or no prospects for
normalcy in the relations. Unfortunately the political
stands of both India and'pakistan by and large still
remain rigid with India claiming Kashmir as its integral
part and terming Pakistan,s espousal of the Kashmiri
cause as a one time agenda or an obsession. pakistan
on the other hand upholds the right of self determination
of the Kashmiri people, in consonance with the UN
Security Council's resolutions and the Intemational
Law. Contrary to what India may think, pakistan is of
the position that it is an international issue which should
be resolved through a third party mediation on the basis
of the UN Security Council resolutions which are
binding as you know. India remains averse to any
outside involvement. So in such a situation, let us look
at the prospects of progress in terms of various elements
that constitute the basic foundations ofa peace process.

Firstly, it is the implementation of agreements
which is the fundamentals in any peaceprocess to move
forward. An important aspect for a peace process or a
conflict resolution to progress is implementation of
agreements. To begin with, India refuses to abide by
the UN Security Council resolutions which are binding
and not subject to any statute of limitations. Even on
subsequent agreements reached during sporadic talks
at various levels, India has conveniently reneged on
the understandings reached. That was the basic reason
why Foreign Secretary level talks failed in lggT t gg
and the eight point agenda arrived at for composite
talks was never discussed at the Foreign Secretary level
or at any other level. Even on the Lahore Declaration
which has been quoted so often, the Indian prime
Minister wasted no time after he returned from Lahore
to say that India would not cede an inch of its territory
and the only issue, vis a vis Kashmir, is the return of
the rest of Kashmir to India. It is true that a stronger
party has to show magnanimity to ensure
implementation of accords, it is also true that in the
case of a problem, it is the weaker party that would
elicit support and sympathy of the outside powers.

_ On the question of mediation, let me say that
Indiarefuses to accept mediation in any form although
it has been offered by many countries and organizations.
It knows that for the last more tlan 50 yeari, and if we
take the Simla Agreement as cut offpoint, then for the
last 30 years no progress has been mide on the bilateral
front. The only issues that the two countries have
managed to resolve amicably are the Indus Water
Distribution with the help of the World Bank and the
problem in the Southern part of pakistan and India
though the International Court of Justice. Bilateral
ods have not succeeded, the problem vl'sa vis Kashmir
firstly, there are no direct economic or political interests
of tte west in Kashmir. This is in the context of whether

a

the west would mediate in this particular issue. Kashmir
does not strike an emotional cord as in the case of the
Middle East, where Jerusalem is a very emotive issue
for all sections whether they are Muslims, Jews or
Christians.

Thirdly, the west generally assumes that Kashmir
is a bilateral issue and that India,s consent is essential
for any mediation efforts. And fourthly, it is considered
that India's de facto military o""rputio, is a reality
that cannot be dismissed. It was only after the nuclear
tests by the two countries, that is India and pakistan
that Kashmir became a nuclear flash point. A danger
to international peace and security and in the post
September 1lth event and escalation of tensions
between India and pakistan, the threat of a conflict
became very real. The interest of the west has
subsequently increased prompting subtle diplomacy by
world leaders. We may call it mediation, facilitation or
by any other name in the lexicon, the fact is that it is
taking place despite India,s adamant attitude not to call
it by that name.

\strmir is termed as being on the international
agcnda an\t the two are asked to resolve it bilaterally.
What is needltisqgreater international involvement
to help the two cduntries to reach a negotiated
settlement. Another aspect is the hegemoni" ,tut"
syndrome. One important variable obstructing the
peace prospect is the hegemonic state complex relished
and exercised by India. Through its asymmetric
economic and military strength it has fought to
browbeat its immediate and smaller neighbour, that is
Pakistan, into submission. Its size and military strength
give it little incentive to negotiate with pa-kistan on
equal terms. Irt me remind you of the statements made
by Indian leaders after it had tested its nuclear weapon
and Pakistan was yet to do so in May 199g. We are
a-sked to accept new realities and change our stance in
Kashmir. This attitude is certainly anlmpediment to
any meaningful peace negotiations or process. Then
there is the question of physical occupatiln of territory.
Whenever states assumed de facto control over a
disputed territory through aggression, they are averse
to let go of this military advantage. With a very high
concentration of troops in Kashmir a policy of
repression is being enacted by Indian troops iegardless
ofthe Indian opinion. peace negotiations cannot begin
unless this military aggression is vacated.
Grandstanding tactics like occasional offer of talks, no
first use of nuclear weapons, etc., would remain
diversionary tactics and hardly denote any serious
attempt of starting a peace process.

As Chester Crocker termed ,,a dispute ripens or
becomes amenable to resolution onci both'parties
realize through internal or external compulsiins that
costs of confrontation are becoming unbearable, and
then resort to outside mediation to risolve the conflict,.
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The fact is that a stronger party would never feel that
compulsion. The foreign powers can help in lightening
the conflict by nudging both parties to start
negotiations. The Camp David Accord is an example
where the President of USA got personally involved
to push the two parties to come to an agreement. Some
observers claim that Kashmir is not yet ripe for a

resolution. This seems non-sequitur logic as three wars
have been fought and serious confrontations and
crossing of the nuclear rubicon have amply
demonstrated the need for early resolution of the
Kashmir dispute.

Another facilitating factor is discarding war as

an option. In the case oflndia and Pakistan or at least
as I speak of Pakistan, there is a realization that war is
not a sensible option for resolving disputes. But the
temperatures in the region remain highly charged. With
India issuing threats of a decisive war, or threats of
invading Kashmir. In the face of these threats Pakistan
has exercised remarkable restraint and has repeatedly
called for dialogues and talks. A no war pact has also
been offered but currently India seems to be in no mood
to budge from its position. With forces sitting eye ball
to eye ball, the danger of a conflict remains real even
if the two countries claim otherwise. After all, quite a

few wars in human history were never meant to be
fought in the first place.

Employment of Confidence Building Measures
(CBMs) in South Asia has remained a subject of debate.

Some favour CBMs as a pre-requisite to avoid war and
hence the need to move from peripheral to contentious
issues. Others believe that confidence building
measures would remain cosmetic unless core issues are

tackled first. In the case of a heavy equilibrium on
forces size and economy, CBMs generally do not suit
a weaker party. Since 1990 India and Pakistan have
nevertheless entered into confidence building measures,

attempts havebeen going on in fits and starts, and lacks
in political commitment. To have a synergistic effect
the Confidence Building Measures have to be backed
by a political will to resolve disputes that seems
presently to be lacking. Winston Churchill once
remarked that it is better to talk and talk than shoot
and shoot. Communication links between two parties
in contact prevent breakdowns. And that helps in
avoiding in mistrust and misgivings. In South Asia,
negotiations have never been a sustained exercise, they
have taken place in fits and starts. Avoidance of war
has been largely through outside intervention or
persuasion. Although India andPakistan have notgone
into war since 1971, they could have easily stumbled
into it in 1986187 when the Indians were carrying out
the "Brass Tacks" exercises, in spring of 1990, in
summer of 1999 and most recently this year (2W2)
April / May, the situation still remains tense. And if
we were also to count Indian incursions in Siachen,
Chhor Bat-La and Shaqma from L972 -1988, the

instances where the two could hur" gor" to war are
even more. A redeeming feature if any, in all this
exercise is that there has never been a total rupture in
diplomatic links between India and Pakistan. Though
firing across the line of control and expulsion or recall
of diplomats has been a routine phenomena.

Sporadic attempts at talks in I96Os, 197 2, 1997 I
98, 1999 and 2001 have taken place but have floundered
in their immediate aftermath. In 1998 the Foreign
Secretaries of the two countries agreed on an 8 point
agenda for talks consisting of two items to be discussed
atForeign Secretary level, that is peace and security in
Kashmir, and 6 others to be discussed at expert level.
That is Siachin dispute, Voolarviraj, Serkrik, terrorism
and drugs, economical and commercial co-operation
and exchanges at cultural levels. These could never be
followed through partly because of modalities but
mainly because of a lack of political will and sincerity.
Without going into details, the Summit at Agra in 2001
presented an opportunity and we nearly came to
adopting ajoint declaration. But due to certain reasons
Indian side backed out at the last moment. The charges
and counter-charges vitiated the atmosphere so much
that even a meeting between the two leaders on side
lines of the UN General Assembly on 2001, could not
take place. The events following September I l,h of
course, changed the scenario altogether. However, ever
since PresidEnqMusharaaf came to power and even after
the Agra Sumri\ which we do not call a failure, he has
been offering tal\ to India. Even at the lowest ebb of
our relations in th\ last 8 months, we have not given
up that stance. It \is the Indian side that has been
studiously avoidinj talks and even a casual meeting
on the side lines of whether it is the SAARC Summit
or whether it is any UN Conference. Talks to resolve
issues have never been more important than it is now.
One cannot avoid it on any pretext or by shifting the
goal posts as we come to them.

Now coming to the current state of tensions, let
me briefly remind you of the sequence of events. The
unfortunate attack on the Indian Parliament on 1lth of
December, an event that Pakistan condemned like all
other acts of terrorism, was used as an excuse by India
to deploy nearly one million troops both along our
international border and on the line ofconffol and that
resulted in the rising of tensions to a very dangerous
level. Even before an inquiry on that incident took
place, on l4th December India accused two Pakistan
based outfits for the attacks. No evidence was provided
even when requested. Assurance was given that
appropriate action under the law of Pakistan will be
taken if proper evidence was provided. The then Home
Minister, Mr Advani, even in the Indian Parliament
questioned the basis of Pakistan's existence. This was
in a statement which was made on the 186 of December.
Escalatory measures like snapping of air, road and rail
communications, banning PIA over-flights, withdrawal
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of High Commissioner, etc., were taken by India- We
only reciprocated. On 3l"t December a list of 20 people
were given demanding their extradition to India. As it
is we do not have an extradition treaty with India nor
did those on the list have any connection with the
December 13m attack. Nevertheless, the President of
Pakistan said that if any evidence was provided, he
was ready to look into the matter and see the prospects
of any extradition. The only person accused of any
linkage with the December 13m attack was Moulana
Mazhoud Azhir who was in Indian custody from
L994-99. And it is really noteworthy that during this
period of almost 5 years, no action was taken against
him. And then he was released by the Indian authorities
when a demand was made by the hijackers of the Indian
aircraft. On 9'h January the demand by India was
increased to include winding up of alleged training
camps, stoppage ofall assistance direct and indirect to
terrorists from Pakistan, stoppage of alleged infiltration
into the Indian occupied Kashmir and renunciation of
alleged terrorism in all its forms.

Here I would like to mention that Pakistan itself
has been a victim of terrorism. We have condemned
terrorism in all its forms and manifestations and we
continue to do that to this date. We have condemned
all terrorist activities whether they have taken place in
India, in the Indian occupied Kashmir or elsewhere in
the world. While the organization said to be involved
in the 13th December attack, ryere banned by Pakistan,
their offices sealed and the officials arrested, the
President assured that the territory ofPakistan will not
be allowed to be used for any terrorist activities in the
world and also that no organization in the world would
be allowed to indulge in terrorism in the name of
Kashmir. This was reiterated subsequently by the
President on several occasions. Despite these
categorical interests and the offer of talks, there was
no inclination from the Indian side to sit down and
talk across the table and negotiate on the basic problems
that exist between the two countries - that is the
Kashmir dispute and also any other problem that India
may like to raise.

On the 14ft of May three persons wearing Indian
army fatigues attacked a bus and then an army camp
rcar Jammu resulting in 35 deaths. The attack was
pnomptly condemned by Pakistan but India within 3
hours of the attack claimed that the perpetrators were
frrom Pakistan. We formally asked India to share the
iaf,ormation and evidence but received no response. It
gives the impression that India wants to be the accuser,
fu pnosecutor and thejudge and thejury itself. Here I
lmld like to point out the reason why there is a
:mendous amount of misgivings on the part of
Hisan when such incidents happen. If you recall that
a Sikh village was attacked, this was just prior to
ficsi&nt Bill Clinton's visit to India, and as a result of
t* attack about 30 people were killed. Shortly

aftenrards lndia claimed that 5 of the people who were
involved in that attack were killed in a police encounter.
Their bodies were produced in a charred state. But when
the villagerS saw them and saw the personal belongings
of those people, it was realized that they were no
terrorists but innocent Kashmiri civilians. They had
been just picked up and shot. There was an inquiry
carried out by a retired Indian General and a few other
respected people concluded that the people who were
involved in this attack were not the one's who had been
killed and the subsequent DNA tests were also forged
by the Indian authority. As a matter of fact, in early
July, the Junior Minister Omar Abdullah in the
Parliament has conceded that they were not terrorists
as it was originally claimed but they were innocent
Kashmiris. The fact of the matter is that there is always
a knee-jerk reaction on the part of India to put the blame
on anything that happens in the Indian occupied
Kashmir on to Pakistan. We have on repeated occasions
called for an inquiry into the issue. We have also offered
joint inquiries but those inquiries have never been held
or have been held in a very shoddy manner where the
evidence has either been doctored or been concocted.

Following the 14'h May attack, two new mounted
divisions were inducted into the Indian occupied
Kashmir. Naval ships were moved near to our Maritime
boundary. lrave of all troops was cancelled. Fresh
forces were moved to our frontiers. As if preparing for
war India evacuated some of the bordering villages,
blackout exercises were carried out. Para military forces
were put under Army command and Coast Guards and
Merchqrt Fleets were put under the control of the Navy.
Heavy \unprovoked firing was carried out across
the line of cbnqq-I. This resulted in more than 60 dead
and 200 injured. Le-fme tell you that one of our persons
in the High Commission here who has his home near
the line ofcontrol, his sister and brother-in-law were
killed in one of these attacks and he had to go home
for the funeral. Coupled with these escalatory measures
on the ground threatening statements calling for a
decisive war were made and not only from the highest
level of leadership but also from the Army, from the
Defence Minister. Pakistan was compelled to say that
although Pakistan did not want war, if war was thrust
upon us we would defend ourselves, our sovereignty
and territorial integrity with all the means available at
our disposal. Never were we near to war than at that
time. Pakistan nevertheless despite all these
provocations and escalation on our borders, maintained
our position of calling for dialogue to resolve all the
issues with tndia.

On the question of infiltration across the line of
control which has been a major charge levelled by India
against Pakistan, let me say as it has been said by our
President and by our government on many occasions
'there is no infiltration taking place across the line of
control from Pakistan's side'. What is happening in
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the Indian occupied Kashmir is a movement which is
purely indigenous and it is being canied out by the
Kashmiri people themselves. a. f- as the charges
levelled by India are concerned, we have not now but
about 6 or 7 years before offered to India for the posting
of impartial foreign monitors along the line of control
to monitor the situation. Similarly, we have also called
for the strengthening of the UN- Military Observer,s
Group for Indian and pakistan which happens to be
the oldest peace keeping operations under the UN
auspices. We have asked for strengthening of this
Military Observer's Group to check whether any
violations of the line of control is taking place or if
any infiltrations are taking place. Both these proposals
have been rejected by India not once but on a number
of occasions. The recent measures taken by India at
de-escalation which have been publicized quite a bit,
that is allowing over-flighs bypakistan, by pia aircraft
or pulling back some of the Naval Vessels which had
come to our Maritime boundary. These are nothing but
self-serving and cosmetic measures. As long as the
troops remain in an operational state along the border,
sitting eyeball to eyeball, real de_escalatio--n would not
have taken place. Moreover any de_escalation which
might take place would continul to remain temporary
till such time the underlying causes for these escalations
of tensions and deployments of troops is at rest and
that underlying cause is as I mentioned, is the Kashmir
dispute. One has to face the realities and address the
issues which have been the cause of tensions between
the two countries. India has been avoiding entering into
talks with us and now they have shifted-the goal post
to October this year that is when the electiJn would
take place and we have been told that the acid Test for
Pakistan's sincerity would be the way the .elections
are conducted. Now it is very obvious that pakistan
cannot be held responsible for what happens inside the
Indian occupied Kashmir and in any case the elections
are no solution to the Kashmir dispute. This has been
recognized of course by pakistan and the United
Nations way back in 1957 when the Constituent
A^s19mblf was being convened to determine the future
of Kashmir and it was at that time that the theme
resolution which was in 1957, the Resolutio n lZ2,
wherein the Security Council had specifically decided
that any action by the Constituent Assembly would not
constitute a substitute for the exercise of fL and fair
plebiscite in the territory and only through the free and
fair plebiscite would the final dispositiln of the state
be decided.

. I will not go into the fact that in the past the
elections had been rigged or the voter turn_out lias been
dismally low right down to aboutl%o.This was much
before the current escalations. pakistan has reiterated
as it has been done by the president on so many
occasions, is ready to engage in a meaningful dialogul
anywhere and at any level. There is no ither option.
Any reluctance to do so will not help the cause of peace.

a

It takes extraordinary courage to fight a war as you all
know but as you also know ittakes 

"'u"n 
greur"."o*ug"

to fight for peace. And we must in our f,uest for peale
be conscious that there are no quick_fix solutions. The
high road to peace, to quote prime Minister Vajpayee
'.is long and winding with pitfulls on the way. It has tobe treaded with determination 

"orrog" ond
perseverance.' Without the first step nothing can be
achieved and for an issue which has a history of more
than 50 years, it is not possible to resolve it in one
meeting or two. It has to be a long haul, it has to dispel
the emotional baggage which has been gathered over
the years. It has to take into account ihe tegacy of
mistrust and lack of confidence on the two sides and
certainly it is going to take a long time.

I would conclude by a small story which was
written by a Sufi. There was a young boy of 5 when hejoined a Sufi Seminary. When he ias iS t i, Master
asked him to step out into the world and wien he did
he was afraid and was very apprehensive on what he
was going to do. So he asked his Master .what am I
going to do?' The Master said .you look straight and
you will find the answer'. He kept looking but he could
not find any answer.,So about 3 days flter he again
asked the Master .I do not see the unr*". as I look
straight'. So the Master said .Keep 

concentrating, and
after 5. days the boy told the foaster, .yes, I see
something and that is the horizon. So what should I
do?' So the Sufi Master said .Walk 

to the horizon and
when you reach there look straight ahead anJ you will
see another horizon and march to that horizon again,.
We have to start this march in our quest for peace. fnere
would be a number of horizons *ii"t *" _uf have to
tread to but ultimately we have to work for'peace in
the region. Not onty in the interert ;ith" I*#i
security situation but also in the interest of our own
peoples who have bee\ denied econo*i" p-o"* una
social development ove\ these long years *fr""r,t 

" 
t*ocountries have conc]entrated-on their defence

expenditures. I know tfrere are many aspects of the
relations which have befn left out like tie nuclear issues
and o{hers, but I would be very happy to ,uk" you
questions as they might come. Thank you,o much for
the patient hearing.

Discussion

Chairman: It was a very comprehensive and
detailed briefing on the historical p"rrp""tiro of tfr"
Indo Pakistan relations._His fxcetiency *iif irr." *y
questions that you may have now.

AVM Harry Goonatillake: your Excellency I was
rewardedfromyour speech and I think all Si Lankans

and people in the Southern Asian region se" thi afrput"
as a desperate one. particularly jor pakistan and in
fact you mentioned about Untiei Nations initiatives
and resolutions that have been passed wh,ich are quite
true' A lot of peopre tatk about sMRC (our association
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herefor SouthAsia) as being toothless but I thinkas
people living in this region they can be a powedul
pressure group. Is a SAARC initiative not the best
option afier the United Nations?

The Lecturer: Thank you very much for pointing
that out. As a matter of fact as you know a number of
regional organizations like the Organisation of African
Unity, the Organisation of American States have all
graduated from discussing purely economic or technical
issues to security issues as well. Firstly, it was a part of
the SAARC Charter that bilateral issues would not be
introduced. But nevertheless on a number ofoccasions
and even at the recommendation of the committee of
eminent persons, it was recommended that some of the
bilateral issues may be discussed even though a decision
might not be taken. Now for that SAARC certainly
would be a very useful organization. But at the same
time as it stands now I think it has to still cover a lot of
ground before that level of confidence in the
organization has developed for the member states to
address issues. As far as pakistan is concerned we have
been in favour ofdiscussing regional issues which have
an impact on the entire region as such but unfortunately
we have not had a go ahead on that. But at the same
time SAARC has proved to be a very effective ground
ia tcrms of getting leaders together in a very informal
setting. As it is SAARC summits have a concept of a
rctreat during the Summits where leaders free from the
glae and inquisitiveness of the press, have a chance to
relt to each other and ifyou go by the past experience,
a number of very, very important initiatives hive come
fuing the SAARC Summits.

Sri Lanka had admirably chaired the SAARC
Cring this period. Unfortunately in Kathmandu despite
r ury sincere desire on the part of our president to
lile dissussions with the Indian leadership, it did not
rrGr:.alizq That famous handshake of president
,Llnsharaaf with prime Minister Vajpayee also*rnetely remained a symbolic one because it could
m bc followed up by one to one discussion.

AVM Duncan Dissanayake: your Excellency, youp**rty did not wqnt to go beyond 1947 in your
*. today and you mentioned about a Hindhu

th9 mid 196 century that the territory of Kashmir was
sold to Maharajah Gulab Singh by the British for a
sum of Rs. 7.5 million. The entire territory went to
them. At that time the population again was
overwhelmingly Muslim in the territory 

^nd 
Ju-rnu

was part of it. As it is, if you take the demographic
complexion of Kashmir as a whole, if you take out
Jammu you would find that the populaiion is about
50:50 of Muslims and Hindhus, or if you take out Ladak
where there is a bigger population of Buddhists. The
population in the valley and what is now the Azad
Kashmir in the northern area are overwhelmingly
Muslim. If you take the composition as a whole, the
population including Jammu and Ladak would be
around 807o Muslims.

I purposely did not go beyond 1947 because I
did not want to burden you with all the details. But
there is a very interesting history of this issue if you
even go beyond L947.Because never during the reign
of the Dogra Rulers (as they used to be catea; *rat
Iere the Maharajah Gulab Singh and later Maharajah

Lud.|irg!, was it a peaceful area and throughout the
Muslims had been agitating against their rile. As a
matter of fact in 1930s, there was a major insurgency
in that area against the rule of the Mah;rajah and the
Maharajah had then been very repressive.

Regarding your second question about the line
of control, it was established when the first ceasefire
was introduced in Kashmir. At that time it was called
the ceasefire line and it was also decided Uy ttre UN
that to monitor that ceasefire line a UN Military
Observer's Group for India and pakistan would be
constituted and they would monitor the ceasefire line.
And it was established at the point where the Azad
Kashmir Forces and some pakistani Forces and where
the Indian Forces were at the time when the ceasefire
was imposed. Subsequently after the Simla agreement
was signed, for some reason India insisted that the
ceasefire line\should be called the line of actual control
and that was t$e line of control as it came to be known
subsequently. [n l9a8 ofcourse the ceasefire line was
established atfhe point where the forces were. In 1965
there.weresy'me minor readjustrnents according to the
position of fhe forces and in l97I again ther-e were
some minor adjustments which was made and it was
called the line of actual control. But what flowed very
significantly from the change and nomenclature was
that India since the signing of the Simla agreement has
refused to allow the UN Military Observer's Group
([INMOGIP) ro operate on its side of the line of control.
According to themandate the UNMOGIp has to cover
both sides ofthe line ofcontrol and each side has to
report any violation of the ceasefire agreement to
UNMOGIP which in turn reports to the diparftnent of
Peace Keeping Operations and brings it to tire attention
of the members of the Security Council. But since 1972
India has not allowed UNMOGIp to operate on its side

mqanwho was the Maharajahfor Kashmir and
ilbu buw whether he wasfir Jimmu also at thetb$pur getting independence. Will you be able to
flrtoru that it was a Hindhu Mahaiajah,had been
Hld in the Kashmi4 was he cominj from a long
frqte of Hindhus and how big ii ihe Hindhu

bt in that part of Kashmir? Another question
ffictoaskyou is the line of control, ie. the line

how has that been laid down? Vis a.
in 1947.

Llenuer: Let me take your first question frst.
fu Hindhu Maharajah basically comes from

of Maharajah Gulab Singh and it was in
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of the line of control. Nevertheless, UNMOGIP
continues to remain on ground and it is funded by the
United Nations through its Peace Keeping budger

The reason why Pakistan has asked for
strengthening of the UNMOGIP and to allow it to fully
implement its mandate, is to cover both sides of the
line of control. The reason basically is that currently
UNMOGIP is the only impartial body which is on
ground to monitor any ceasefire violations. Pakistan
has been reporting all instances ofceasefire violations
to IJNMOGIP butlndia has notbeenco-operating since
1972.

Major General W R Wijeyaratne: Your
Excellency, we gather frotn your address that India is
not abiding by the UN Resolution and also is not
interested in mediators. Has your government been able
to analyze these two stands? Is it advantageous to them
or what are your findings or analysis?

The Lrcturer: Well, the basic is that under the
UN Resolutions, the main question is the settlement of
the Kashmir dispute. On the basis of right to self
determination of the Kashmiri people exercised in a
free and impartial plebiscite. Now if that plebiscite was
to take place today or even earlier on, there is an

overwhelming desire on the part of the Kashmiri people
to accede to Pakistan and naturally India is not ready
for that. That is why it is notready to allow the holding
of such a plebiscite.

Secondly, on the question of the mediator, India
has been insisting that the two countries are capable of
resolving the issue without any foreign facilitation,
mediation or arbitration. The point of view of Pakistan
is that it has now been more than 50 years. The bilateral
track has not worked. As I mentioned to you earlier,
only two issues which were resolved were the Indus
water distribution and theRann-of-Kutch dispute. They
were decided through the help of the World Bank and
the International Court of Justice. Now in case a

mediation takes place or an arbitration takes place, then
of course the whole legality of the issue has to come
out. India has to face the legal basis for the resolution
of the issue. Then secondly as I mentioned that India
as it is, is far, far bigger than Pakistan in terms of size,
in terms of military strength, in terms of economic
power. And it is always the smaller power or a weaker
neighbour who would look for any kind of foreign
mediation or arbitration. India probably feels it has the
strength to withstand any initiative taken by Pakistan
and is therefore avoiding any mediation. But as it is,
whether you call it by any other name, the shuttle
diplomacy which is being carried out by Richard
Armitage or Powell - Secretary of State or by the British
Foreign Secretary, messages are being carried back anh
forth and even if it is not accepted as a mediation, we
hope that this international pressure or international
interest would encourage India to enter in to a dialogue

a

withFrkistmmdwitt asincerity of purpose and with
thc djoclive of resolving all outstanding disputes.

ItIeir Cffial Lalin Fernan do: Yo ur Exc ellency,
fulan Aloihn! Having been in your country when I
was double your age (in 1964) and also having known
one of the most brilliant officers of the BALLICH
Regimeat, probably in the Pakistan Army as well,
Gultn Alurad Malik Khan, I knew him at Sandhurst, I
believe I lotow quite well the mentality of the Pakistani's
with regard. to Kaslunir Now I just wonder whether
whatever Pakistan says, India will never believe that
Pakistan does not fund, train and dispatch Freedom
Fighters. Is it possible for Pakistan to publicly deny or
publicly state tlwt it is nat interested or concerned about
Kashmir to lower the tensions and will any Pakistan
Government that sqys that, survive. Of course you say
what you want and do what you want. So can you
publicly say that? So, you will match India lie for lie
and look after your own interest without increasing
tensions? Because I believe that this is the problem
that India has and I fully believe you because I have
met enough of Kashmiri's to knoq that what is going
on in Kashmir is something terrible and horrible done
basically by the Indian Army.

The Lecturer: Thank you very much. I have met
many Officers in the Sri Lankan Army and other Arms
who have had their training in Pakistan or have had
some kind of an association with Pakistan by way of
postings or assignments and it has been my desire since
I arrived here and I have talked to some of the Officers
who went to Pakistan to try and have a roster of
everybody who has been to Pakistan and have a get-
together once or twice a year and have a good time and
exchange views. I would certainly enlist your support
also.

Now coming to your question - you know it was
a very interesting remark that you made to match India
lie for a lie! Well, I do not know whether any one in
Pakistan would be able to do that but let me just
illustrate a few facts. I would say that General
Musharaaf, as President of Pakistan has taken steps
which would have been very, very difficult for any
elected government in Pakistan. Firstly to take action
against all militant elements in Pakistan whether they
were involved in sectarian qonflicts or whether they
were involved in crossing \", to Afghanistan and
joining the Taliban outfit or at'y other and he has taken
action against some of the refigious seminaries which
would have been unthinkablf for a political leader who
has an. interest of getting a fvote the second time.

Then as far as the question of the so-called
infiltration across the line ofcontrol is concerned, he
has stated in no uncertain terms that no part of
Pakistan's territory would be allowed to be used for
any terrorist activity, whether it is in the name of
Kashmir or otherwise; whether it is in India or any
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part of the world. And he has also given categorical
assurances that nothing is happening by way of
infiltration across the line of control. Now the question
is that we have X number of troops on the line of control
and on the other hand India has about 700,000 troops
highly concentrated in a small area. If those 700,000
troops are not able to monitor the line of control
effectively and stop infiltration ifat all they are taking
place, then it is very, very difficult for Pakistan to do
so. Nevertheless, we have held out a categorical
assurance that we will not allow that to happen and as

of now nothing is happening across the line of control
and this fact has been recognized for example when
Colin Powell was here, he did mention that the
infiltration across the line of control had gone down
significantly, and that more needs to be done. The
President said that whatever steps that he could take
he has already taken and that now the ball is in India's
court to come forward and enter into some kind of
negotiation. So let me hold out that assurance again
that Pakistan is doing all that is in its power to prevent
anything happening across the line of control. As a

matter of fact in the past we have exercised considerable
restraint in the activities across the line of control. We
even exercised a unilateral ceasefire and the firing was
only done in case ofa firing across the border by the
Indians. So we are doing whatever we can and let me
also add that this is being done at a great cost to Pakistan
itself and what we have seen in terms of some of the
terrorist activities in Pakistan whether they were in
Karachi or more recently is Murree where a school was
attacked, this may well be a fall out of the steps taken
by the government against the militant outfits which
were operating in Pakistan.

Bri gadier Sri Mudannayak e: P aki s t an maint ains
the position that it will use all means within her to
defend itself and you highlighted thnt here - even India's
conventional superiority in landforces. I feel in case
of hostilities India decides to go in pursuit of the
militant camps and Pakistanfaces a dfficuh situation,
it is inevitable that Pakistan will be tempted to use the
auclear option. The entire world community will then
ask Pakistan whether it was juitifiable to go in for a
etclear war Your comments on this please sir

The Lecturer: Thank you very much for raising
rtis issue. As far as Pakistan is concerned, it is let me
ray, a reluctant member of the nuclear club. We never
rmted to possess nuclear powers nor did we want to
hve that kind of a deterrent. So as far back as in 1974,
Prkistan moved a resolution in the UN General
Assembly for in declaring South Asia as a nuclear
rrc4onfree zone and we are very thankful to Sri Lanka
fu having supported us all along on this particular
ffirtiye. {This position we continue to maintain}Of
orsc in l974lndia had detonated a nuclear weailon
d 1998 when it tested its nuclear weapon I happened
btc in Pakistan at that time and I was the Director

General for the Americas, which was Canada, USA
and Latin America. I can give you an idea of the amount
of pressure that was used on Pakistan to stay away from
testing a nuclear weapon. But then we sought security
umbrellas from these very powers who were asking us
not to go on this path. But no security umbrella was
forthcoming and of course Pakistan had to do what was
best in its national interest.

As far as the conventional weapon imbalance is
concerned, yes there is a tremendous imbalance in the
conventional weaponry and the depths ofourdefences.
But at the same time we have a tremendous confidence
in our soldiers and in their abilities to defend the borders
and I would say weapon for weapon, man for man, I
think we can give a very good account ofourselves in
the battle field and we are confident that any one who
thinks of a misadventure, would think twice. As far as
the use of nuclear weapon is concerned, we have
repeatedly said that we acquired this capability not for
any offensive reasons. They were basically a defensive
weapon, a deterrent at the maximum. And I would not
be wrong in saying that if we did not have this deterrent
today war would have been imposed on us much before
than we think that it would. As it is, in a nuclear conflict
there are no winners. Everyone is a loser. When the
conflict is over there are no enemies also because the
only enemy would be the contaminated earth, the
polluted waters, the radiated air and those would be
the enemies. That is why as ourPresident said, it would
be even unthinkable to use or think about a nuclear
war at this stage.

I would also like to remind you of a statemeot
that was' made by no other person than Prime Minister
Vajpayee when somebody asked him about the part in
the nuclear doctrine oflndia on the question ofno first
use ofnuclear weapon, when somebody asked him on
this subject and ofthe possibility ofPakisran using the
nuclear weapon, he said 'do you think we are going to
wait for the Pakistanis to launch a nuclear weapon q!
us ? ' The answer was obvious. Secondly, if you talk in
terms of reaction time, I would say there is hardly any
line dividing the fact of a no first use and a raaliatry
move. So I would say that it is just a deterrent qftich
we have with us and the International Commrrnit;l
knows fully well what the implicatiom of e rrrlar
conflict is and that is precisely the reason rfry th ir
so much of an interest in theWest,theEurqallE:
and also Russia in forestalling any pmciffiydr
conflict between these two nuclear cq*afib"

General Gerry de Silva: Oralcrtt;fr
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the integral partof India but at the same time one should
not forget that Kashmir is not a part of India as any
other territory oflndia is part ofthe country. It is still
governed under the Article 370 of the Constitution and
it continues to have special status. At the same time
the recognition by the United Nations that it is a
disputed territory is a big source of strength for us.
Now the question is whether the final soluiion would
be on the basis of the UN Resolutions or any other
formula would be arrived at in the course of
negotiations. Obviously as we see it the only legal basis
for a solution is what is contained in the UN Security
Council Resolutions.

But before a dialogue starts, whether it is on this
particular issue or even in a corporate negotiation,
nobody would come up with the bottom line before
the negotiations start. Let the negotiations begin; let
thetwo countries move away from theirstated positions
and only then they would be able to arriie at an
acceptable solution. Buttill then wehave only one legal
basis and that is what is espoused in the UN Security
Council Resolutions.

Vote of thanks proposed by AVM l)uncan
Dissanayake

President of the Association of Retired Flag Rank
Officers, General Geny De Silva, Founder president
of ARFRO Lt General Denis perera, Members of the
ARFRO and Officers of the Army, Navy and Air Force.

- It gives me great pleasure to propose a vote of
thanks for this very erudite presentation that was made
this evening by His Excellency Ashraf eureshi. He
told us at the beginning that there was a mintal block
and that he did not know how to fill the area in between
from L947 to the present day, but he gave us a masterful
description of what the relations have been between
India and Pakistan, of course particularly relating to
Kashmir. To us I think it is very important and this
typ-e of lecture is very useful to a profJssional military
audience like us. The reason that you have given us
the^historical perspective so that *" u, irilitr.y
professionals will notrun away with isolated incidents

and draw our own conclusions, eriticisms or
appreciations on isolated incidents. But here you took
us on that whole curve of the Kashmiri probllm and I
think we can draw the objects from this curve and see
the high points in proper perspectives for ourselves.

Another matter I thought that did come out to
me in the lecture was somedescription of thebehaviour
patterns of the two nations in this conflict. That again
is something very useful to us for the reason that as
said by Walter Lipman ,behaviour 

of nations over a
period of time (like the 50 years you traced) is very
ofien an indication ofyour values and interest and what
your national interest is.In other words it is fair index
of your national interest . So we were able to gauge
how we have a situation of the unbending attitudes of
the Indians and your own attitude and w-e are able to
see that in perspective.

thank very much once again for that and I
think we must also thank you for tailng time from your
busy schedule as the High Com-missioner and
Representative of your country to come here today and
holoynq us by coming here and by considering it
sufficiently important. We also like tL say thank you
for one who represents a special country that is a special
friend of Sri Lanka.

I must also thank the Commander of the Army
and the Commanding Officer of the 4th SLE for
providing these facilities for us today, the Commander
of the Army-particularly the sending the Army Officers
and throughout ARFRO has been using this iacility as
our home and these type of lectuies have been
conducted because of the generosity of the Army and
whatever we draw from them and whatever we leave
to posterity, we draw from having been given this
facility. So to that extent we are very thankful. We are
also thankful to the Army Signal Corps for providing
the P-ublic Address System. And last bot noil"urt, ,"
would like to thank the Commanders of the Navy and
Air Force for sending their Officers to listen to these,,
l":rr.:r and thank you very much every one of y i"i(
being h.ere. Thank you. ' ,/
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one is on the right side of the great global divide, with
regard to the war against terrorism is one I think that
does exert a restraining influence. on the LTTE's
operations both locally as well as internationally. Hence,
it is a force that makes for an engagement in a political
process.

The third one, I think is, and is a very important
one indeed is that the General Election results do
confirm, an across the board, island-wide acceptance

that negotiations are the order of the day. It is very
difficult to look at an election result and trace from that
election result a line of causality towards a particular
cause or factor, but I think that it is quite clear, given
the way that election was fought, particularly in the
South, where the UNP was accused of being in a

conspiracy with the L:TTE, etc. That nevertheless, the
vast majority of people rejected that notion. If they
believed it, that nevertheless did not prevent them from
voting for the UNP. So even if it was not a question of
saying that there was a pro-active electoral
demonstration in favour of peace, the upshot of the
whole thing was that the vast majority of the electorate
rejected the argument of a conspiracy between the LITE
and the UNP and voted in favour of the two of them
sitting down and talking. As you know, the election
results as far as the North East was concerned, mirror
this in so far as you had four Tamil political parties

come together, and this is important, come together on
a single platform of saying that the LITE was the sole
representative of the Tamil people at negotiations. I think
it is important to remember that the mandate given to
the LITE, by proxy as it were, via the TNA (the Tamil
National Alliance) was nevertheless a limited mandate
with regard to negotiations.

The fourth factor, and I think that this is the most
important one, is that for the first time you have got a
Government of Sri Lanka which was willing to work
with the LTTE rather than around them or under them
on in any way try to undermine them and deny them the
political control that they have on the ground. I am of
tbefirmbelief thatall theattempts made by theprevious
Government (PA Government) with regard to
Constitutional Reform had either explicitly or implicitly
the objective ofcutting the political ground from under
thc feet of the LTTE and by doing that attempting to
play them out of the equation of a political settlement
with constitutional guarantees for the ethnic conflict.
Tbe difference now is that, and herein I think lies the
rea of controversy , the area of debate, is that the UNP
rccopizes quite simply that the LTTE has control over
chmks of territory in the North and the East of this
comtry and the only way to dislodge them from that
uritory is to return to hostilities. And hostilities in turn
re not going to bring quick, easy, cheap dividends. So

c has to live with it, and work through it. In that
rcspcct, I think, a lot of the criticism of the CFA which,
in my opinion is essentially a cessation of hostilities

,
agreement and nothing more should be read into it, is
that there is a popular conception - a popular perception
that the Government of Sri Lanka is conceding to the
LTTE, that the LTTE is receiving concession after
concession and the Government in return is not
receiving anything. I think that it is somewhat of an
Emoneous perception and one ttrat needs to be addressed
and a challenge that the Government faces. But I think
that the point that needs to be made, is that for the last
seven years in particular the vast majority of the
population of this country was never told the truth about
the war. As I said time and time again before with regard
to the devastation, humanitarian consequences due to
the war, the average Sri Lankan probably knew more
and had seen more pictorial representations of what had
had happened in Bosnia, Rwanda, Burundi, Somalia,
wherever, but also did not know the extentto which the
situation of the ground was such that there was an
alternative source of political control taking place on
the ground. Because, let's face it - for at least four or
five of the last seven years in effect civil administration
of the North and East of the country was happening
only with the consent and concurrence ofthe LITE and
the element within that holy power of equation kept
going to the point that at the present moment of course
as lfe all know, in effect there is an interim
adminishation of sorts on the ground. The LITE does
control territory and the question is to what extent can
the Government of Sri Lanka openly acknowledge that
and to what extent can the Government of Sri Lanka
attempt to reverse it? And I think that this Govemment
has recognized that it cannot attempt to reverse it
without returning to hostilities and therefore, it has to
throw the challenge of a peace process to the LITE. So
when one thinks in terms of this notion that the
Govemment is conceding all the time, I think one has
to recognize one simple point and it is that if the
Government acknowledges that the LTTE controls
territory in the North and East of this country, the LTTE
has now got to accept the situation of power'with
responsibility. The need of an interim administration
w[ich would provide legal legitimization of the LITE ,./
contol over those areas is going to carry with it certain -r'
responsibilities and obligations. The LITE has neverl
had tojustify, account, engage in transparency for its
actions. There are stories that come out now that when
taxations are being extorted from people etc., the
ordinary villagers or ordinary individuals are either
beating up the tax collector or refusing to pay. The point
here is that by throwing the challenge of an altemative
context, a context not of hostilities, not of impending
conflict, the LITE has to face the challenge of either
adapting or selfdestructing; ofhaving to face the people
in a situation in which the alibi of the Sri Lankan staie
which is supposed to be so horrendously oppressive and
repressive, is no longer there. They have to be able to
show that they can rule and that they can govern justly
and wisely and that if they are to engage with
internatlonal actors, that they can observe the procedures
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of accountability and transparency. In a sense the
strategy of Sri Lanka is a simple one, of playing the
good guy in terms of recognizing and accepting LITE
control, perhaps going more than any of.its predecessors

interms of accommodating LTTE control with the hope
that by doing so, that the LTTE will have to ffansform
itself into a more responsible partner in the peace
process. The Government is relying on international
opinion whether it be through the mooted acquisition
and cross-servicing agreement with the United States,
the military assistance agreements with the Chinese,
the oil tanks farm leasing to the Indians, is relying on
an international deterrent to once again circumscribe
the movements of the LTTE. The oil tants lease is of
course of particular interest since it traces its origins
from the 1987 Indo Sri Lanka accord and here it is an
Indian presence, the regional super power's presence
in the heartland of the Tamil homeland. So he is relying
on the international opinion to provide the deterrent.
And it is hoping that by lifting embargos, by sending
our goods and services to the North and East, to
embouchure both the population in the North and East
as well as the LTTE and take the cutting edge over the
desire to return to war.

Now all of that of course is fraught with dangers.
What are the dangers? The dangers I think are these: I
think the first point that needs to be made and instilled
is that the Whole question of peace making and peace
building in the North and the East of this country as

well as for the rest in this country does not rely upon
the good offices and good intentions of the key
protagonists alone. I think what is happening in the East
at the present moment shows us that first and foremost
if a peace process is to take root, if it is tg be
consolidated, and if it is to endure, it has got to be a
peace made amongst people and between people. So
outside ofthe efforts ofthe key protagonists, there is a
lot that civil society organizations, etc. have to make in
terms of building trust and understanding at a
community level. And in order to be able to do that, the
key one, is of course the human rights aspect. Th6re
could be no worse, no greater indictment of the ceasefire
agreement and the current peace process if the human
rights regime in the North and East is worse in this 'no
war no peace' situation than it was during the war. And
therefore, in order to be able to institutionalize it, I think
the urgency in getting to an interim administration of
legitimizing the political administrative structures that
can be in place, must be done as a matter of the utrnost
urgency. There is the question of extortion and LTTE
taxation. And I think that you must be awaie that this is
of course a problem that besets most conflict situations
which involves a state and a guerilla or a non-state actor.
The LTTE is in need of access to cash to be able to
continue to provide the kind of quasi welfare services
that it believes it has provided for its cadre as well as

their families. In a peace time situation - in a ceasefire
situation, if the Government of Sri Lanka is going to be

sole provider of welfare and wellbeing in the North
and East, the LTTE's going to lose out in terms of
political capital. Thatis why they will continueto extort,
they will continue to abduct, they will continue to do
all those things in order to be able to maintain in the
eyes oftheir constituency that they can continue to carry
on those functions of welfare, well being, of protection
etc., that they did when there was a situation of war.
Therefore regularizing the access to resources is going
to be the key.

Similarly I think, with regard to the Government
of Sri Lanka and the security forces, there is of course
the issue with regard to the relocation of forces in the
North and East. Nothing is going to happen till D Day
plus 160 which is of course the ultimate deadline for
the forces to be moved out of places of worship and
educational establishments. That is part of the CFA that
was entered into by the Government of Sri Lanka and
the LTTE seems to be fairly firm on this question. That
raises some interesting questions both with regard to
the ability of the Government of Sri Lanka to meet with
this deadline and with regard to the vision of what a

future political settlement is going to be like. Both sides
need cash. The Government of Sri Lanka, in my
understanding, needs a fair bit of cash to be able to
relocate its security forces. No foreign government, as

far as I know, will give us assistance to relocate our
army. No foreign government will give another
sovereign country money to relocate its army and this
is a question therefore that needs to be taken very
seriously in terms of it having an impact on the
momentum with regard to the peace process. Are the
points of relocation going to be temporary poins of
relocation? Does it involve permanent infrastructure?
If it involves a permanent infrastructure, does that not
have a 'knock-on' effect and a bearing on the positioning
of the forces when it comes to rule of an interim
administration, a period of interim administration, as
well as a final political settlement? Is the army then
going to have to be pulled out of areas entirely? It is
quite clear that as far as the LTTE is concerned that
they will use all possible means of political agit\on
and action to agitate against the army staying in \e
North and East. And no one will be able to turn arourld
and tell them that they are being mal'a fide becaus!
they will turn around and say, we are engaging ifr
mainstream political activity, we are not firing a shotf .
Hartal after hartal, civic agitation may well be order of
the day with regard to the question of the relocation of
the forces. In that sense, I think it is a fair point to
make that there are elements of the ceasefre agreement
which were conceived in haste and entered into in hastq
with a lot of good will, rather than with a lot of
forethought. In this time period between now and D
Day plus 160 days a lot of very agile footwork and
thinking on one's feet is going to have to be done to be
able to mitigate the impact of those problems of stalling
or preventing the progress towards relocation and
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sitting down talking about an interim administration.
My feeling is, and here I will stick my neck out, I do
not see at the moment any great desire on either side,
the Government of Sri Lanka or the LTTE, to go back
to hostilities. On the other hand what I do see is a desire
on the part of the LITE to capitalize on the political
space afforded to it under the CFA to establish as much
physical political control over the North East as
possible. Once they have done that, then they will sit
down and talk. They are not interested in talking, in
my opinion, until that has actually happened. Sri Lanka
on the other hand, I think, operates with a much weaker
hand and I think that must be appreciated. Every
government of Sri Lanka that has negotiated with the
LTTE, unfortunately carries with it the consolidated
folly of its predecessors. Each time you come to the
table to talk with the LTTE, the LTTE is politically
more powerful than the previous time that you sat down
to talk with it. And I think that is an undisputed fact
and the LTTE knows that as well. Therefore, the
Government of Sri Lanka is going to continue to appear
to concede but its operating on the assumption that the
people in the South at the end of the day, just do not
want war. They are not necessarily concerned with the
nitty gritty of the political dotting of i's and crossing
of 't's with regard to the agreement. The danger though,
and this I think is a very real danger which the
government has now begun to recognize, the Prime
Minister I believe, is going to address the country today
or tomorrow on this issue, is that if disaffection with
regard to the peace process is combined with
disaffection and discontent on the economic front, then
we have a very explosive cocktail indeed - where
patience is not going to last and where things could
easily snowball out of corltrol Just think for a moment,
the Government has embarked on twin challenges, of
peace as well as deep rooted economic reform. No.
economic reform of the type that we have to
contemplate is going to take place without the bitter
medicine of increasing prices and the cost of living.
The average citizen will now tell you that when there
was a war, they had to pay for a rise in cost living, now
that there is no war they still have to pay for a rise in
cost of living. Unless that is addressed, we are going
to have serious problems. Because, if there is no
momentum on the peace process front, discontent on
bottr fronts can combine into a fairly exp losive cocktail.
And just remember one other thing, the Multi-Fibre
Agreement , which is an international agreement which
gives us quotas, expires by 2004. Already there are a
number of garment factories now clobing down or
relocating. Not all of them can take their labour and
their technical expertise with them. There are going to
be layoffs. The privatization programmes that the
rultilaterals want us to implement is going to require
e fair amount of downsizing of public enterprises and
irstitutions. There is going to be greater price hikes
ad greater unemployment if we go down that road.
ADd in fact the catch 22 situation is that if we differ, it

will only get worse in the future. So a lot of patience
and tolerance is going to be required from the people
at large, with regard to this. And this is going to have
an impact on the peace process as well. So finally, let
me say that I think this is a process that has begun
which is much morepragmatic and much morerealistic.
It is grounded in reality - it presents a lot of
opportunities. But with all processes it takes a long
time, it requires patience, it requires a lot of deft
handling along the way. But it has got quite a lot of life
in it. And I think it has established one clear certainty,
and that is that until and unless the state of Sri Lanka
begins to acknowledge that peace can only be had if
we can share power, both as a metaphor and as a fact,
if the institutions of the state as well as the situation on
the ground reflects that there is genuine desire to share
power, then we can have peace. The United National
Front Government I think has recognized that, not I
might add, out of any great conviction, but simply out
of necessity. The challenge of the peace process for
both sides therefore, is indeed to make a virtue out of
necessity. And it is not just both sides - it is our
challenge as well. Thank you.

Discussion

Major General Mike Silva: 1 assume, please
correct me if I am wrong, that when you say the
Government sharing powey you meant that the
Government sharing power with the LTTE. In other
words, lots of people, including your statement, that is,
you, are taking it for granted that in the North and East
of Sri l-anlrn, the power is one party with an army of its
own . In other words you are telling us that we should
recognize a military dictatorship for the Tamil people.
No democratig elections - and we come to terris purely
for the sake 6f peace, which is no doubt vital, and we
have to recognize a military armed single party. Now
are you saying that?

The Lecturer: Couple of things in response to that:
First and foremost, the reason why we have to deal with
the LTTE at the present moment is that we have failed
to defeat it on the battle field, and I do not think that
what you have failed to achieve on the battle field you
are going to get at the negotiating table. So you start
from the position in which you have to sit down and
talk to the LTTE not because you want to but because
you have to. And it is likewise for them. If they come
to that negotiating table and sit down and talk to the
Government of Sri Lanka, they sit down and talk not
because they want to but because they have to. So
accumulated folly or mistakes or bad luck or whatever
it is we want to call it, has produced a situation in which
the LTTE has emerged as the standard bearers of Tamil
political representation with regard to negotiating a
political settlement of this conflict. In the December
2001 election, four political parties got together and
stood on that platform and stated very clearly, very
unequivocally that their mandate is for the LITE to
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negotiate as the solerepresentatives of theThmil people

at the negotiating table.

Now with regard to the question of the elective
principle being brought in, I personally, am in favour
of, if there is to be an interim administration set up
obviously in the frst instance, it is going to be LTTE
conrolled interim administration. But what I would like
to see in tliat agreement is to introduce election after
say five years or a specific time period, where it will be

incumbent upon those operating that interim
administration, a recognition that they have to prepare

for elections and receive a popular mandate. I would
not advqcate or support a situation where you sign off
the North and East to the UITE in perpetuity. Certainly
not. But I do not think that one can start from a situation
in which one will deny .that they have won,
metaphorically speaking. That space at the table and

that has been validated by the verdict of the December

2001election.

Major General Mike Silva: The army did not
succeed in preventing the build up of a military
capability, by a local group of Sri l-ankans which they
should luve done for varlous reasons which may be

beyond their control - an area we ore not going into.
But the fact is tlwt the army failed to prevent the build
ap of a military capability in the same way they
succeeded in preventing the build. up of a military
capability of the JVP The JVP too wanted to take over
the Government. Now having failed that and the LITE
military capability coming up, to o very powerful
position totally controlling the North and East provinces
and I am a bit surprised at the statement you made

saying tlwt leaders offour parties got together and said
support the LTTE. Wlut d.o you expect them to do? Uma

Maheswaran was assassinated and to my knowledge at
Station Road in Bambalapitiya anotlrcr lead.er'$a small
Tamil party was killed in broad daylight. Do you expect

the other leaders to go against the LTTE with their

families living in Jaffna? No. So when you state th.at

four leaders of four Tamil political parties and said
support the AITE, it is under compulsion Doctor; you
cannot assume that they did so voluntarily. I do not
think any of them did it voluntarily, maybe some of them

did, but they had no other option. Neither PLOTE nor
any other parties had any other option.

I*t me deviate alittle bit just to slww - this leader
who was killed at Bambalapitiya, he and I used to meet

almost daily at a certain house in that area. trIe lwd his
little ffice there and he was given police protectionfor
many years from the LTTE. But finally they got at him
and he was killed. Now do you really expect protests in
Jaffna itself by any other party who are there
unofficially. Officially now there is no pafi, they havg

all agreed to dictatorship. And then d.o you think the

Sri Lankan Government has through forced
circumstances recognized the military dicntorship?
Finally, Do you really think tlwt the Tamil people are

,

satisfied with tlu miliury dictaorship? All of us want
some peace andwe all agree tlwt the Government did
the coneathinga brhg peace, otherwise therewould
be economic collapse. But maybe a yeor or two latet
there are already mutteriigs amongst the Sinhala
people, it has not comc out officially yet, as to why the
Government lws recognked one party rule in Sri Lanl<a.

The Lecturer: General Silva, you are no doubt
aware that under the previous Government, there was a

Tamil party who was a member of the ruling coalition,
i.e. the EPDP. The EPDP Minister was a Minister of
the Northern Rehabilitation and Settlement or whatever
it was called. In fact he had his offices in Jaffna, the
only ministry, I presume, outside of Colombo. He
dispensed largesse left, right and cenffe. He operated
there, the people of that area had lived when the EPDP
was in control of Jafftra as well. They did have a choice.
It is not that there was no single Tamil party that was
there to stand up to the LTTE. In fact the joke in Jaffna
used to be that in Sri Lanka at that time were three rulers
-President Chandrikqlandaranaike Kumaranatunge,
Velupillai Prahhadan and Douglas Devananda. So

there was a choice, I do not think that the Tamil people
of this countr5/, no more than the Sinhalese or Muslim
people are going to accept any one turning around and
telling them 'look we are coming here to save you from
dictatorship'. This is an ethnic conflict, please
understand that. At the end of the day, it is an ethnic
conflict in which peace in the country is not going to
come on the hinds of liberation or control of territory
by one ethnic group as opposed to another. The Tamil
people are not going to accept the argument that the
UITE is going to put them under perpetual oppression.
Even those who firmly believe that, and indeed there
are {rose who believe, seem to be of one opinion that
whJn it comes to negotiations, when it comes to a
political settlement with constitutional guarantees, that
the LTTE will get the best deal possible for them.
Because as much as you mentioned Uma Maheswaran
and all the afiocities and political assassinations the
LITE has entered into, they will recountto you chapter
and verse from the Bandaranaike - Chelvanayagam Pact,
the Dudley Senanayake - Chelvanayagam Pact, the
DDCs, all of thosekind of things to say how every other
element of mainsfieam Tamil political representation
thatentered into an agreement with the Srilankan state

was deceived, played out.or let down. The reality is
one in which the saga of Tamil political representation
is going to be played out over some time. The
relationship between the Tamil people and the LTTE
has got to be worked out over a period of time. But I do
not think that one can engage in any kind ofprocess, a
conflict resolution or transformation, on the assumption
that the Tamil people will look to a Sinhala government,

a predominantly Sinhala government as they perceive,

0o liberate them from the clutches of the LTTE until
and unless there is a political settlement being
implemented which is a change from the status quo -
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whichdoeseffectivelyleadtosharingofpower.Icannot if they had not fought to this poirri. So an interim
see any way out of that. administration is going to have to privilege them. When

Major Generar Mike Snva : you actuauy l."]*',*:t[:ffi\Kl$jlli"ffiH:ffi,ri:ffi:
contradicted what I stated - I did not sal a Sinhala- two parties - EpRLF Varatharajah perumal wing and
dominated, Oh no!. What I did say was that in a Tamil Oouitas Devananda's EpDp. These two parties were
area, authority lus to be Tamils. I did not say Sinhala UotnlUiea and as I said earlier the EpDp was part of
dominated. And the Tamil will not accept it. In the the pA Government So as far as the LTTE and far as
political process, authority, etc. in the Northern area theotherpoliticalrepresentationisconcerned,theywill
lws to go according to the democratic process of electign- say .looifor 

seven years you propped up a government.
by the Tamil people by maiority vote and not handed 

'gdrat did you get for the-Tamil peopfe Aom it? If you
over to one particular military authority. *" u ,"pr"r"nt"tive of the p*pi", i1 you further their

interests, if vou think that an interim administration is
going to meet their aspirations in any way, why did you

take place? 
not ask for it? why did you not get it while you were in

Major General Mike Silva: : At the correct time. government?' So you see it is going to be the case, that
at the outset that the interim administration in terms of

The Lecturer: And when will that be? Tamil political representation is probably going to be

Major Generar Mike slva: we do not kn ow. why i*:3[:1tff;j:il:1,H!:ilil1ff1n"ffi
did we come to that? As an example only, supposing come up with wiil be reflecting parliamentary
the LTTE.misbehaved, the same way they are enforcing represeniation. But I agree with yoi *t ot"t 

"urt"aty,taxation, if they go beyond afier getting used to the that inbuilt into that agreement must be introduction of
authority, if they prevent any election, and the electionsattheearlieJtpossibleoccasion.Becauseitis
government decides that at least a section of the people tremendously importanito be able to validate that whole
are being oppressed, then what is the position! O_ur processorelsethlwholethingwillcomeunstuck.That
capability to enforce government decisionfailed - that i huu" no kudos with.
is the military didnot succeed. For seventeenyears the
military capability could not neutralize the LTTE ,$lIvI Brendan Sosa: Doctor you spoke of the
capability and that is the base on which the present iyrfi administratian and that hopefully there would
agreement was signed. Normally you negoitiate fromTrbe elections in about five years time. Now when there
position of strength but unfortunately on this occasion is an interim administration, I presume that thcre wlll
the government was compelled to negotiate from a be some kind of understanding or laws or rules or
positionofwealmess. Becausethestrengthisthemilitary whatever it is. Now supposing after a period. of time,
topreventanyunauthorizedviolence-wecouldnotdo the LTTE whom you say will be dominating in this
that. For whatever reason, I am not blaming the agreement, if they violate some of these clauses, who
military for various reasons we will not go into that, it is going to restore the order?
is extraneous' 

The Lecturer: The case is that in any agreement
What we are saying is that it should not be one in order to ensure monitoring and enforcement, if there

parry rule, by all means it should be definitely Tamil, is not the local capacity to be able to do so, one has tn
but democratic process must be enforced. investigate the possibility of an international

rhe Lecturer: yes, ir we move to an interim "lffi:ffi3ffi1.ji1}"Ii,1#i,;il:fr::ir1["#
edministration, whether we do it August or December likely to send their forces as part of a team to guarantee
s whatever, the issue arises in terms of who is going to any lind of agreement between the Government and
bepartof that interim administration. Now I think that th; LTTE. quite frantty, I cannot think of any. And
ttere is no dispute that there has to be Muslim this is a key issue in that if the LTTE violates the
Gpr€sentation and there has to be Sinhala representation agreement. if the Government of Sri Lanka violates
in trat administration. Because the North and East is a tlie agreement, there is no monitLoring mechanism which
plural society. Now when it comes to lamil political has funitive sanctions. Then we are back to war. Or
rtpresentation, the issue arises then as to who is going you like it or lump it kind of situation. That is the
b be there. Very clearly the LTTE is going to have botton, line at the ind of the day unfortunately. you
mtrol over that interim administration otherwise you need to have a monitoring mechanism which also has
lct no deal. Otherwise you will not get an interim anenforcementcapabilityandapunitivesanction.And
edrninisfi'ation. The LITE is not going to be part of an that can only be in my opinion, international and that
imerim administration which it does not co.ntrol. is not forthtoming. No-"o,rnt y that I know of has
Beause the simple point they will be making is that agreedorofferedtoprovidesom"kindofp"u""keeping
rcwill not be even talking of an interim administration force for Sri Lanka.
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AVM Paddy Mendis : Doctor you did say that
the MOU or CFA was signed in a bit of a hurry without
deep study of all the clauses. I agree with you on two
points -one is the vacation oftemples and educational
places. This applies not only to the Sri lanla forces
but also to the LTTE which is in occupation of a large
number of schools and temples. Now who would
monitor that they have vacated be cause I understand
that there is still no access to these areas. The second
question is, you said that the LTTE are unlikely to sit
downfor negotiations until all the clauses for the MOU
lus been met. But I see one major clause which lns
not been met and which lus been declared a violation
and continues to be a violation which is the opening of
the A9 route. This should have occurred on D+30. We

are talking of D+ 160. What is the significance or why
cannot the A9 highway be opened panicularlyforfree
movement of troops in an unarmed or holiday or leave
position.

The Lecturer: All of these issues with regard to
violations or non-compliance with the CFA are to be
referred to the monitoring mechanism that is there. The
Sri Lanka Monitoring Mission made up of
Scandinavians. Now the problem here is the problem
that is related to the answer to the previous question.
And that is that the monitoring mechanism under the
CFA is not an enforcement mechanism and it is not
only that but not a naming and shaming mechanism.
The way the monitoring mechanism is composed with
the Scandinavians at the top with representatives of
the Government of Sri Lanka and the LTTE on it, is
basically a conflict management mechanism which also
sees itself as aconfidencebuilding mechanism between
the two protagonists. So that the Government of Sri
Lanka and the LTTE know each other better and
dissipate the mistrust and suspicion that has been built
over the period. The mo-nitoring mechanism in that
sense is not there to highlight violations as such. The
mechanism that we have under the CFA is essentially
to build trust between the tiITE and the Government
of Sri Lanka. And now the reason for this, at the end of
the day, is simply because we do not seem to have offers
from anywhere, and I am not quite sure that the both
the Government of Sri Lanka and the LTTE would
agree to it either, to bring in monitors from outside. To
truly internationalize the ethnic conflict in terms of a
foreign facilitator cum mediator and a foreign
monitoring mission plus foreign troops to enforce that
monitoring. This is the serious problem tlrat we have
here with regard to this agreement. And so with regard
to Mullaitivu and Kilinochchi disctricts etc., right from
the very word go there was no intention of monitoring
in those areas. Because it was a recognition that in order
to monitor in those areas effectively, you were goiqg
to have 0o use force to ensure that the situation changed.
You start proceedings from the assumption or
acknowledgement that these are areas under LTTE
conhol. Quite frankly that is the way it has operated.

,

Civil society screamed and shouted about this saying
that this is ridiculous because it is one sided. But the
political realities are such that how are you going to
send in monitors into Killinochchi and Mullaitivu?
What are you going to do? Apart from recording it so
that it will be useful at some later point.

Major General Mike Silva : One Sweeping
statement you made tlwt I agree with is that all these
linle problems that nay comc up in thefiaure, is entirely
because the governrnent, i.e. though military, does not
have the capability to enforce any deviations to bring
them back I disagree to this point - that they have that
capability but it is today ineffective to the required
degree. It is wrong if anybody says that they do not
have the capability. They do, I am a military man, I
have studied it. The three armed forces have the
capability to neutralize the military capability of the
AITE. Butforvarious reasons, somewithinthcir con rol
and some outsidc their cowrol, and some ofthese points
are far stronger tlun those within their control, they
could not use their capability more effectively. So this
wlple situation arises because tomorrow if there is a
dcviationfrotn tlu agreemcfi conditions the governmcnt
does not have tlw capability to go in and enforce it.
There 1 agree that the ftrst question the government
shouW onend, which they luve not done so far to my
knowledge, is tlwt they have to makc an in depth study
tofind out the weakareas of that capability. Not to build
up one as they have it in the three armed forces but
where they can be used as an effective meosure and if it
can be brohght to that point, that can be dcterrent to
prevent dev\tions.

\
AVM Quncan Dissanayake: With regard to the

MOU now thlt we luve made ttu bed, we have to lie in
it! But could you tell me what kind of power would be
exercised in this inteim administration in that area?
How willvis-a-vis tlw rest of the country andwhat about
access to the areas? Will thc LTTE have (rccess to the
seas and countries beyond or will it be within confines.
Will the navycontinue to patrol in the seas? Will that
also be compromised in the interim administraion? Or
is it a purely internal affair and to what e*ent?

The leturer: I think the final shape of the interim
administration will only be known once it emerges out
of the negotiations between the Government and the
LTTE. So I have not seen any kind ofblue print as far
as the interim administration is concerned, but I would
have thought that the interim administation will not in
any way impact adversely on the Government of Sri
Lanka and security forces defending and protecting the
territorial integrity of the country as a whole. The
prirqary and exclusive focus in any operation would be
with regard to internal self governance in the North and
East and not with regard to the external question. The
furthest and the most it would impact in that is that if
the government of Sri Lanka agr@s, and this was there
in some of the proposals under the last government,
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that the North and East provinces would be able to
negotiate with certain foreign governments or
multilateral agencies with regard to finances. It would
be similar to the situation in which you have an Indian
state that would be able to negotiate with a multilateral
company or get a grant from a multilateral bank or
whatever, because t think the key question here is going
to be that the interim administration, if it is to be a reality
and if it is going to succeed, it is going to need the
resources to make it function effectively. And so the
issues with regard to taxation and revenues are going
to be key issues. I do not think it is going to impact in
any way adversely on the duty and the responsibility of
the Sri Lanka security forces to protect its territorial
integnty. That is not an issue that is going to come up
within the course of the interim administration
negotiations, and were it to come up, I am sure the
government as indeed is included in the CFA, will insist
that those functions are in no way allowed to be taken
away from it.

Rear Admiral Quintus Wickramaratne: Docto4,
you mentioned September llth, USA and China and
Indian tanks. Let us say, if we go back to wa4 do you
honestly think the Americans will send their troops to
train our people or to ftght the LTTE or China or
anybody. Or would they say to get back to negotiations.
I honestly do not think they are interested in people
who are far away from them and the September ll'h
Anti Tbrrorist Organisation is purely I believe to look
after American interests and not any of us.

The Lecturer: I think you are quite right in so far
as no state is going to be doing something that is in
someone else's interest unless it is also in their own. A
great dilemma we face in this country is that we cannot
make war and we cannot make peace without crucial
foreign assistance and at the end of the day, the
foreigners are not particularly interested in us either.
And so ultimately making peace is going to be
something where the decisive responsibility will rest
with us. I cannot see a situation in which foreign troops
will be sent to this country to affect the military balance
in one way or another. Training and assistance is fine
but I honestly cannot see a situation like that.

Rear Admiral Quintus Wickramaratne: LTTE will
rethink about fighting again because of this
government's ffiuence in going to other countries. And
if you say that there will be not much effect in any
agreement with China or USA, why should LTTE get

fri ght ened to fi ght a gain.

The Lecturer: Quite right, I think those
agreements do not have a bearing with regard to the
military situation, but it has a bearing to the political

situation. If the Indian Oil Tanks andTrincomalee are
leased, and this happens before a final political
settlement has beenreached, ithas an effect on the status
of Trincomalee for examplq Likewise, if Sri Lanka has
an acquisition and cross-servicing agreement with the
USA, that might also have an impact with regard to the
status of Trincomalee. So what is being done here is
that certain moves are being put in place which will
have a bearing with regard to a final political settlement.
Militarily, I think, the issue is simply that the
international military assistance will only come in a
crisis if it is to come at all. If theLTTE manages to pull
off some major military feat as a fait accompli overnight,
can we envisage any international support to reverse
that situation, I cannot. Perhaps the LTTE too recognizes
that with regard to the fall of Elephant pass etc. It took
some lessons from that.

Vote of thanks pmposed by Rear Admiral Terrence
Sundaram

General Gerry De Silva, Dr Pakiasothy
Saravanamuttu -our guest lecturer for the evening,
fellow inembers of the ARFRO and serving offlrcers of
the Sri Lanka Army, Navy and Air Force; it is indeed a
privilege and pleasure to propose the vote ofthanks to
our distinguished guestProfessor Saravanamuttu for his
address on the Peace Process and its opportunities and
challenges. It has been a thought provoking and
informative talk, where some of the important issues
and misconceptions on the Peace Process have been
addressed in this short span of time. The proponents
and critics of the Peace Process have regularly projected
their views, sugqestions and opinions throughout the
print and electrpnic media regularly. Some of these
issues were alsp addressed very well by the speaker.
The active Q&,4, session bears witness to the great level
of interest generated by the speaker.

/
Now on behalf of all present here today, I say a

big thank you to you Doctor for sparing the time to be
with us and presenting us with this very informative
and lucid talk. I also thank the Commander of the Sri
Lanka Army, Sri Lanka Navy and the Air Force for
encouragingthe officers to be here this evening and
also for their continued and willing assistance toward
ARFRO in all its activities. I also thank the
Commanding Officer of the 4th Engineer Regiment for
making available these facilities and also to his staff
for the meticulous attention to detail. To the Signal
Corps, our gratitude and appreciation for providing the
PA system. Finally let me thank each one of you for
being present here this evening in the midst of your
various other activities. We wish you a pleasant and
nice evening.
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PEACE FOR SRI LANI(A?
WHAT ARE TIIE PROSPECTS FOR TIIE FT]TURE?

(Dn.Nonsenr Ronnns)
Director

Berghof Foundation for Conflict Studies
Sri Lanka Office

Introduction by General G H de Silva, President ARFRO

General Denis Perera, our guest lecturer Dr Norbert Ropers, fellow members of ARFRO,
Officers of the Armed Forces. We are privileged to have with us today an eminent Fellow of
several peace research institutes in Europe. Dr Norbert Ropers is Director of the Berghof Research
Centre for Constructive Conflict Management in Berlin since 1993. Cunently he is on leave to
head the Sri Lanlu ffice of the Berghof Foundation for Conflict Sndies in Colombo. He has a
backgroun^d in teaching and conducting research in the fields of international relations, potiticat
and social sciences. Dr Ropers holds posirtons invarious academic institaions andNGOs, annngst
others in the Peace Research Institute Franlcfurt (PRIF). And as Executive Director of the Institfie
of Development and Peace at the University of Duisberg. He has worked on East-West relations
in Europe, Security Policy and the OSCE as a traine4 consultant andfacilitator Dr Ropers has
dealt particularly with the contributions by civil society actors and development agencies to peace
building and its strategies to improve the inter-linluge of track I, track 2 and track 3 approaches.
In 1992 he Chaired the Young lzaders' Conference from CSC countries on behalf of the German
government. As a Contlict Facilitator and Consuhant he initiated and organised several Track 2
processes and dialog events in South Eastern Europe and the Caucuses. Since his arrival in Sri
I-anka Dr Norbert Ropers has been participating in almost all of Track 2 initiatives for the resolution
of our ethnic conflia. You will agree with me that we have with us no better person than Dr Ropers
to enlighten us on the Prospects of Peace in Sri Lanka. May I now have the pleasure of calling
upon Dr Ropers to address this gatheing. Thankyou.

General Perera, General De Silva, Gentlemen,
it's a great honour and pleasure for me to be with you
this evening here in this place. It reminds me very much
of a location I regularly gave lectures at and that was
the Military Academy of the Federal Army of West
Germany, now Germany, in Hamburg my hometown. I
would like to thank particularly General De Silva for
taking the initiative in inviting me here to share with
you some of my insights of my views conceming the
peace process in your beautiful country. We gave it the
title Peace for Sri Lanka? What are the Prospects for
the Future? And to make it easier for you to follow
what I would like to say I produced this small handout
with seven main points I would like to address,
particularly a couple ofquestions. Before I venture into
this task let me first make some preliminary remarks
about my background, and my function, why I'm here
in Sri Lanka and what you can expect from me this
evening and what you can't expect from me. As what
General De Silva just explained to you my background
is very much in the academic research on the one hand,
on and within international relations I would like to
and I've also dealt a lot with military and security policy
in Europe dealing particularly with the East-West divide .
in Europe which luckily now is over. And on the other
hand I've dealt a lot with practical work particularly
as a third party facilitator and a mediator between
disputing parties in the last 10- 12 years particularly in

South Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. I
was asked in there either by governments or by non-
Governmental or academic institutions to do a kindof
work which is now sometimes called by experts in this
field Track 2 work. General De Silva also used this
term maybe I should briefly explain that - Track 2 wort
is a work where you invite people in their private /
their personal capacities to work on a conflict to
develop ideas how to address this conflict
constructively and to produce ideas and background
material for the official negotiations called sometimes
Track 1 endeavours. So that's the purpose of Track2 -
you support, you brainstorm, you prepare the official
negotiations taking place on the Track I level. Now I
am here in Sri Lankabeing invited by the Government
of your country particularly the Minister of
Constitutional Affairs Professor G L Pieris to advise
the Government as well as other Sri Lankan
organisations and institutions on how they can enhance
their capacity for dealing more efficiently, more
effectively, more constructively with the main conflict
facing ttle county which is obviously the conflict in
the North East. This activity, thid capacity building in
favour of conflict resolution and transformation, being
invited by the Government is funded by the
Governments of Switzerland and Germany. I am
obliged to be as impartial or I rather would like to say
as multi-partial as possible, so I was also encouraged
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by the Government to do this kind of capacity-building
work not only here in the South but also to provide
partner organisations in the North East with these
services and right now I am to be quite frank and honest
struggling with this part of my job description also to
help provide these capacities in the North East. I would
come back to this later or we might come back to this
point in the questions and answers after my
presentation.

Let me come to my first point.

1. From ceasefire to Just Peace. Processes of
Conflict Transformation. Insights from around the
world.

Because this is the basis from which all people
coming from the outside trying to help the country to
address the burning issue ofhow to address the conflict
in the North East that they draw their conclusions from.
And I know that there is a lot of reservation in the
country about all these foreign experts - Are they really
helpful? Don't they have their own agenda? Is there
an added value to what they can bring towards the
country to what is already available here among their
experts in your country? I think it is quite useful at
least to look in a comparative perspective at the
experiences from other, I call them ethno-political
conflicts, around the world which are similar to the
conflict here in Sri Lanka. One can say that roughly
such conflicts number between 30 and 40 per year and
experts have calculated that about 120 more conflicts
ofthis character particularly cessasionist conflicts are
on the waiting list to escalate on a violent level within
the next 10 - 15 years. So it's a world-wide problem
we are facing and you are not alone with this problem.
The life-span of these conflicts are sometimes just
decades but more likely they span centuries. And one
of the first insights from looking at comparative
cxperiences is that ifyou try to address'these conflicts
you have to be prepared for a long period of conflict
transformation. There is no ethno-political conflict in
tte world which was addressed in the last 10 years
uhich did not take at least 5 if not 10 or more years to
ddress successfully. Some of you might know that for
orample even the most efficient process of conflict
lrasformation the one in South Africa took at least 6

lEfs - started in 1990 and ended in a way with the
mrconstitution in 1996. If you look at a ionflict which
b mre comparable than the South African one, the
re in Northern Ireland, it started in a way with the
Aql+hish agreement in 1986 and didn't end with the
Good Friday agreement last year. So you can see it is
I:Lty umealistic if people think that such conflicts
rbe addressed within a time span of 1, 2 or 3 years,
ft some people are of the impression think can be
rSgved for this conflict here in Sri Lanka.

Starting with the ceasefire - and I understand
there were several initiatives already in former periods
in Sri Lanka underway to.start with a ceasefire to
address the conflict and to move towards a sustainable
conflict transformation. We know from the comparative
experience that ceasefires are if you enter into a
ceasefire that this is one of the most dangerous periods
of changing the situation. Most ceasefiresmerely TOVo

of all ceasefires worldwide breakdown with the first
three months. And some breakdowns of ceasefires have
been as you might know particularly horrible. For
example the breakdowns of the ceasefires in Rwanda
and in Angola ended merely with genocides. In one
case in Rwanda the death toll was 800,000 lives, in
Angola it was 400,000 lives. And these violent
escalations happened immediately after the agreement
on ceasefire. So the comparative experience tells us
these are difficult periods so don't be surprised if you
face now many disputes about how to implement
properly the ceasefire agreement from the 22nd
February and to make it a sustainable arrangement.

What can we learn from International experiences
with respect of how to start a sustainable peace process.
Experts agree that at least 5 criteria have to be fulfilled
before you can start with such a sustainable peace
process.

They are, first of all, all protagonists are willing
to negotiate in good faith. The question to you I would
pose - do you think that both sides have agreed to that,
that they are prepared to negotiate in good faith?

Secondpoint, all key actors are involved. I would
say in Sri Lanka it would mean you have to involve
the key parties in the South, the Government, the
President respectively the UNP and the PA and the
Muslims - are they involved enough?

Third point, the key issues are going to be
addressed. While we have to see if this will happen in
Thailand in July/August or whenever the talks ar{,
seriously to start.

Fourth point, none of the actors are prepared to
use force to achieve goals or other means than through
a negotiated settlement. i

And the last point, all the actors are committed
to a sustainable peace.

. So this is I would say the state of the art in this
field of looking at pr.ocesses in a comparative
perspective if one really can say we have entered the
stage of sustainable peace.

What are the key factors for success? Looking
again at comparative experiences, I would say again
there are five points to be made here.
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Firstly, you have to have mature leaders who are
prepared to take risks. Because there will be no
sustainable peace process without thg two sides or all
sides taking risks. If you are not prepared for this, then
it's highly unlikely that you will achieve progress.

The second point is that the International
environment must be favourable for moving towards
peace. I would say with respect to this point there are

very good framework conditions for Sri Lanka
achieving progress.

The third point where again one could put some
question marks is there must be enough trust between
the actors of the two sides really to enter into an

agreement or into a series of.agreements.

Fourth point, are the two sides prepared for an

agreement which one could call a win-win agreement.
So both sides say well, we've got something positive
out of it. Or if you would phrase it differently you could
say are the two sides to settle for something less than
l00%o what they would like to have? Are the
Government, are the PA, is the LTTE prepared for
settling for less than LUOVo?

And the last point I would like to make - are the
two sides seriously, and the other stakeholders,
prepared for taking new roles?

At the Development Forum a couple of days ago

the Deputy President of the World Bank addressed this
gathering and said the peace process in Sri Lanka will
only be successful if all stakeholders involved are

prepared to take on and to try out new roles. Is this
situation in Sri Lanka like this? I fear I have to put a

lot of question marks here and I would try at the very
end to answer some of them.

Let me first come to my second point - Is the Sri
Lankan conflict ripe for resolution? How to bridge the
gap between (what some experts call) "devolution and

Tamil Eelam minors." Now experts in the conflict
resolution field say you have reached the ripeness of a

conflict for resolution when there is a mutually hurting
stalemate for the two sides, meaning no side can win
the war and both sides are suffering because of the war.
I think there is a broad agreement, maybe some of you
might disagree that this mutually hurting stalemate was

reached at least with the attack on the airport last July.
And the fear that the LTTE might also attack the
harbour of Colombo or might attack one of the dams
in Sri Lanka. And another question is, are the two sides

really, the two key actors, prepared to accept that there

is a balanced mutually hurting stalemate in this
subjective sense. So are they prepared to settle, to repeat

this metaphor, to settle for less than L00Vo? As ypu all
know in the media you can read it regularly and I guess

you all have your own opinion about this that may be

the actors are prepared for - that we can't go on with

the war but is the cormtry prepared for settling for less
than 100% for the political aims of the two sides?

One should dso add that the economic crisis in
the South and particulady the recruitment problems
for the North - for the LTTE in the North East, the w ar
fatigueness of the population in the South as well as

the war fatigueness of the Diaspora abroad who funded
the arming of the LITE obviously also contributed to
this mutually hurting stalemate.

My conclusion out of this is from an objective
point of view there is a mutually hurting stalemate and
Sri Lanka has now the unique opportunity for moving
towards conflict transformation. The question mark still
is there with respect to, are the key actors prepared to
change their mind-set with respect to finding a new
approach for a win-win solution or something which
is below the l00%o-'!

And here we come to the question of can one
bridge the gap between what the LTTE and the other
Tamil parties have phrased as their four conditions
particularly the Thimpu principles, the recognition of
the Tamil people as a nationality or a nation, the right
of self-determination and the right to a homeland.
Obviously there is a lot of controversy about this - most
people would agree that in the foreseeable future it will
be extremely difficult to find a 2/, d majority in the
South of Sri Lanka for accepting the traditional
interpretation of these simple principles. And therefore
it might be very difficult to bridge this gap because
what the majority particularly a 2/r'& majority in the
South of the political system of Sri Lanka, is prepared
to grant is some kind of devolution maybe an additional,
an amended version of the 13th Amendment, I would
like to call it "Devolution Plus". So, question marks
here.

And with this I would like to move to my point
No.3 - Perspectives of Conflict Transformation in Sri
Lanka: negotiated Settlement or "Best Alternative to a
Negotiated settlement." (The abbreviation for this letter
term is BATNA - Best Alternative to a Negotiated
Agreement). I will explain that soon -what it means.
Well, if it's true that in the foreseeable future there is
not this 2l 

,'e majority for agreeing to some kind of let's
say asymmetric federal system what the LTTE
according to the statement of Prabhakaran and Anton
Balasingham from the 10th of April of this year
envisioned as a kind of line bf compromise if there is
not this 2l3rds majority in the South, so in which
direction can we move? When the Government and
the LTTE came together for their parallel ceasefire and
then for the formalisation of the ceasefire onthe 22rd
of February the LTTE understood the message from
the Government the following way - there is not this
2,d'majority therefore we will go for a long period of
non-war of a ceasefire and during this time we will
hand over the North East to you in the form of an
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interim administration. And during the period of the
interim administration we will try to promote an
atmosphere of normalcy, we will improve the socio
economic situation in the whole,of the country and we
will try to work on a compromise. But on a short term
to a medium perspective there is not this opportunity,
it's not likely that we will find this compromise - so
let's shift this solution to a later stage.

What does it mean in the terminology of conflict
resolution experts? It means that the two sides are
encouraged to think about their BAINA s - their best
alternatives to a negotiated agreement - what are the
BATNA s? The BATNA s are first of all that the two
sides are still prepared for the worst case. So you as
responsible or as former responsible Military Officers
you have to think about contingency planning, what to
do if the ceasefire breaks down that your position is
not damaged with respect to the situation as it was when
this ceasefire started. Maybe even you have to think
about how can we improve our Military situation in
this case.

The LITE obviously will do the very same thing
and therefore it was no surprise for the International
community that when the Government presented the
ceasefire agreement to them on the 23rd February that
when one of the Diplomats asked the responsible
Minister - don't you fear that the LTTE wilt use the
time of the ceasefire for rearming, regrouping, and
preparing a new attack? - that the reply was we will do
the same. So here there seems to be a common
understanding. So that's one part of the BAINA. But
more important it is particularly if one agrees on the
premise that in the foreseeable future neither side can
afford to go back to war because the International
environment is hostile to that as well as the internal
sitxation is not favourable because no side can afford
it. So what are the alternatives? I would say the
alternative for the Government could be, would be I'm
not in the shoes of a Government planner but I can
imagine that this might be their idea - we have to go
for systematic economic recovery of our country, we
have to do our utmost for the rehabilitation and
reconstruction of the North East, we have to win over
Se hearts and the minds of the Tamil people in the war
fected areas so that step by step the close connection,
lxne or less close connection between the LTTE and
ttc population is loosened and that we can promote
me democratic pluralistic conditions.in the North
Est And we have to do our utmost for penetrating the
firth East that notwithstanding the political control
dfre North East through the LTTE dominated North
Eestern interim administration we still have enough
ffiuence in the North East that the country is not
dvided. So that could be the BATNA from'the
lprspective of the Government.

The BATNA from the perspective of the LITE
I dd be we have to make the best use of the interim

administration hopefully granted to us to maximise our
power, to create a welfare state in the North East a
kind of de facto Tamil Eelam and to closely control
the economic and other social and cultural activities in
the North East so that we enhance the likelihood that
whatever might happen during on-going negotiations
on the political level, if there is no agreement then that
we work into the direction of a more or less autonomous
or even independent Tamil Eelam. So that might be
the two BATNAs.

Now from a conflict resolution perspective I
would like to comment if the two sides concentrate
particularly on the BAINAs and try to work in favour
of addressing or changing the environment of the
conflict in their favour then unfortunately the
conclusion is that the conflict resolution process sooner
or later will break down. That's the experience from
other cases when the two parties concentrate too much
on their BAINA s there is not enough time and energy
and focused work available for concentrating on a
win-win solution. On a solution of a kind of
compromise and therefore the main challenge for the
country as I see it is how do you balance the work on
the BATNA which is necessary because you have to
have this contingency planning and the work of
identifying common ground and moving towards a
negotiated agreement.

Now the current situation as you all know is even
somewhat more complicated because it seems as if the
LTTE is particularly frustrated that now the
Government sends signals that they are not that easily
handing over the North East to an LTTE dominated
Interim Administration.

The GOSL has offered Legal guarantees to the
other groups within the North East particularly the East,
the Muslims and Sinhalese people living there. The
LTTE in the end sooner or late will work towards
establishing a kind of democratic legitimisation for this
interim administration in the form of elections. Now
the LITE obviously interprets this new move of the
Government as a hostile act and that I think is the main
reason why they are not giving concrete dates for the
talks in Thailand immediately. My personal assessment
is sooner or later they will do it but they have to reassess
their strategy for the talks. But this is my personal
assessment and we might discuss that later.

Let me come to the fourth point - from cessation
of hostilities to a demilitarisation of the conflict or in
other words how to sustain security during the interim
period and how to prepare the security sector for peace.
And this is a question which is particularly relevant
for you as former or current responsible Military
Officers and Commanders.

I would like to put this question into a broader
framework - first of all I would like to tell you what
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kind of experiences I went through when I in the last

couple of weeks organised workshops in the South and

two in the North East on how people.assess the

implementation of the ceasefire agreement. Some of
you I've met at the workshop in mid May which I
organised together with General Bannerjee from the

Regional Centre for Strategic Studies here in Colombo

on what one can learn from UN peace-keeping and

monitoring world-wide. Most of the participants there

from the South said the main challenge with respect to

the ceasefire agreement - its implementation, the

violations etc. are caused by the LTTE because of the

human rights violations, because of their endeavours

to bring in arms from abroad etc, so there are serious

concerns after the Government has granted this
ceasefire agreement that the LITE will really honour

that. And there are concerns that the LTTE will use

this interim period particularly for preparing new

attacks and forbringing itselfinto a strategically better

position for another Tamil Eelam war. I went through

two other workshops recently last two weeks in the

North and there the discourse even with people from

whom I guess that they are critical of the LITE was

absolutely different. What they stressed was that they

perceive the building of new bunkers in the Jaffna

Peninsula, the reluctance of the Army to vacate places

of worship, public buildings and schools and the non-

change in the Military psyche in the South as clear

indications that the Government is preparing for a new

Military attack, that there is no serious commitment

on the side of the GOSL. I am just repeating what I
heard there to make this clear, that the Government is

not serious about its efforts really to create normalcy

in the North East, that the high security zones in the

North East that they create severe obstacles going back

to normalcy, allowing families to be resettled and that

particularly in Jaffna the feeling of the population of
suffering under an Army of occupation is still there,

and therefore the Government has not delivered what

it promised to deliver using the cOasefire agreement,

in moving the process forward towards a sustained

commitment to peace.

I must confess listening to the participants in the

Workshops in the South and the workshops in the North

East, I was quite struck that there is so little overlap

and common ground in the way how this is addressed

and I think this is reason for serious concern and

therefore I think it is absolutely necessary that there

are more opportunities for concerned citizens involving

responsible Military people, to disduss with
representatives from the other side, their concerns about

the implementation of the ceasefire agreement and how

to moYe it forward.

Beyond the question of how can one honour the

agrerement and how to implement it fully' I think the

next question particularly also for you is - how to move

towards security sector reform? Some of you might

have seen an article by Iqbal Athas, in the Sunday Times

recently and migh heve been quite shocked to see

which plaas ue 6ere that the UITE police is going to

open ofEces in Tiitrco and Batti, so one of the first
challenges there fm Security Sector Reformers - what

to do about the policing in the North East? Not to speak

of the Military therc. Then the whole question of
demobitisation of soldiers. The down-sizing of the

military forces, the decommissioning of weapons etc....

so many challenges I see here, and I wonder ifbeyond
the official talks from the two sides there are enough

capacities available right now to deal with the nitty
gritty of all these challenges which you I'm pretty sure

will have to face sooner or later if hopefully this process

notwithstanding all its difFrculties will move forward.

I'm coming to my fifth point: From bilateral
negotiations to a multilateral peace accord? How to
enhance the inclusiveness ofthe process? It is obvious

that the conflict in the North East has two main levels

of protagonists. You have the LTTE and the Sri Lanka
Armed Forces, you have the LITE and the Government.

But for conflict transformation obviously it is also

necessary to involve two more political actors - and

there are endeavours now to bring them into the process,

but as we have all seen in the last couple of months it
is exffemely difficult to find a good way of bringing
them in. And that is the President and the PA as well as

theMuslim community and its political representatives.

I also think that in the medium to a long term it will be

diffrcult to sustain the process without developing good

ideas how the JVP can be brought into the process.

Right now I understand a lot of the opposition of the

JVP against this process is based on the very fact that

they are side-lined from this process and they have too

little opportunities to learn to be part of what is really
discussed from the main protagonists.

As you all know, cohabitation or at least I must

be more moderate - my personal assessment, but I share

it with many politicians in the country who are more

on the moderate side of the spectrum, I fear there will
be no sustainable peace without a deal between the

UNP, the PA, the Prime Minister and the President

about ajoint approach to peacemaking. If that cannot

be achieved, all agreements only between one of thesc

actors, in this case, the Government and the LTTE can

easily be undermined by the main Opposition pafl,
and the President. So I am personally very much ir
favour of a bi-partisan approach here.

The sixth point: The challenges of establ

an interim administration for the North and East:

about State formation, the io-called Triple
framework (Relief, Rehabilitation and

or Reconciliation), and what about Human Rights

Democracy? Now here, and I've already referred

that at the very beginning of my talk, there is
perspective that sooner or later the LTTE will
lig say in running the North East. The details of
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for that? I see like some other experts here in the
country, one basic dilemma facing the Government as

well as the LTTE and this basic dilemma is, should the
arrangement about the interim administration be based

on purely political negotiations and a political
framework or should it be based on a legalistic frame-
work with other works? Should it be just set up as a

political arrangement for the time being of the interim
arrangement or should it be based on constitutional
provisions particularly and most likely on provisions
of the 13th amendment to the Constitution. As far as I
have learnt about the current process there is no final
decision about one or the other approach.

Whichever approach is chosen nevertheless has

a severe impact on some key issues and I would just
like to mention one issue which is particularly of
soncern to the South and that is the respect for human
rights and the increasing/enhancing the likelihood for
pluralist political participation and democracy in the
North East. If one goes for a purely political
arrangement between the two sides then the advantage
for the government would be to say well in this case

we have to introduce a particular regime as it is called
of human rights for the North East. Because this area

is somewhat outside of the legalistic framework of the
Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka and therefore we need
a particular regulation. What are the provisions which
are going to be applied in the North East? If you go for
a legalistic framework, for example using the 13th
amendment to the Constitution, then according to my
reading and to that of many lawyers in your country
the Human Rights Regime in the whole of the country
is the same. In Hambantota, in Jaffna, the same Human
rights. Agreements and the International covenants
which the country has signed they apply each and
everywhere. So that's the advantage there. But the
disadvantage there is that if you go for such a legalistic
framework then there is no justification for establishing
a parl.icular human rights agreement because why
should there be different human rights provisions in
the North Eastto thatof the South of the country?From
the side of the LITE they might like a purely political
arrangement more than a legalistic arrangement
because they could interpret this as a precedent for as

much autonomy as possible. On the other hand they
would have to accept that a special human rights regime
has to be applied for the North East. So this is one of
the dilemmas I see there choosing between the two
approaches for how you arrange the interim
administration.

I am coming to my last - 7th point. I called it -
Steering the process of conflict transformation: What
about the visions and the risk taking qualities of the
leadership? What about the public support for a

historical compromise in Sri Lanka? And what dbout
the role of the International Community?

In the South of the country, 
"gdin 

I present my
very personal assessment, I think that the new
government took arisk in signing the memorandum of
understanding and moving towards an interim
administration, in how far this risk-taking attitude will
prevail and will also be used in difficult moments in
the Thailand talks to come, I'm pretty sure is I think an
open question that also depends a lot from the support
the Prime Minister and the Negotiation Team will get
from their colleagues here in the South. An open
question is how much is the LTTE leadership prepared
to take a risk? And I fear that progress can only be
achieved if both sides are prepared for taking risks.
With respect to the public support, all of you know
that there is one basic dilemma in the South and that is
all the peace NGOs in your country they always repeat
time and again like mantra that there is a vast majority
in favour ofpeace. The figures are different - you get
out of different surveys, but I would say more or less
85Vo time and again of the population say we are in
favour of a negotiated settlement. Sounds good. But
the same surveys also produce theresult thatabutlO%
of the population is against the de-proscription of the
LTTE. Now how do you bring that together? Because
if the UITE says, and I would say there are some good
reasons for that because you have to level the playing
field between the two protagonists when they come
together for talks, if such a strong section of the
population in the South is against de-proscription, it
will become a very tricky issue to sell the de-
proscription even ifit only takes place ten days before
the talks start, if there is no delivery of good results
during the talks. So I see here a certain problem facing
the government.

One word about the International community-
recently the International donor community held
together with the Government a development forum
here in Sri Lanka. The summary of this development
forum is more or less the lnternational community is
prepared to invest a substantial amount of more money
than they may have given so far in relief and
development aid to the country in case there is a

sustainable process of conflict transformation. But
right now the International donor community has not
enough trust in this. So there is some reluctance on
that side.

With respectto India ald theUnited States I must
say the Sri Lankan Government played these two cards
very well involving them in safeguarding somewhat
the peace process which on the other hand obviously
led to some concern on the side of the LiITE as well as

sorne other Tamil parties, I think it is important that
the International community keeps a close eyeon what
is happening in Sri Lanka but more has to be done by
the two main protagonisS really to deserve that more
funds are coming in for the rehabilitation and
reronstruction particularly of the North East as well as
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doing some parallel activities in the South so that no
imbalance is created here.

So how would I answer the main question here -
what are the prospects for peace and for the future for
peace in this country?

First of all I would say the present situation offers
a unique opportunity for achieving peace. A much
better opportunity than in the mid '90's I would say. I
wouldn't agree with those who say it's the last
opportunity because there will always be opportunities
if not now then in 10 years time so one can be pretty
sure if you look at other ethno-political conflicts I
would bet on this, in ten years time the conflict in Sri
Lanka settled. So the question is more, will it be settled
within the next two or three years or will the
decision-makers in Sri Lanka in the North East and
the South rather wait for another ten years? So it's a
unique opportunity. Secondly the key is played by the
leaders on the two sides. They have to be prepared for
a historic compromise and if they are not prepared to
give up IOOVo and to settle for less, maybe only for 80
or 85Vo then this opportunity will be missed. Third
point, the key in the South is to establish a peace
alliance between the President, and the Prime Minister,
the PA and the UNP. Fourthly the key in the North
East is to help the LTTE to transform from a purely
military to a political organisation. If that is not
managed to help them to transform this time then I
also have serious concerns. My last point is in the
medium to a long-term peace in Sri Lanka I fear can
only be made sustainable if additional to the Sinhalese
and the Tamil and the Muslim identities in the country
it is also possible to develop a Sri Lankan civic identity
with which all citizens of this beautiful country can
identify.

Thank you very much.

Chairmdn : Thank you, Dr Ropers for that veTy
enlightening and interesting discourse. Can we open
the House now for questions? ... The House is open
now for questions.

Discussion

Maj. Gen. Y Balaretnaraj ah; Shouldn't the future
of the LITE as an organisation and its cadres including
Prabhalaran, know what their future is. Have there
been any plans in tlwt regard? Thankyou.

The Lecturer: This is a highly important question.
I started to deal with Sri Lanka about three years ago
and I tried to read as much as possible about Sri Lanka,
about the conflict. And I was absolutely astonished that
there is not a single scholarly or expert work on how
the LTTE functions. There is no book on how dois the
politburo of the LTTE functions. How about internal
conflicts and how they are settled? There are only some
articles dealing with the military side of the LTTE

strategy, how they plan their assassinations etc. etc.
but there's nothing I found about this political set up.
Therefore it's highly difficult to make any well based
statements about how to transform this organisation.
My conclusion was more or less related to similar cases
in other cessationist conflicts like for example how the
IRA changed from a purely military insurgent
organisation to an organisation which also had to take
into account political interests and then fed into the set
up of the Sinn Fein political party. I would say the first
thing which is necessary taking into account the lessons
from Northern Ireland is that leaders within the LTTE
have to be trained and have to be promoted to
understand how the world functions. When talking to
LTTE cadres I got the impression that many of them
had a mind set which stopped in a way in the '70's.
They don't understand how for example the
international environment is functioning. They don't
know that for example most of the money which is
offered by multi-lateral finance institutions like the
World Bank or the ADB is not given just for free but
they have to pay it back. So it is highly important that
the human resources side of the political wing of the
LTTE is strengthened. And for this it would even be
advisable to use government money to support that
because in the end it is much more effective if you
deal with qualified vis-a-vis negotiations than with
someone who is not qualified and who doesn't
understand how the world functions. Another source
obviously the LTTE now tries to make use of is to bring
in experts from the Tamil Diaspora to organise training
courses and to introduce them to methods of
negotiation, methods of political planning, establishing
of administrative structures etc. etc. so much about the
political side, I guess you also have in mind what about
the militaristic and terrorist legacy of the LTTE. And
here indeed the LTTE faces a big problem. I'll leave
aside the dangers the LTTE is now facing from the
Indian Security Services which nevertheless are a big
concern for the LTTE leadership right now. What I have
heard from cadres I spoke to that they are prepared
that they have to go through a process ofconfronting
themselves with this past. The way how I can envision
that is one in which both sides have to think of foras
mechanisms, channels where they deal with what
happened in the last two decades - in other countries
truth and reconciliation commissions were established
for that - since last summer there is a Truth Commission
in place. But this Truth Commission only dealt with a
short time span - 1983/1984 the challenge is to go much
beyond that and also to involve the LTTE in a form
which is acceptable for them. It's not an easy task I
fear it will take decades but sooner or later it has to be
addressed. You might have heard also from some
endeavours from foreign actors to send the message to
LTTE, it would be good if you sooner or later make a
statement of regret about the bomb attack on the Temple
of the Tooth. To move into the direction of reflecting
critically about what they have done. Just some ideas
with respect to your question.
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Maj. Gen. Mike Silva: Canyoukindly comment,
I have been talking to various Tamil people here in
Colombo of different levels, the most educated as well
as the other levels. Now they bothfall into tvvo groups.
One group wants an independent state of Eelamwhilst
the other group wants independence up tofederal state
level - not complete Eelam. But both groups unite, at
least the majority, in the form of governmentfor Eelam
or the form of government for a federal state they are
both more or less by majority want a democratic form
of government and not a dictatorship. Now in your
associations with LTTE and political groups of the
Titmil people, what is their attitude? What is the attitude
of the LTTE - are they willing to move down into a
democratic state if the government gives afederal state
or infact the defocto Eelam, are they willing to join in
a democratic state which the ntajority of the Tamil
people Ifeel in my opinion want?

The Lecturer: Let me briefly comment on the
perspectives for the level of autonomy of any kind of
Constitutional set up in the North East. It looks that
the model which might be in the long run acceptable
to the two sides is some kind of asymmetric federation
similar to other countries like for example the United
Kingdom they don't call it asymmetric federation but
defacto it is asymmetric federation because Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland have quite different levels
of autonomy and self government. My impression is
to whomever I talked in the country that the level of
autonomy the Tamils would like to have in the North
East or in the North and the East is quite different from
the level of self government or self rule or devolution
people in the South of Sri Lanka would like to have.
So therefore a symmetric federalism might not work
in Sri Lanka. Your main point is about how to enhance
the likelihood that pluralistic democratic conditions can
be created in this country however you call it in the
North East. That cannot be achieved from today to
tomorrow because one has to accept for the time being
ttat any settlement has to take into account the survival
interests of the LTTE and that defacto ruling of many
Frts, many regions as well as many sectorial areas in
lte North East. So one has to create a mixture of
ircentives for the LTTE to move in this direction and
crEate a couple of sticks to put some pressure upon
tcm. Like in all good policies you always have the
nixture of sticks and carrots. The carrots, the
Lmtives, should be of a character that one supports
fu LTTE in running effectively rhe counrry. As f said
lcfse they need capacity building, they need advise,
ty need to learn about how to promote rehabilitation
d reconstruction. And they have to bring in many
pople from the Diaspora if they would like to do this
lfrctively and many of them even if they are close to
lc LTTE they are used to a different lifestyle, a
'Ierent society in most of the countries where they
,D living now, so I am quite opti.mistic that some

FrElre will be initiated by these people. They are not

prepared to accept a too autocratic regime. So one has
to work along these lines there. With respect to the
sticks I would say it is advisable from the international
community to send strong sierrals to theLITE thatthey
will not accept that in the medium to long term a kind
of authoritarian regime ala Fidel Castro is going to be
established there. So it is a challenge for good policy
for good politicians to mix it.

A V M Harry Goonetilleke: Dr, you referred to
the two agreements between the Indians and the
Americans - that is the cross acquisition agreement with
America and India - the petroleum agreement. You
seemed to fall in line with the government thinking
that there is a security component in that it helps the
battle call. I like to look at it a little differently. I think
neither the Americans nor the Indians are going to have
any one of their soldiers, sailors or airmen in Sri Lanka
to fight our war. We'll have to fight oru own war. And
I think the Americans are only interested in exporters
of terrorism, ie: the Al Qaeda, Hamas and so forth, and
they are not interested in liberation fighters as such as
the term goes. So American involvement here I think
we are reading too much that America is going to come
to our assistance on this score - as I said with their
targets right now on Afghanistan, Libya probably in
the future and Iraq in the future and that axis of evil as
America likes to call kan, Iraq and North Korea. And
talking about the Indians, I can't see the tndians either
getting involved here because I like to think that the
experience that they went through after the accord -they
came here with the IPKF they lost 1,250 odd soldiers
and they had 3,000 injured and they went back in
shame. And in fact the LTTE has been boasting up to
now that they defeated the third largest standing army
in the world. It hasn't happened to India before. So I,d
like to think that neither India or America is going to
get involved in our war in our land. Would you like to
comment further on this one?

The Lecturer: Yes. Another important point. Let
me elaborate how I see it. I agree first of all with you
that I can't envision in the foreseeable future that the
United States or India are prepared for any kind of
military adventure I would like to call it on Sri Lankan
soil - I don't see that]iYevertheless it might be important
to invite the United States and India or in other words
to use the United States and Indian card in favour of
pushing towards conflict resolution in Sri Lanka. And
I would like to differentiate here between the United
States and India, because on the side of the United
States I see one main concern, on the side of India I
see two main concerns why they have an interest in Sri
Lanka. The American main interest is now to fight
terrorism and either through containment or through
preventive measures. [n the case of Sri Lanka they have
opted for a kind of mixture of prevention and
containment - prevention in so far as they support the
government's endeavours to go for a negotiated
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settlement, containment because they guaranteed the

Sri Lankan government that they are not thinking in
the foreseeable future about debanning of the LTTE.

One side effect or one side aspect of the American
interest might be that they are looking for good

Muslims. Because world-wide they are seen by many
Muslims as being anti-Muslim. The Muslims in Sri

Lanka are good Muslims in the sense that they can make

use of American protection vis-a-vis the LTTE. It's not

by chance that Minister Rauff Hakeem has a very good

rapport with the US Ambassador here and that's in the

interest of America that they can project this image

there are countries world-wide where we are supporting

the Muslim community.

With respect to India I would say there's more

than this one concern. Because first of all the political
concern that whatever comes out of the negotiations
between the LITE and the government doesn't set a

negative precedent for too much autonomy which might
have a spill-over on the Indian Sub Continent.
Secondly, they have a particular problem as you know
better than I do with the LTTE because of the IPKF
and ofRajeev Gandhi etc. so there is another reason

why they are involved here. One could furthermore
argue and some cynics do that that for the time being it
is completely out of imagination that the Indians might
interfere once more in Sri Lanka. And the Government
has rejected any security political reading of the
agreement concerning the oil tanks in Trinco. They
always emphasise again today in the English papers at

least that it was purely for socio economic reasons, but
it is very obvious that there are also security policy
dimensions behind that and some people I have heard

talking in the following way about this, that for the

Indians it is more easily imaginable to lose Indian
soldiers on Sri Lankan soil than for the Americans.
For the Americans it's absolutely out of discussion.

But some people say to me maybe if there are clashes

in Trinco to safeguard the oil tanks they wouldn't
exclude completely that the Indians might take also

military measures to protect these tanks. But I can't
judge that you as experts in this field you are in a much
better position than me to judge on that.

Chairman: May we have some questions from
the Serving Officers?

Lt Comd Alavi SLN: Do you thinkthe LTTE is

the sole representative of the Tamil community in Sri
Ianka? Can the peace talks go through because they

are a bunch of extremists as per my knowledge and
opinion? And will it be able to go through our
negotiations ....

The Lecturer: Well, my understanding is that in
the light of the victimisation of many of the nonLTTE
parties particularly those Tamil parties represented in
the Government, in the Parliament in Colombo, they
have decided that it is for the time being wiser to join

forces with the LTTE. Their officiat -g,rrn"nt as you
might know is that for the time being the UITE will
strike the best deal for the Tamil cornmunity. Therefore
it is the best strategy now to accept that the LTTE is
the sole representative. I am pretty sure that sooner or
later after a final settlement is in place the other
non-LTTE parties step by step would like to play a

more important role again. So I think it is just a question

for the interim period that the LTTE be put into this
position of the sole repregpntative. I am not judging
that from an ethical point of view, I've just judged it
from a real political point of view.

Then if I understood you correctly your other
question was about the role of the extremists.....or?

Chairman: Can you very brieJly repeat that
again?

Lt Comd Alavi SLN: Wll the government be able
to negotiate with a bunch of extremists and expect a
solution acceptable to the government ofthe people?

The Lecturer: If you mean with bunch of
extremists the LTTE set up as it is now then I must say

this is obviously a matter of fact that because they are

in the power-political position therefore the
government has to accept them as the partners for
negotiations. Otherwise the whole thing wouldn't work.
If you have in mind that maybe extremists within the
LTTE who are not controlled by the leadership might
spoil the future process then this is really a point for
concern because in all otherconflicts world-wide where
cessasionist movements like the LTTE took over a

negotiating role after some time particularly when there
was a deal in place. Some extremists are tempted to
question this agreement and while for the time being
most commentators would say the LTTE is such a

hierarchically organised body that this will not happen
in the near future but in the medium to long-term future
there might be such a development particularly with
respect to the different statements one can hear from
theEast in comparison to the statements from the LITE
in the North. So one cannot exclude that but I think it's
quite premature now to speculate about what would it
mean. But in any case then it will be a challenge for
both of the sides to move forward as we have seen in
Northern Ireland. You have to deal then with
fragmentations within the military groups of the other
side.

Maj. Gen Anton Wijendra: Sir, you spoke
regarding your discussions in the North and East with
certain people there and you spoke ofthis concept of
the Army of occupation being the mind-set of those
whomyou spoke aboutwiththere. What inyour opinion
do the people of Jaffiafeel about the Forces? Do they
want the Forces out from there totally? In which case

how do you explain afier the capture of Jaffia in 1995

how the majority of the population came back and
resided with the Forces in the peninsula?
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The Lecturer: First of all let me explain that my
observation was based only on a small number of
opportunities I had to talk to people. Maybe I spoke to
about 25 people from different sections ofthe society.
They were all professionals and they had quite different
opinions with respect to the question which kind of
role should the LTTE play in the future shaping of
Jaffna Peninsula as well as the North East in general.
So there were critics as well as people who were more
or less sympathisers or activists within the LTTE. My
impression was that this statement of we see the Army
as an Army of occupation was shared by maybeZl3rds
of those I spoke to. Because I only stayed l0 days there,
I am in no position whatsoever to say in which way
this is representative or not representative. I can easily
explain that the way how this statement was time and
again put forward has something to do with the fact
that people expected more normalcy to take place also
within Jaffna. Otherwise it will be difficult to explain
why when the Army moved in Jaffna again and the
population responded like you described and the
attitudes I heard this time, otherwise you can't explain
that. But as I said I would be rather reluctant to
generalise my observations. I just shared it with you
and I hope that in the foreseeable future I have more
opportunities talking to people. Generally I would say
it's so difficult to find out if people really feel free to
share their honest opinion with you or if they don't
feel free because other people are present there. I came
across so many frightened people there I was quite
surprised and astonished about that.

Col. Nalin Vitharnage: Sir we have still not had
oficial discussions or negotiations with the LTTE.
However we see a situation where the LTTE has gained
alot of political influence andthey do have discussions
with government fficials in the North and East and
also some of the senior offtcials in Colombo. Can this
be perceived as a positive sign or could that lead to
rother adverse implications in the future?

The Lecturer: I would say that the main basis for
moving towards conflict transformation and sustainable
peace is that you create as many foras and channels for
understanding each other for dialogues, for interaction,
for cooperation as possible. So therefore 1 would
welcome any such endeavours for engaging the LTTE
in such talks in such exchanges. Because the tragedy
of the LTTE in the last 2 decades was that they were
Dore or less isolated from such opportunities. So in
Ey talks in Jaffna the last 10 days I was quite surprised
bv little many people even academics, professionals
tnow about the world around them. So I think it's
-solutely vital that such interaction and cooperation
t.kes place. In how far this is also usefuJ in
ollaboration and interaction with the Military - with
yu4 that's beyond what I can judge because I see the
lfilitary has a particular task and mandate and therefore
I's pivotal role to be involved in that. But in the
Ddium, not in the short but maybe in the medium to

long-term there is also obviously the necessity that you
have to be involved in exchanges with the other side
because how can one think of security sector reform or
even of this really long-term vision of integrating the
LITE into the Armed Forces of Sri Lanka without such
exchanges?

Brig. GeorgeFernando: Dr Ropers, Si4 youwere
talking in the course of your presentation about a
win-win solution, that is devolution plus and Eelam
minus. Now although we would like to project our
minds towards win-win solutions the bottom line is in
fact psychologically both sides ofthe protagonists are
actually conditioned on to win-lose. I would not like to
budge an inch neither would the other side like to budge
an inch. So when two win-lose parties lock their horns
in combat the obvious answer / outcome is lose-lose. If
that being the case would it not be betterfor us to stress
the importance of win and go for the paradigm of
win-win or no deal. In other words if we can't achieve
a solution where you are satisfied and I am satisfied
we will not go ahead with it. Now faced with that
ahernative the people of this country, on both sides,
will have to decide on their ahernative to win-win no
deal the best alternative (BATNA) as you said of a
negotiated agreement? But there is no such thing in
my view there is no such thing as the best- even the
best is acceptable. Should we not then change our
strategy in order to educate the masses that there is no
other abernative other than win-win? I donl think we
are stressing that enough in this country where the
actual people are behind whatever happens and if we
can change their views I think we have won a major
battle.

The Lecturer: Yes. I agree with you here that for
the time being it is extremely difficult to envision that
soon the two parties could settle for a win-win solution
because the mind-sets of both sides are still
notwithstanding the ceasefire in favour of we can get
lNVo.I am somewhat tempted rather to use the 1002o
or 80 or 85Vo metzphor to the win-win solution because
the win-win solution in a way creates the impression
both sides can only win. But I think one has to accept
that one cannot have everything. So however you
phrase it the fact is that both sides have to be prepared
that they have to move step by step to a kind of
compromise which they interpret as in favour of the
country at large. Because in the end both sides in this
sense can only win if there is a sustainable peace - if
the economy flourishes, if the North East is
reconstructed and rehabilitated if the people can go
back there - those who are for peace ifthey can resettle.
So in this sense a peace which'would create a peace
dividend and would promote a win-win solution. But
the precondition for that is really that both sides accept
that if there is a kind of compromise between the unitary
state with some devolution and self-determination
Tamil Eelam but which is still within a confederal or
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federal Sri Lanka"is possible and right now I can't see

that happen. It needs a lot ofeducation. And I fear that
- sometimes you hear the recommendation rather not
inform the majority of the population about the
unpleasant implications of such a settlement. So not to
use even the term federal - federal structures, or
federalisation or isometric federal set-up rather use

devolution etc, but I think that will not work. Because
the population in this respect they can expect clear
political leadership. I am convinced that ifthe political
leaders of the two main Parties, the Prime Minister and
the President could settle their petty (please allow me
this word) conflicts and could create an alliance for
peace and design a strategy to convince the population
that it is possible to bridge this gap between the two
sides then a solution is possible. But it needs clear
leadership. You deserve leaders like Nelson Mandela
and F W De Clerk. If there are leaders like this or if the
present leaders could be promoted to become leaders
like these two figures in world history then Sri Lanka
is on the right path to peace I would say.

Q8 Maj. Gen Tilak Paranagama: Dr Ropers, my
question is in relation to Brigadier Fernandob question
as well, you mentioned that the government is thinking
on the lines of a Eelam minus and devolution plus
solution. In this situation how would it accommodate
Prabhakaran's stand on this where he categorically
stated that he will not change his avowed dream of
Eelam? Then the second question is that you also
mentioned the word confederal Sri Lanl<a. So in a
confederation wonl it lead to separation uhimately?

The Lecturer: That's the basic dilemma in this
field. The way how I read the press statement and also
the hero speeches, the last hero speech from
Prabhakarn, my interpretation is the LTTE is prepared
for settling for internal, not external, internal
selfdetermination for Tamil Eelam within a united Sri
Lanka. You remember the formula the Norwegians
introduced under the former Govemment meeting the
aspi5ations of the Tamil people within a united Sri
Lanka- not unitary, but united Sri Lanka. I would read
that as the preparedness of the Tamil side to go for a
Federal set-up. But as long as there is no clear indication
from the South that they will also accept that for
technical, strategic reasons the LTTE will demand a
confederal set-up. Because otherwise if you already
now tell the government we are prepared to settle for a
federal'set-up you will get even less. [t's in all
bargaining and negotiation processes even when the

' trade unions sitting together with the manigement both
sides demanding more than they can expect to settle
for at the end it was Balasingham who explicitly used

the term confederal and that has to be seen in this
context I would say. But it will take a long time and

even for an asymmetric federation t dori't know if you
in the foreseeable future will get a2l3rds majority for
that. If not the leading politicians in the South are
prepared to sell itjointly to the population and say we
are behind that, we fight for that.

Cluirman: T?wnkyou Gentlemen. May I now call
upon Gen. Mike Silva to deliver the Vote of Thanks.

Gentlemen, saying afew words of thanlcs on the
normal presentations is not a difficult thing. Most of
us have done it as a matter of routine. However saying
thank you is not that simple when the value for which
we are thanking is indeed quite deep. The work involved
had been quite deep because it is not only complicated
but also very sensitive because an ethnic problemwas
involved. The best way in conveying our appreciation
is to therefore make it very clear that all of us have
indeed been quite aware of the sensitiveness and
complicatednature whichl have mentioned about. Thc
Berghof Foundation for Conflict Studies and I must
also mention the Regional Centrefor Strategic Studics
were represented by Mr. Norbert Ropers and Major
General Dipankar Banerjee and their teoms
respectively undertook this task and bearing in mind
continuously to highlight and maintain \the most
sensitive impression of impartiality. I am sd<e even
when listening today if you had been sensitive \rftrs
termwhich is very important of impartiality, it wa\no
not vague, but directly it was conveyed to all of us tlgat
Mr Ropers' approach and all the otherb have been on
avery impartiallevel. He's notfor or against eny group,
party, government or anything. They were very sensitive
to safeguard and retain the confidence of the parties
concerned who were once in conflict by satisfying them
on this sensitive area of impartiality. This confidence
of the local parties is the vital foundation on which
peace maintaining can be effectively built. Again the
vital prerequisite is that they must have an in-depth
study to have a realistic understanding of local
conditions. They therefore organised and conducted
worlcshops, discussions, lectures like today - these were
done entirely for the benefit of us Sri Lankans. I
therefore on behalfofall ofus here today in conveying
and expressing our gratitude and appreciation say
thank youfor the effort you have made in your attempt
to analyse the conditions for the effective
implementation for a long term and permanent
peace-keeping. Thankyou very much.

I would also like to thank the Service
Commanders for releasing .Officers for this very
important lecture. Also the CO of SLE for all the tle
factlities he has offered us continuously and. the
Directorate of Signals for the Public Address systenl
Thankyouvery much.
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POST SATTAHIP SCENARIO

(MR. DayeN Jeyenru_exa)
Serior Lecturer Political Science University of Colombo

and
Member of The Council of Management

Bandaranaike Centre for International Studies

October 8t\ 2002

Introduction by General G H de Silva, RWp, VSy USR president ARFRO

l-adies and Gentlemen, our guest speaker Dayan Jayathilaka has had a most distinguished
academic career and interesting lift. Reading through his CV one will be most impressed with
his academic achievements and at the same time envious of his experiences. Dayan Jayathilakn
was educated at St. Joseph's College Colombo, Aquinas IJniversity College, the University of
Peradeniya and the State University of New York. Having obtained the First Class Honours
Degree in Political Science and been awarded the C L Wckramasinghe prize for the best results
in Political Science, he won a Full Bright scholarship and proceeded to New York as a Doctoral
student. Howeve4 having returned to Sri lnnka for fieldwork he joined the anti-referendum
campaign in December 1982 and was plunged into political activism. He was indicted in the
mid to late 1980's in the High Courts of Colombo on I 3 counts under the Prevention of Terrorism
Act and Emergency , including conspiracy to overthrow the State through violence. Dayan
Jayathilaka was l" accused in this trial, the 8th accused being Pathmanaba, the leader of the
EPRLF who was subsequently assassinated by the LTTE. Dayan Jayathilaka then spent three
years on the run underground including a year in India until he was amnestied under the
Indo-Lanka Accord in 1987. He was appointed Assistant Secretary of the Sri lanka Mahajana
Pany. Hewas also made the Minister of Policy Planning andYouthAffairs of the North Eastern
Provincial Council, but resigned in six months over policy differences with the Chief Minister
A close supporter and prominent defender of President Premadasa. He served as Director Conflict
Studies at the Institute of Policy Studies in Colombo. Afier the assassination by the LTTE of
President Premadasa he was Executive Director of the Premadasa Centre. He later took over
the editorship of the l-anka Guardianfrom his father Mervyn de Silva. Currently he is a lecturer
in Political Science at the University of Colombo and a member of the Council of Management
ofthe Bandaranaike Centrefor International Studies. He returnedlastyearto his post graduate
studies producing his M. Phil thesis on the Fall of Global Socialism. Dayan Jayathilala is the
author of a book on The Sri la,nkan Crisis published in New Delhi in 1995. He is a prominent
political analyst and commentatorwho has beenfeaturedboth inthe National and Intentational
media. La"dies and gentlemen, I now call upon Mr Dayan Jayathilaka to make his address.
Thankyou.

Thank you, General Gerry de Silva, General option and that it is possible, I would sri// argue this
Perera, General Cyril Ranatunga, Admiral Gunasekera, evening that the way we are going is not the right way
I:dy and Gentlemen, I am not going to waste your to achieve that goal.
time and mine with the usual pleasantries and common
places about the peace process. I will also not get into We know that concepts, theories grow out of
tte debate of whether or not one can have a negotiated actual practical experience. Man first discovered fire
rcslement with the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam by rubbing two twigs together and then very much later
(LTTE). That's usually the axis of polarisation in the figured out what was going on - the combustion
discussion - can we/can we not? Should we/shouldn't involved in the production of fire. The two schools of
rc? I want to get a little beyond that and make perhaps thought concerning war and peace arise from actual
lmore powerful point. And that point is that whether experience in human history throughout the ages. We
(r not you believe that a negotiated settlement with know that wars end broadly speaking in one of two
tc UITE is possible. I argue that the design and the ways - either in victory for one side and defeat for the

-rplementation of the present peace proces.s is other or in a negotiated settlement. And negotiated
mmter-productive and dangerously so. SL Uasicatty settlements take place when both sides are pretty much
rtat I'm saying is that even if you do believe that a exhausted or one side understands that a military
:3otiated settlement with the Tigers is a desirabl" victory is not possible and the other decides that it is

not desirable. So these are the two major ways in which
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deadly conflictS, armed conflicts, wars conclude. And
that is why you have this polarisation in the discussions
between those who advocate war as the resolution or
the solution to a particular conflict and those who
advocate a negotiated settlement.

The point ['m making is that whichever your
approach, this particular process that we have been
engaged in a period ofover less than a year is not wise
and it is likely to end up in a disaster before it can get
better. And I don't rule out the possibility that in the
medium run we might come out better than the L[TE.
But let's get into that during question time. While I am
critique of the process I am not a defeatist. By which I
do not mean that I hold the very simplistic view that
you canjust call this whole thing offand go back to
war. I am a little too familiar with some of the political,
and military and diplomatic problems to think that that
is the case. This is far more complex than most critiques
ofthe peace process understand. But the understanding
of complexity must not blind us to certain very plain,
very bare, incontrovertible and massive facts. That's
my basic approach - to recapitulate, let,s not get in if
we can, into the old debate of war or peace. Of should
it be by military means? Should it be by a negotiation?
And let's look at what has been happening and what is
likely to happen as the process that we are now engaged
in unfolds.

Roughly speaking, what was the theatre balance
and the overall balance of courses or co-relation of
courses before the signing of the MOU. I would argue
that a very strong case can be made that what we had
was a situation of rough equivalence. I advisedly use
the term rough because we,re talking about broad, not
exact precise symmetry, but rough equivalence. We hear
today and I must tell you that I think that wittingly or
unwittingly there is a massive psychological war on to
inculcate passivity and defeatism into Sri Lankan
society. And part of that is the argument that you hear
and you may have even heard it from some of your
own civilian guest lecturers, the argument that well,
20 years of war and the Sri Lankan Army couldn't beat
the LTTE. So look, we've been there, we've done that,
we've got the t-shirt and we are not going back there
again. You've tried, you had your chance, we tried it
that way, we failed and therefore this is the only way
to go. The way we are going now is the only route to
go - there is no alternative. And that is an argument
that is used over, and over again. From the tofu"ro.s
our intelligence here. I'm afraid that is not an argument
that I agree with. In the first place most people who
pride themselves as experts who talk about the war have
the dates wrong. So you hear things like 20 years of
war when we all know that the arms struggle started
30 years ago with the formation of the T.N.T. 30 years
this year. So Mr. Prabaharan has been fighting for 30
years - not for 20. And certainly those who date the
war as starting from July ,83 don,t ask themselves the

obvious question as to how ttrat particutar ambush could
have taken place if the LTTE had not grown into an
effective urban guerrilla outfit by that time. So the war
was already on and certainly in terms of guerrilla
warfare those of us who know the pales of initiation in
development of a guerrilla nucleus know that this war
has been fought by prabaharan for 30 years. Look at it
this way - 30 years of war and what had Mr. prubuhu.un
achieved. In International terms the North and East of
Sri Lanka are the size of a postage stamp in comparison.
During that period of 30 years, if we work it in a
comparative sense, let us take China _ after the defeats
of the Cantonan Shanghai insurrection of 1927 inL2
years the Chinese Communist party waging protracted
war against Chiang Kai Shek against thl lapanese and
then again against Chiang Kai Shek afier he had
liberated the world's most populous country. In 30 yean
the Vietnamese under Ho Chin Ming hai fought and
defeated the Japanese, the French ,na tn" Americans.
So in a comparative sense if one concedes that the Sri
Lankan state was unable to defeat the LTTE in a period
of 20-25 years of struggle, then we must also concede
that the LTTE was unable to liberate its territory, to
remove the Sri Lankan,s state and its presence from
the Northern and Eastern provinces. tnaeea we are
familiar with the ups and downs, the trend line of LTTE
control, shrinkage, expansion, displacement. So you
do not have a secular trend ofan acquisition ofterriiory
on the part of Mr. prabakaran. And the real test case
w1s of course April/IVlay 2000 when he strained every
military sinew to retake Jaffna and failed. Thanks to
the efforts of you, Gentlemen, and to the Sri Lankan
administration that was able to secure the force
multipliers that were necessary at that time. I am not
arguing that we have beaten him. What I am arguing is
my point that there was a rough equivalence Uitwea
the two belligerents. He was unable to take back Jafta,
we were unable to protect Katunayake, he was unablc
to protect his senior commanders in the Vanni. So you
have a situation of a hurting stalemate of essential
equivalence between the two contending sides.

Any and every serious negotiation reflects msc
or less the gains and losses, the overall balance offorcer
in the theatre. If you take a classic situation like yala
and Potsdam, you know that the spheres of influene
corresponded to the actual gains of the Soviet Unic
on the one side and the Allies on the other. If we take I
earlier settlements going back even a century, likefu
treaty of Versailles the victors impose the terms _ I
battlefield. But my primary criticism of the prescrl
peace process is that there is a huge asymmetry betwecr
the actual balance offorces, the gains and loSses of
two sides and what we have agreed to.

was a reflection of the actual outcome on

We are all familiar with the situations that
Sri Lankan State has been in, the various
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the '90's, the Premadasa period. In fact I am very happy
that there are several Generals here with whom I had
the privilege of being acquainted over ten years ago
during the period of the Premadasa Presidency, we all
remember those times. The difference between the
retrenchment of the Sri Lankan State during the
Indo-Sri Lanka Accord and the retrenchment during
the period '89190' at the behest of president
Premadasa's and today is that on those two occasions
both President Jayewardene and President Premadasa
were under tremendous compulsions. President
I ayew ardene - external, PresidentPremadasa -Intemal.

Yu know that due to a number of reasons, we
intn that during question time, the cohesive

cngaged in by our great neighbour India
Jayewardene with very little choice of

il can be argued that he had got himself into
rin*ion, but that's another story. But in the face

cohesive power, there was a retrenchment.
crsc sf Prg5ldent hemadasa, and again we can
tf,c&er it was right or wrong, but we do know

that prevailed in the South at that time, I
Balagalla, at that time he was the Senior

sharing with me something that National
Mnisterlalith Athulathmudali had said when
tcm, that planning should be for a week and

because State power was hanging by a
h tte face of the 2nd JVP insurgency in the
Aod it was part of a very complex manoeuvre

hsident Premadasa engaged in that type of
would be a redeemer But as I said we can

&l. But what I do not agree with in the present
is that in the absence of such strong

we have retrenched and we are
In fact not only are such compulsions

if you were to pencil in the external factors
1n rould find that there were a number of factors
mul and potential that were in our favor. In other
rds if you move from the theatre balance which was
c of rough equivalence to the overall strategic
cnvironment regional and global what do we find? We
find a situation developing from 1998 of a slow
&-legitimization of the Tigers as part of the general
legislative enactments against global terrorism, the
listing of the Tigers as a terrorist organization and so
on. This was of course a spin-off of the original attack
on the World Trade Centre, the unsuccessful attack that
took place in the United States. So you have that, which
was not really effective if you are talking in military
strategic terms, but there was a shrinkage of the space
of the area of manoeuvre globally of the LTTE. Then
came 9/11. ['m certainly not one of those who think
that because of September I 16 we could have whistled
and the Americans would have come running and
fought our war for us - that's not the way it happened.
They would not have done that. And those in Sri Lanka
today who remind us of that and there are those who
say look don't criticise us for not using an American

option after September 11 because there was no such
American option. So we can't be criticised for not doing
that which was not feasible. But the same individuals
will tell you that well if this peace process goes wrong
the Americans will help us. That's totally illogical. For
the same reasons that the United States of America
would not have intervened militarily to support us after
9/11 the self-same reasons that they are not going to
support us if this goes down the tubes. Because that's
certainly not part of their strategic priorities, and the
profile that the LTTE has in certain parts of the Westem
world is such that it will take a lot of work to get

anything like a degree of active support. However, we
did have a situatfon in our sfrategic environment that
was in our favour not as in 1987, not as in 1989/90
where the State was under tremendous compulsion to
defuse one front. We were under no such compulsions
- we had a situation that was beginning to move in our
favour after 1998 and certainly after September 11,
2001. And we had a situation in which we could have
made a very truthful and very powerful case that we
are a front-line State in the war against terrorism.

I'm afraid I do not understand the logic by which
Mr Osama Bin Laden is held to be an International
Terrorist and Mr Prabhakaran is not. Because there is
a strange kind of argument now that global terrorism
is bad and you must deal with it militarily because they
are mad people, but local terrorism is good, or rather
the nice guys and we negotiate with them. I don't get
that logic, because if by terrorism we mean not just
any and every form ofarms struggle, but the deliberate,
conscious and repeated targeting of uninvolved
civilians, then there is fundamentally no difference
between one terrorist movement and another. I'll go
further - if Global terrorism is the crossing of borders,
the engaging in cross-border trans-state terrorism, then
Mr Prabhakaran should be right up there, because he
is the only, the only terrorist leader in the world who is
responsible for the assassination for political leaders
in two countries -the Grandson of Independent India's
1" Prime Minister, Nehru's Grandson - Rajeev Ghandi.
So we have a very good case. And it is in the interests
of the West not to be seen to penalise only Islamic
terrorists because that generates a huge backlash. It is
in the interests of the West to be seen to support a
front-line State against a terrorist movement - blatantly
terrorists who have killed so many civilians, who have
assassinated democratic political leaders, who field
more suicide bombers than the hlestinians have, it is
in the interests of the West to help us deal with it,
because then they don't look like they are prejudiced
and.fixated only with Islam, but with, Al eaeda they
probably are fixated only with Islam, but it is in theii
interests to show that they are against terrorism in
general. And that is an interest that we could very well
have plugged into. A case we could have made, the
trend was in our favour, and I am certainly not talking
about securing any kind of American surrogates to do
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our fighting for us. But there are a number of inputs
which we could have obtained not only from the United
States but in general. I say not only from the United
States because you gentlemen probably know that there
is a very interesting grouping called,the Shanghai Six
which is the hub of a broader grouping called the Asian
Security Conference and this involves the former Soviet
Union - that is, Russia and several former Cenffal Asian
republics oJ the USSR, China and those countries have
a major problem with whar they call Ethnic splitism -
and take a very, very hard line on any kind of
ethnic-related terrorism unlike the United States, which
has all sorts of human rights, federalism, all sorts of
price tags they impose on us. So we had an option both
the West for its own reasons after gllL and the East -
Russia, China, India, Iran have their own struggles to
wage against terrorism and we could have plugged into
both, not getting them to do our heavy lifting, we have
to do our own heavy lifting, but we certainly could
have secured a number of inputs which would have
shifted the theatre balance of rough equivalence even
more in our favour. So please, I must stress that I do
not agree, in fact I reject vehemently the argument that
we had no other alternative. We had an alternative.

Not only did we not capitalise on those potential
assets, we have systematically started dismantling our
existing assets. I'm afraid that the MOU itself leaves
much to be desired.

In the first place we should never have agreed to
the disarming of our Tamil allies without any kind of
reciprocity on thb part of the Liberation Tigers of Thmil
Eelam. And I do not agree with the other argument
that, look - the LTTE is reciprocating, the LTTE isn't
killing anybody here. True, and that's good news but
then we aren't killing any of their people in the Vanni
either - so that's good news for them. And it did matter
to them, because you would have noticed not only Dr
Anton Balasingham at the famous Kilinochi press
conference where he was stuttering and stammering
apologising to thejournalists for the paranoid security
because as he said elements of the deep penetration
team of the Sri Lankan Armed Forces had killed several
of their Senior Commanders in the Vanni. But even
D.B.S. Jeyaraj who is very sympathetic to the LTTE
wrote in his column in the Sunday Leader that the myth
of invulnerability and invincibility of the LTTE was
damaged as a result of those operations. And that even
Mr Prabhakaran was not secure. So they did us a favour
- fine, we did them a favour. Maybe they can take it
more than we, so maybe they've done us a bigger favour
but still it wasn't a one-way sfieet. And we should never
have agreed to staft off with dismantling our Tamil
allies. Now why was this issue of the EPDP and the
other groups placed on the agenda by the Tigers? We
know the limits of the EPDP and the other groups. 1

h4ve known Douglas from the early '80's. I remember
when he was first arrested, there was a bungled

get-away aftcr6eThirmkkovil Bank roUf"ry. I think
he had shot himself accidcntally or somebody had shot
him, one of his own guys in the leg. But still Mr
Prabhakaran understanrls that it is important, it is vital
that the Sri Lankan State never has a Tamil ally. Mr
Prabhakaran wants to convert the struggle into a Sinhala
vs Tamil struggle. And one of the few assets that we
have had from 1987 and certainly from about 1990 is
that the Sri Lankan Military and therefore the Sri
Lankan State has had Tamil allies. The pLOTE in
Vavuniya, EPDP in the Islands, and ex-EpRLF people
in the Eastern Province - Razik group and so on.
Therefore Mr Prabhakaran having analysed the
American's strategy in Afghanistan understands full
well the importance of what I would call the Northern
Alliance Factor. You know the American strategy in
order not to get into another Vietnam, they basically
backstopped the Northern Alliance against theTaliban.
So we have started off by helping Mr prabhkaharan,
dismantling whatever embryonic self-defence
capabilities that these groups had and more important
therefore damaging our own Intelligence gathering
function.

In fundamental terms what has the peace process
actually accomplished? I'm speaking here as a political
scientist. And you gentlemen probably know that the
Founder of modern political science Nicholo
Makiavelli has got a bad press. There are all kinds of
negative association with his name. But he is in fact
the Founding Father of the science of the study of
politics. And one thing that he points out to us is 'r..r
leaders, regimes, governments, if you like (there werc
no modern democratic governments during that tirr
in Italy) have to be judged not by economic critcrir
primarily but by political criteria because they re
political leaders and administrations. And what L
fundamental when we say political criteria? He is d
talking about governance criteria, like do they il
ballot boxes, like I said there were no ballot
anyway, but what is fundamental in politics is
question of the State. And Makiavelli points out
that the main duty of the ruler is to defend and
the territorial conhol of the State. Not to fritter it
The worst possible thing that a leader or a ruler
administration can do is to allow the territory d
State to shrink. But I am afraid that when we
the process, what you have is something
unprecedented internationally. You have a
of the spheres of influence and zones of control
Democratic Sri Lankan state of today at stake.
not have stepping into the vacuum some ki
independent third party monitor. What you do
mean, they don't even exist as a trip wire -what
have is an exponential expansion of the
influence of the zone of control of the
belligerent.
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It's quite fashionable and faddish in Colombo
today to toss all kinds of analogies around, South
Africa, Northern Ireland, East Timor, El Salvador, but
I'm afraid none of those analogies hold any water. In
the South African case you are talking about a small
minority ruling a large majority. In other words it is as

if the Malays or the Burgher community have decided
to rule everybody else for a good 50 years in Sri Lanka
and imposed that rule and didn't allow us to go to the
same toilets. That was South Africa a situation of
apartheid. The use of the South African analogy is part
of this process of psychological warfare that's going
on in Sri Lanka today. The other analogy is East Timor
and there is no analogy. East Timor was a Portuguese
colony for 400 years, there was a revolution in Portugal
in 1975. Therefore, East Timor became independent.
But before its independence could be declared
Indonesia invaded and annexed East Timor in 1975.
We didn't invade and annexe the North East of this
island. So that leaves us really with negotiated
settlements in Northern Ireland, in El Salvador and so
on. And one thing that is fundamental is the reciprocal
linked balance mutual parallel character of every
serious peace process. Take the strategic arms
negotiations between the United States and the Soviet
Union. In the old days I'm sure you've studied it. There
was a very important concept and an actual set of talks
called the MBFR -Mutually Balanced Force
Reductions. Now we have got away from every one of
the fundamental scientific principles of a negotiated
settlement. I'm not talking about a military or
military-diplomatic victory. As I told you when I started
off, even from the point of view of a negotiated
ffilement this is not the route to go.

Negotiations reflect as I said the theatre balance
d ifpossible the overall strategic balance. you do
falbw thecontending party to gain at the negotiating
fE what they were unable to gain by force of arms.

mt relinquish at the negotiating table that which
rcc able to retain or gain by the force of arms.
do not pull back in territorial terms unless it is

a territorial pull-back on the part ofthe
or an agreement, a verifiable agreement, on

- even phased, demilitarisation. The
rgument gentlemen is you can't disarm the

They are not going to agree to give up arms.
* mt even going to agree to talk about giving

Fire. So those who say that so now they are
to disarm what do you expect us to do? Do

io go back to war? That again is part of the
tl are going on now, and the answer is no.

ltc UITE doesn't want to disarm, we can't
disarm. We don't want to go back to war.

thcn if that is the case they keep their arms,
thc tenitory that they were able to get by

ftir arms and they stay out of the territory
trre unable to get by force of arms. And if

to getby force of arms, they haveto do stmething about
the arms they have. That's the way it goes. If we can't
take their arms away from them or they are not willing
to give it to a third party, which is what happened by
the way in Northern heland. The IRA agrendto a2-year
process of decommissioning. The 1" stage was known
as putting weapons beyond use and they stored them
in storage depots and they opened them for inspection
by General Jean Chasselain the International Observer.
Ifyou are not able to do that, those are the facts oflife.
Fine. The LTTE is not willing to do that. Then we don't
make certain concessions that we've been making. Atl
we should have done was to freeze - have a permanent
armed truce reflecting the actual balance of forces that
piled at that time. But we have chosen to violate that.
Now we startedoffby weakeningourTamil allies. We
now have a situation of the open functioning of a
parallel; I might say rival, army. Of course the LTTE
had a separate army for a long time but it was not a
legitimate force. And I take you back to one of the
fundamental precepts of social science that the great
sociologist Max Weber who defined the State as that
entity or institution which enjoys a sole monopoly of
legitimate force within a given territory. Underline the
word "legitimatej'. Now there may be anothq armed
force that you can do very little about but you don't
confer legitimacy on it. But when you do confer
legitimacy on it then you are talking about another
State. Because 2 legitimate armies - that's 2 States. you
do not have 2 legitimate armies in one State. And please
don't get confused by this talk about confederations or
Canada, Canadian federalism - Quebec doesn't have a
separate army. There is no model of two sanding armies
within one country. And there are those who say Hong
Kong -China - one country two systems. Hong Kong
doesn't have another army with its own flag and map
and so on and so forth. It doesn't happen anywhere. So
what you have is a situation in which the rival army
has its passing out parades openly, it recruits, it trains
- it is in the open. It is therefore legitimate. Nobody
queries, nobody tries to do anything about it.

And you have on the ground all the trappings of
a separate State. Now please, - I don,t need to convince
you that Dr Balasingham was lying in his teeth in
Sattahip because what is important as John F Kennedy
used to say is "never mind what he says... it's whats in
his hands..." Never mind what Mr Balasingham says,
Balasingham is a ventriloquist dummy, what did the
LTTE do? And you know better than I what is
happening out there in the North Eastern theatre. What
is the scenario? The Hon. Prime Minister made three
very interesting remarks over the last several months.
One remark was during his visit to Washington DC,
not this trip but the earlier trip, where he addressed the
George Town, Woodrow Wilson Centre in Washington
DC. That was telecast on the MTV - the full speech
and the question and answer session. And in answer to
a question the Hon. Prime Minister said that we willcome into the territory that they were able
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find after August 2n that the Sri Lankan Army that
nobody wants to stay on in Jaffna. That was one very
interesting remark. The other remark was nade on the

New York visit and I saw it on the MTV English
Language news telecast9.00 pmFriday 20th September
where he spoke to a group of business persons and he

said that 2 committees have been appointed one to do
rehabilitation and reconstruction development in the

North East and the other to go into'tedeployment of
the security forces in Jaffna and the North East". The
3rd remark was recently in Colombo at a meeting of
the Centre for Policy Analysis, a big conference to do
with the independence of theJudiciary wherethePrime
Minister said that this is a somewhat peculiar way to
undertake a peace process. And he said that President

Clinton, he had talked with President Clinton and
President Clinton had said well in Northern Ireland
there is no complete peace but you have prosperity
coming in and you obviously are going the same way.

I'm sorry but I have to disagree because if you
read the text (and I'm sure you have it in your libraries)
the text of the Northern keland peace agreement. There

is a sentence in italics which says decommissioning
lies at the heart of the Northern Ireland process. And
you Gentlemen would know that whenever the IRA
looks like it'sptaying ducks and drakesthentheBritish,

',nlo,"**",, :l*,r); ),)r.*,".,' tN' 5' 
"

and sometimes they do dissolve the assembly' Now

there is a crisis. There is a crisis because Sinn Fein
which is a political wing is suspected of having helped
plant a spy. And so in retaliation to ttrat espionage
operation the police raided the Sinn Fein head quarters.
I'm not saying it is good or bad but that is the kind of
peace process you have over there. So there is no
absolute parallel with the Northern Ireland process. And
you who have been in the field know that the LTTE
stopped being like the IRA,I mean outstripped the IRA
as a fighting force at least by the mid '80s. I would
even say a little earlier. So these are dangerous
analogies and we are in a situation in which you have

an expanding armed police force. Now a police force
on its own even an armed police force is okay - there

are countries where you have peace settlements and
you have armed militias as a result of self-governing
territories. But that is after the process is over and the
State or an International authority is allowed a certain
negotiated number of automatic weapons to be retained.

The Palestinian authority was allowed to have 16,000
M 16's but they are not allowed to have artillery and a

Navy and no probing verification by anlibody at all.
So you now have the police, you have a court system
practising their own law, their own law colleges. You
have a separate banking system which is embryonic.
And in terms of the renunciation of Eelam that is
ridiculous from the maps that you find the cut-outs'on
every street corner to the actual propaganda that the
school kids are shown, the videos, I know ofno peace

process anywhere in the world where you have

Munich is impottant and this is one of my fl
'il\,Ud'ii)il\,\N\sN$NN'\s\SNN

something like this operating in Trincomalee wheret
an official trade fair the LTTE one of its Froil
organisations had this stall and a big screen where
they screened videos of their attacks among other
things on Katunayuke and sold 3,000 videos according
to the Tamil Guardian edition of August 286 Openly.
Now this is not evidence of a renunciation of separatism
as far as I am concerned. Therefore ladies and
gentlemen, I am profoundly pessimistic about what we
are doing. We seem to consider the LTTE to be a
strategic ally or partner. But the LTTE considers its
Sinhalese brethren as tactical allies at best, puppets at
worst. There is very little that we have got out of the
process and there is much that we have given. What
we have obtained is the silence of the guns for 9 months,
but the guns remain in better positions, we don't. We
are now engaged in setting up joint committees to study
our high security zone, our troop deployments with no
joint committees to talk about their weapons, of their
troop dispositions, of their no go areas - Mullaitivu,
Kilinochi or anything else about them. So this has been
pretty much a one-way street and I cannot think of any,
any example, I'am open to correction, of any
international or historical example of this outside of
Munich 1938.

Prime Minister and Europe, they had had enough

war because it was just twenty years after the end

the l"t World War and this was the 'First World Wd'
and hurnanity had never seen slaughter on that
7OO thousand troops died in that slaughter.
there was an understandable peace sentiment
because of that you have the same assumptions
about Hitter that are now made about Mr
Give him enough rope, give him enough time, he
stay within his borders. He is rearming, he is bui
up his industry, you give in a little bit. Hitler
flouting the Treaty of Versailles and the Leaguc
Nations in terms of re-arming and expanding
military and all that. But all of that was allowed
happen by the western democracies in the 1930s
humanity paid for that. We may be placing
in a worse situation. There at least there was a
from the United States, the Soviet Union that
hold back Nazism. I fear that we maybe
ourselves in a situation where you have an Israel
ofa situation where Prabhakaran creates an Israel
a difference because in Israel at least within it ir
democracy. The Palestinians are kept down as

But Mr Prabhakaran takes his map very seriously
I suggest thatwe do the same. And he is now in a
position to make that map a reality though he is
operating well within the boundaries of the North
East, he is in a better position of making the big
reality than he was before the signing of the
Agreement. And he will be in an even better
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the contiguity and, so on and so forth. You know the
strategic and tactical problems that you are facing
already. That then is the question - the Tamils, the
Muslims and the Sinhalese. It is just not the Sinhalese
thing. The Sinhalese have to decide whether they want
to take the risk of living in the shrunken state of Sri
Lanka that he has assigned for us in his map. If that is
what we want to make of what has been handed down
to us by our ancestors and whether that is what we
want to hand down to the next generation, if that is
what we want to do, then the next generation might
treat us in the same way young prince Gamunu treated
his father when he sent him a lady's garment. The
Tamils must decide whether they want to live under
the jackboot of the LTTE. With their children
vulnerable to be seized on their way to school. They
fought for equality and freedom and the Tamil people
will have less freedom certainly than the Sinhalese have
and than most people have anywhere in the world,
under Prabhakaran. The Muslims will have to decide
,whether they want to be an annexed or subject people,
their lands taken away, their trade taken away when he
decides the time is right. India will have to decide
whether it wants this highly militarized Tamils Sparta
not only at their doorstep but as a neighbour of Tamil
Nadu. We know that there are young people in the
poorer villages and remoter areas in the very large state
of Tamil Nadu who consider this man a hero.

The Final question is will he go to war? If he
does, then when will he go to war? That is the kind of
question that I am sometimes asked. And my answer is
'Yes, he will go to war'. Why will he go to war?
Because he has a reason, he has a map to make real, he
considers himself a Sun God. When contradictions arise
in Tamil society he will try to export the contradiction
by focusing on the enemy outside - that is the Sinhalese.
Well it does have its vulnerability to machine and that
needs to expand. In terms of water resources, the North
East is billed as a water scarce area by 2025 by the
United Nations in a study, so in terms of ecology and
conomic viability, he will have to move and he will
move. Eastern Province also perhaps cutting into the
Central Highlands. So yes, he will go to war and not
orce. Like the Israelis - L948,56,67,73 was not started
by them, l98l Lebanon and now what is going on.
When will he go to war? Now that I am afraid I am not
eble to answer for a very simple reason. Because we
Lave given him the option of deciding.

Mr Prabhakaran can, broadly speaking, decide
hro ways, I mean he has two windows coming up. One
ir if there is an American intervention coming - a
rrssivg 1ry31 6n Iraq. In that case the entire attention of
ttc world is shifted away from this part of the world.
ILe Indians and Pakistanis may have a punch up. over
Iahmir. Certainly Mr Sharon will try to fulfil his
a.rdmum programs with the Palestinians. There will
tcdl kinds of mayhem and in that situation nobody is

really going to care what he is doing here. He has a
window and he may decide to leap through it. We do
not know when such a war on Iraq will take place. As
CNN flashes he will not attack a camp but that is
certainly a window.

There is another route to go which is just to
continue what he is doing now. To get as much as he
can at the negotiating table and squeeze us using his
schoolboys, schoolgirls and civilians. The point pedro
model.which I regret to say I had predicted many
months ago. I am not happy about it because it is a bad
thing that has happened and he will continue to use it -
this is old stufffor Prabhakaran. So he can continue to
do that using Salami tactics - slicing away what we
have and gaining what he wants to gain. Creating
situations in the South, he is doing that politically.
Please let us bear this in mind - both the Administration
and Dr Balasingham himself have very clearly said that
some of the political movements and amendments flow
from the peace process. The LTTE wants the Southern
parties to get into a gridlock. It wants a situation in
which they can pin the wrap internationally on the
Sinhalese when they decide to exit the process. Because
in gaining certain legitimacies, certain credibilitias they
are putting in their infrastructure for a separate state.
We are paying for it and in fact we are soliciting the
money for it. So he may decide to go that route. That is
why I cannot tell you when I think he will go to war
because he has no other option. And that probably is
the worst thing that we have done, that we have given
the enemy, the strategic initiative and the range of
options that he did not have before. Thank you. I will
be very happy to field any questions.

Discussion

The Chairman: Our distinguished guest will take
on any questions that you may have.

Brig. Ranjan de Silva: Dayan, sometime after the
signing ofthe MOU, I rememberyoumade ananalysis
which appeared in the press. In that you went on to
predict that war will break out and my recollection is
that you predicted it will happen around August or
thereabout. The war is nowhere in sight - absolutely
no sign of it coming anywhere in the horizon. I hope
the analysis you made today will have better luck That
is point one. You also mentioned certain analogies -
several analogies. It is rather unfortunate that you
made them because they all refer to international
conflict. SAff, MBFR, World War I and all. you tried
to draw some analogies from them. I do not know how
accurate these analogies are. This has been happening
for quite some time during the past 17 - 20 years. I
always felt that these analogies were extremely
damaging to make. Then you also referred to the
cohesive forces that prevailed during the time of JR.
and Premndasa. I believe that there are cohesiveforces
even today. They may not be the same but they are there.
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For example our cointry's economy is bankrupt. For
the first time in the history of 52 years our economy
reached zero growth rate - went below the zero also. It
is common knowledge that our national income is
between 200 -300 billion. The balanc_e money which is
about three times that amount is borrowed money. We
are living on borrowed money. How are we going to
find money to buy the weapons to fight a war? So there
is Dayan, a cohesive force, a very strong force
domestically which is much more powerful than the

forces of that time. There is no money in the kitty. Are
we going to borrow money and go to war? I have lot of
reservations to the analyses that you ma"de Dayan. Wth
all due respects to you and our friendship. I do not
agree withyou.

The Lecturer: Three points . my prediction was
of possible outbreak of war in the last quarter of this
year anytime between August to December/January . I
refer Brig. Ranjan de Silva and the rest of you, to a
very, very interesting report that is currently being
serialised in the Island. It started on Saturday and is
still going on. This is report no: 15 of the University
Teachers' and Human Rights, Jaffna. And the UTI{R
though it is being called many names by the LTTE,
never in twelve years or more has a single fact in their
reports that has been contradicted by the Tigers. Latest
report of the UTHR, there is a section that reports about
how war was imminent upto about early August. They
give the details of the preparation and the post
configurations and then it started turning after the
concessions that were made by Minister Milinda
Moragoda in his discussions with Dr Anton
Balasingham in London in July. Until early August or
until those concessions came on line, those are what
we have seen on Sattahip, This is notjust some sentence
but two or three columns of printed prose on the Billah.
It bears out my prediction that there would be a
momentum. You did not refer to the other prediction
that I made which Mr Jayanath Rajapakshe was kind
enough to write to the Island and point out where in
February I had predicted in great detail the use of school
children and LTTE civilian cadres to storm Sri Lankan
Army encampments and that is proving valid. I do not
know what answer the administration has.

Now, I want pre-emptedly to secure the
forgiveness of Mrs. Gunasekera because I am going to
say something which should perhaps be listened to only
by a male audience, it is not an obscenity but it is a
little rough. One may be afraid that somebody is going
to be raped because there is a notorious rapist around
in the area, but if that person voluntarily decides to
volunteer to prostitution, then that is one way of
avoiding rape. I think that is the way in which we
avoided the war breaking out during the time that the
UTHR says and the time that I predicted. We will.
continueto engage in this andjust hope we do notcatch
,AIDS!

Abqrt the enalogies, I am afraid thit Northern
kelandis nOminUnational conflictand I spent most
of time r'lking aborf Norttern heland. That is a classic
low intensity conflict and ours is not a low intensity
conflict. Ours is a mid intensity conflict at least from
the mid 80's. The analogy is not the one that I used
they are the ones used by the so called friends of the
Peace Process. They talk about South Africa, this and
the other place, bring some guerrilla leader from
Guatamala or El Salvador. El Salvador is'a classic
example. The attack on Katunayake is one of the things
used by our Sri Lankan business community to say
'Look we have lost the war. The Salvadoran guerrillas
and I had some fairly good relations with them, they
attacked the main airbase successfully in 1982. They
were trained by the Cubans. They did the simulation
training in Vietnam and they had a successful attack.
But the Salvadoran Peace Agreement that was signed
many years later was the most powerful guerrilla
movement in Latin America. And part of the peace
agreement was that whilst the size of the Army was
cut back, it happened in Gauatamala also, the guerrillas
were brought back into re-groupment zones, designated
zones where they came and handed over their weapons.
It was of course handed over not to the Salvadoran
government but to the United Nations Inspectors But
the demilitarisation of the most powerful guerrilla
movement that Latin America had seen, outside the
Cuban andNicaraguan revolutions, was very much part
of the Salvadoran peace process. And that is to do with
the Civil War. The same goes with Guatamala. Whether
it is interstate or intrastate conflict, I am sorry to state
that my point still holds. Northern Ireland is a very
good case and my main point of argument is Northern
Ireland.

Third point is about the economy. I think
gentlemen many of us in this room remember the
situation that obtained in 1989. It is on the figures. We
had been after three years in the civil war in the South.
Plantation Factories, Public Infrastructure had been
destroyed - physically destroyed. Petty trade had come
to a halt. People had lost the habitof work forthe labour
discipline. That was the situation we faced in 1989.
There is no comparison in terms of the destruction in
the 80's (83). Then the economy got out of that little
bit but then from '87 - the Anti Accord riots - there
was absolute economic devastation. But still, I
remember General Ranatunge sharing this with us how
as soon as hostilities broke out, whatever the faults with
the administration, immediately the money was found.
Was handed over to procure whatever was necessary.
And in the South, this is important, despite the
economic devastation the government did not say we
have to privatize everything we cannot give you
anything. From the word go - there was Janasaviya,
free education, free uniforms, free mid day meals,
combination of growth of equity. So this argument
about thet we have no economic alternative does not
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hotd water in a comparative sense. Muc,h of that
economic downswing, zero or minus growth was as a
result of the global recession, not like in,g7 & ,90
where there was physical devastation on the economy.
It cannot be argued that those deep penetration raids
were very expensive. Either in terms of civilian
casualties which were virtually zero or in terms of
expenditure. Basica\\y the main force units were
holding the line and it does not matter to me whether it
was the LRPP or the DMI or who they were operating
under. Whether they were mixed unit, u, some were
or not. But the battle was being taken to the heart of
the enemy at low cost. That was not going to bankrupt
the economy. I am sorry I cannot agre-e with those
criticisms.

Maj. Gen Mike Silva: By quoting prof G L peiris
whose statemernt came in the headlin", oy rh" Ooily
News about 4 or 5 years ago. He stated tha't if this war
continues our economywill come to a state if collapse
or-it will collapse. Gentlemen we have 

"o*i ,o a state
of collapse and I believe that is the reason why an
agreement had to be made. Otherwise we can collapse
economically not militarily. When you look back and
i1 llur background if you think of prabhakaran as a
fine leader he is nofool, he has no intention of defeating
t!.e Sri l-ankan Army, he was not trying to i""r*" th"
dictator of Sri Lanka. He wantei ZlUm and he isaimig at the breaking of the Sri Lankan economy so
that he made the war a running ulcer in our economy.

le tttas successful. Now you-made a stutement that
P-rabhakaran may retain the present territorial area
that he is influencing and he may errn 

"*pond 
ir. Wh"n

you make that statement, all of us assume deep in our
backgrounds that he has the iapability to do'so. If he
does not have the capability h" ,ill ,o, think of
retaining or expanding. What is the capability, Military
capability? We come to the main point in *i orgu*"n,
that any democrqtic state, any individual has the perfect

:gh! to demand anything howeyer justifiable it may
be. The second connected principal is thaiyrn"y 

"onno,pursue such demands, however justifiabli it may be to
the use ofviolence, it is beca*r, Lythot ," have security
forces because .some of those gioups do that. We have
arme!{.1rces firstly to prevent the build up of military
capability. Secondly if we fail in that firri "or", 

,o
nefiralise that capability tf they decide to use it as inSi Lanka. I am not trying tofindfault with the army, I
am not saying thst just because we failed to do that it
is entirely ourfauh. partially yes aid pqrtially due topolitical intervention. The three seryices /afted to
Prevent the LTTE building up a military capability.
Secondly when that mititary iapability ias is,ed, th"
"y,{oi 17 oddyearsfailed to neutralise that. Sofar
nobody has sat and had a committee or group analyiing
n'hy didwe allow phase I and phase ti. Ni. r," 

"o*"o what these phases are. He may decide to expand _ iflp does - the government will-decide n *i it ot t 
"asnnot but he will do so. They call upon thi Army to

stop him. Con the orm) stop him? Ile wiII erpond
because he knows only too well that he con keip on
with the arrny on and.on. We take it for granted that
the present North and East area is under allbtatorship,
we do not admit it but the fact is that he has an anny
armed. It is only in theory thqt he does not state that
thil,is ml.legal army, He is no,foo( he is not gDing ro
c-all on the government to make them declare that. He
kryw for a long period of time, thriugh *irdo* o,whatever it is, he will see that the Interim
Administration is controlled by his armed militia or
whatever and he .will 

have a difacto Eelam. Then our
q_uestion is, if we do not allow him to do that and if we
do not allow other Tamil parties toform o demorrotic
authority to that area, then are we going to use the
armed services and if so are *" gonglo 

^Z 
once again

with an army whose capability wainot effective.

The Lecturer: May I use the opportunity to
respond. In the first place _ the economic factor. Now
the strange thing is that it is good to 

"on"orou* on
what we did wrong and turn tie tamp irwarAs and beself critical. But we must also'in any oU;ectire
evaluation understand our successes and the
weaknesses of the enemy. Everything you say about
the Sri Lankan economy is true but tha-t is un 

".gorn"n,lor "*P*firg on negotiations. Thar is noi 
"i urgurn"n,

forembarking on the kind of negotiation. tfrui*" f,un"
1-nbarked 

unon. If you ."*e.b", in a fairly lengthy
discourse I did not want to get in to whether or not
there should be negotiations. I-would even 

"*""A" tf,ut
there should be for the sake of argument. Aui that aoes
not get away from my main point that this is not theway to negotiations. What about Mr prabhakaran,s
economic situation? Not just economics but resources
including human resources, demography. There is a
very interesting dual asymmetry in this entire conflict
which we will have to bear in mind of 

"ourse. 
ffrere

lle tle anti LTTE, predominant Sinhalese also Tamil
Muslims are overwhelmingly .up".ioinoierically
within the Island . But Mr prubf,u^turun 

"un "our, 
*n

degrees of support of co-ethnics in oth;; ;;;s of the
world- That is the asymmetry that we have, ttre pyramia
upended. Now what had happened around the time theMOU was signed, was th;; Mr p,s human-.esource
recruitment base had begun to implode We had a huge
out migration of the Tamil people. Out of Sri Lanka,internally displaced and during prabhakran,s 2000
offensive on Jaffna, -or" p"opi" moving into army
controlled areas as ICRC Statistics poiniout and asyou know, than going into so called fiLerated areas. Soyou had a situation in which his population resource
!as9 w-as badly affected by the protra"t"a 

"onni"t 
una

the inability to retake Jaffna was damaging t ir r"u"nu"
collection base and his recruitment base because the
population in Jaffna was important to get back at in
order to recruit. plus the indirect effects If tfre squ"ere
that was taking place globally on his access ioii, urr"o
from 1998 on. Sojust as our economy was in bad shape,
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so was his. He was hurting. So we had the opportunity
of far better healthier process than this unilateralism
that we have been engaging in. Although the analogy
is a little bit of a scratch, let us not forget what the

Pakistanis did. The Pakistanis who had a terrible
situation economically made the case to the USA and

said look we are in the frontline state in the struggle
against terrorism and therefore you have got to bail us

out. Nobody is going to bail us out. If we had made the
case about Prabhakaran in the post September Ilm
situation, we could have had a little more slack cut for
us internationally in economic terms. But we did not
even explore that possibility. I do not think that there

is an economic argument that can provide a reason or
excuse for the kind of peace process that we are

currently engaged in. It can be an argument for sitting
down to talk. Certainly.

The Sri Lankan Army, Sri Lankan Politicians,
Society, we got a lot of things wrong. But let us bear in
mind a couple of things. For the first part of the war,
we were fighting a broadly unified enemy supported
by a very powerful state across a very nalrow stretch
of water. That may have been our fault or it was the

fault of the administration of the day but that is not
important. What is important is that we were holding
the line against tremendous odds. And even to this day
we have been holding the line against an enemy who
could count on a global network ofsupport because of
population migration and dispersal in other words the
Tamil diaspora. Not all of them but that kind of natural
far flung net work that the Sri Lankan state cannot count
on. So despite those two heavy handicaps we held the
line. But even what we held we are now relinquishing.
Will Mr Prabhakaran go the gradual slow route of a de

facto Eelam or will he move fast. All I am sure is that
he will engage as he always does in what we know in
literature as a strategic calculus. He will calculate all
the pluses and minuses and the variables, the dynamics
and he will then decide whether to go the slow route.
There is a down side to the slow route - he never likes
his cadres and war machines to spend too much time
in peace conditions and prosperity. He is always afraid
of that but there is a down side. But he will also assess

the pluses and minuses of moving much faster. But he

can engage in that strategic calculus also because we
have geared him with the capacity to do so.

What if he decides to expand? For him it will
not be expansion it just what belongs to him - that is
the map. Why would he do that? Let us riever forget
that for Mr P rightly or wrongly, the Tamil nation has

the equal right or perhaps even a superior right to have
a country of its own. A country of its own - not just an

lnterim Administration. A country with a flag, with a
recognition like everybody else. And that country for
him, owns that territory that his map denotes. He may

decide that it is not good enough for a strategic reason,

he needs for defence indepth. You know what happened

in the State oflsrael in 1967. It could be cut across m
a narrow point so therefore there was a military logic
of expansion. So in that sense he may decide to mort
beyond that. But he will certainly move to fulfit hb
map because that is his self image. He is the 'Sarttades
Thalaivan'the 'Sooriya Theivan' He is the 'Engal
Theivan' He is one god! 1 do not know a Sun god nfro
accepts an Interim Administration and is content wilh
that.

Maj. Gen Anton Wijendra: Dayan, havirg
listened to you for one hour and all the points that ya
brought out I assume that the analysts in thc
international community would also draw simils
conclusions. Therefore the so called clause in rtit
Peace Process would also be quite apparent to tttrl,-
From what we read in the media, etc., this clause lus
been apphuded by all the Western countries atd u
so calledfriends and also by India. If that is so I u
see only two things - l. It is either they are encouragi4
us to have an Eelam in the future or 2. All of us bci4
subje.ct to psychological warfare. Your commdfrt
please.

The Lecturer: Since none of this will get in 5
the media, there are coupleof things that I shouldfue
with you of my own experience since this a very vid
question. When the US Assistant Secy of SteE
ChristinaRocha visited Colombo, for some reasonfu;l
thought it will be useful for her to get my views alsc
So the last lunch she had before she left I was invid
to have a chat with her at her official Residence. Ad
the sense I got there was borne out by subsequct
interactions I had with US personnel including tb
personnel who came this year to train us as part of fu
joint training progmm of the two. Some of you Eqr
have been present at my lectures. The impression I tnt
was that we have been convincing them about tb
IjfTE. They have not been telling us. They are hryl
that we are engaged in talks in the Peace Proocc*
Nobody told us to go and hammer the fellors-
Everybody is happy that we are talking. But when I
comes to the specifics of what we have done, thd i
our own making - nobody designed that. It in H
sometimes in conversations these officials say 'f,&f
your so and so told us' ltwas one of your our top peqpla
who told us this - what do you think? Your poopb
assure us that." You know what this reminded me of?
You will remember the post '83 period the Indian
Foreign Service, Indian Diplomats were engaged all
over the world in very effective lobbying of on betraff
of the Eelam movement. You will also remember the
Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu Mr M G Ramachandran
was engaged in lobbying New Delhi - Rajiv Ghandi
on behalf of the LlIfE. I am afraid we are now doing a
lot of lobbying ourselves on behalf of the tigers. I will
give you some proof of this in terms of what all yo
have seen.
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You will remember Richard Armitage - Former
US Navy Seal who is a very high American Official
who visited Sri Lanka. And you will remember the
press conference that was.televised on MTV. I have
friends and journalist who have attended the press
conference and taped the proceedings and it was very
interesting. The Prime Minister introduces Richard
Armitage saying 'he just came back to Sri Lanlca this
morning having been in Jafua'That part of it did not
get into the media. What did get into the media is when
the Sri Lankan journalist Mr Rajpal Abeynayaka got
up and asked Mr Armitage 'Mr Armitage, you do not
negotiate with the Taliban and Al Qaeda but you are
encouraging us to talk to the LTTE. Is this not
hypocritical? And Richard Armitage straight off says
'We do not talk to the Taliban and Al Qaeda and we
are not talking to the LTTE. We did not tell anybody to
talk to the LTTE, your government has taken a decision
and we support your government's decision. ' These are
all that we have done for ourselves. We now are going
and asking for money from these guys without any
guarantee that the money will not be siphoned off for
his war chest (and there are so many double accounting
ways that Mr P and his boys know that have not even
been dreamed about) and that money used for the
surface above the ground stuffthat he wants to do and
the taxes and illegitimate money that he collects
including drugs - recently there was a drug bust in
Canada 'LTTE Drug Ring' according to the Canadian
Police. That money is used for his weapons purchases.
We are doing the lobbying. It is not the Americans.

Mr Dixit gave an enorrnous amount to the LTTE
just after the Indo Lanka Accord because Mr P spun
this thing about '1 need to maintain my cadres in the
conditions of peace so please give some money' And
he got a huge amount of money from the Indians. Of
course he went back to war in October ! So he has done
this scam before but at least the Indian Government
were not Sri Lankans. But we are doing the white wash
job. We are the ones who tell the donors at conferences
where donors have raised humanitarian concerns. And
our very senior officials have said 'No no, the LTTE is
a formal partnership'. And we have entered into a
formal partnership w&ich has not laid down a single
bullet or cast a single ballot. The democratically elected
government of Sri Lanka w.ith its special relationship
as a political party with a republican administration
md the kind of international supporters, we are doing
the canvassing. Let us not blame anybody else if we
have not had a very cool, very solid understanding of
our national interest. This is our main problem. We
have no understanding of our national interest We
refuse to understand all the evidence about the UITE.
Now if we had an understanding of both, we could
Lrve done this negotiating including all the mohey
&als, we could have done it differently the way you
ga through a mine field. Not rush headlong. You know
brv many times they have been talking, this is the sixth

time. They talked inTimpu, they talked atthe SAARC
Summit in Bangalore (Nov '86), then in '87 after
Thileepan passed the Interim Administration they
talked to President Premadasa, they talked to President
Kumaranatunge and they talked inbetween. There were
so many Indian Foreign Secretaries who nobody
bothers to canvass. If we were serious we would ask
them and the Deputy Directors and Directors, we would
have asked the Prime Minister's office people, all of
who have talked to the tigers and taken round the same
mulberry bush. But we do not want to ask them. Then
I am told that the LTTE is behaving well now, you
know how one gets through the wire, you do not run
headlong but you move on your crocodile crawl and
you get as proximate as you can. That is what Mr P is
doing in diplomatic terms. The worst thing is that
intellectually and psychologically our collective mind
and the will to resist is being sapped and there is a kind
ofhypnotism that is taking place - an anaesthetisation.
That is what I fear the most.

Maj Gen. L. T. Fernando: Dayan, First I must
s ay thank y o u v e ry muc h for w hat y o u hav e b e en s ay i n g
and I have learnt a lot this evening. My question is
that given the way the Sri Lankan population has
always accepted wlwt fear the government has imposed
on them, they have never reacted. We went to war
without knowing what our objective was. We did not
know the repercussions, we did not know what the
suffering would be. When 13 soldiers died we did not
even know how to bury them or where to bury them.
Now when weapons were given to them I do not know
how many objected. When, surrender was ordered I do
not know who objected to those orders. We go on
absorbing. And a time must come when somebody says,
enough is enough. Because there are ladies in the
audience, I do not want to say anything more about
rape. But what I would like to know is supposing the
scenario that you have stated is a probability, the
mothers, the children in Jaffna are told to walk on to
Palaly and in Trincomalee to walk in to the dockyard.
That I fear What do you think the government of Sri
Lanka will tell its soldiers to do?

The Lecturer: I will go a little beyond that - I
will tell you what the government of Sri Lanka will
tell its soldiers' to do and I will tell you what I think
the govemment of Sri Lanka should do. What it will
tell its soldiers to do is they will ask 'can you handle
it' Then of course there will be two or three officers
who will want to play ball and have been set up before
who will say ' no sir we cannot throttle' - .If you can
not do it then you better come off. That is what t think
is going to happen. This is not paranoia, Prabhakran is
really good at psyching up partidularly the young
people. Within a very short period of time. And those
people he will be able to deploy. Now t think what the
Sri Lankan Armed Forces and Navy should do is, if it
can, stockpile a lot of non lethal ordinance. Because
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you are goingto need it since we cannot afford anymore

dead bodies. But if you read the University Teachers'

for Human Rights Jaffna which is still being serialised

in the Island, the LTTE leaders scolded the Hartley
CollegePrincipal and toldthat theycould have flattened.

the camp. I do not think they could have flattened but
they certainly could have done a lot of damage. And
when they want to, they will do that in Trincomalee
also. So what you can do is stockpile as much non lethal

weaponry as possible and plan for such a scenario

because it is likely to happen.

But what the governrnent will do, I am afraid I
am somewhat pessimistic. This ties up with a point of
the International community. At one of these
presentations where the US Special Forces personnel

were at a graduating class, in the course of one of my
lectures, the question was asked about the safety net.

The only thing 1 could do was to give my answer and

turn to the American personnel who were there. I asked

them in such a situation because we remember what
happened in Mogadishu where the United States took
casualties in the market square in Mogadishu against

the then war lord. They just pulled out. They even

discontinued an operation in Afghanistan -Operation
Anaconda - because they lost 8 people. So I asked them

would they get involved in a situation where you have

mobilised a number of civilians and the LTTE is behind
them and a besieged Sri Lankan Army. The answer

was that there was nothing they could do. You cannot

really put your neck or your child's neck on the rail
track and expect the neighbours to come and save the

child. I think we have put ourselves in a situation where

even our friends would find it a little difficult. They
are planners who would take one look at the disposition
of forces of the configurations and say that it is messy

and there is very liule they can do. So this is a box that
we have to get out of on our own. I will answer any

other question you have but before we close I would
like a few minutes to tell you why although I am
pessimistic I am still not a defeatist. I would like to
share with you some of the plus factors that we have

going for us, before we conclude.

Wing. Comd. Femando: When I heard that I was

nominatedfor this lecture I was very happy because I
was going to hear from one ofthe senior lecturers in
the political science area and in the University. During
this lecture we were enlightened a lot about the history
and you were talking about a lot non-international
conJlicts in the world and their ectivities as if though
you are trying to compare those with our scenario. None

of those guerrilla movements have suicide cadres like
the LiITE. If we take this conflict. What is a conflict?
There are two or more parties that have incompatible
goals. lfthat is the contlict, in order to have a resolution

you must have those parties together into one table.

Both parties should agree. You were talking about

fundamental settlements and all these things which

were not considered of. In the previous tirnes that we
wentfor peace tallcs we were trying conflict resolutions
where the government was trying to address the core
issues of the conflict and said you all were
discriminated and deprived of certain things and we
are trying to give power to you'. Prabhaluran did not
want that. He only wanted the normal day to day hfe
of the Tamil people. That is what is happening. In the

current peace process what is being done is they are
trying to address the consequences of the core issues.

Basic needs such as freedom of speech, transportation

food, infrastructure development, shelter medicine.
schooling all these things. By doing that we are trying
to build up confidence among the Tamil people and
then only build up on talks. If we take this Sri Lankan
conflict, this is a 19 year old protracted conflict which
people cannot expect to solve this problem overnight.
Thefirst step at the Bangkok talks was very successful.
They planned out their agenda for five years which is
very good because when you plan this way, and keep
ontalking and addressing these issues thenthe conflicts
will be transformed. In another ftve years' time you
may not have the same problem that they have. That is
one thing. The other is you were talking about the USA
involvement and the sphere of control. If youtake USA

as the Super Power and their Regional Powers which
will be Indiafor us. We are in the sphere of control of
India. So ifLTTE triedto have a separate state up in
the North they will be affected. If you do not agree

with all the International agreements and they will be

near to a very important international shipping line
and who will be controlling all the issues. The WorA
Power is controlled by economists. There arefive othcr

factors but the main factor now is the economics. US

trade mainly depends on the transportation of their
trade items between China and the USA and this region-
As you say I agree that USA will not wash their hands

off and stand aside because definitely it is going to
affect their economy as well. I would like to have a
direct answer rather than about the history. Thankyou
sir.

The Lecturer: I will try to answer the points yqt
made. The first point is about the LTTE and the suici&
bombers. No it is not the only group with suici&
bombers, I think you are familiar with the Hamas and
the Islamic Jihad, LTTE has more suicide bombers thm
these two groups but it is not the only group. And tb
fact of the suicide bombers is potentially a plus factr
in our international diplomacies which we hart
abandoned. After September 1lth let us not forget tb
worst suicide bomb attacks, there was an internation{
revulsion against the phenomenon of the suicb
bombers. And we had a very good case tH
Prabhakaran is in fact the main wholesaler of
bombers. He is a very dangerous example to
terrorist groups throughout the region and
world. The videos that they distribute are
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they are real life actual combat videos. So the fact of
the suicide bombers is a potentially, propaganda wise,
a plus factor which we have not exploited in the post
September I lm global environment.

Secondly the assassination of Rajiv Ghandi and
the kind of devastation effect that it has is again a factor
that we did not exploit in the post September lld
situation. Now that is my answer to part of your
commenton the specificity of theLITE and the suicide
bombs.

Now as to the peace process and winning over
the confidence of the Tamil people - I think the Tamil
people made it very clear when the April-May 2000
battle of Jaffna took place - what their choice was. It is
the only situation I know of in the world where a

guerrilla army was on the offensive, because they
forced the rebeat of the Sri Lankan Army from Elephant
Pass, was nearing their old home base. And the young
people did not run out of Jaffna to join the guerrillas,
there were no slogans on the walls of Jaffna, no LTTE
flags coming up, no demontrators where you have to
shoot them like the Israelis have to do in the West Bank
andGaza. The people although not in love with the Sri
Lankan Army, made a choice. Now far from winning
over the confidence of our people, we have handed
them over on a platter to the Tigers. And the Tigers
certainly know who was cooperating, who was neutral,
everything. Their cadres are back, something the people
ofJaffna never expected to happen that the Sri Lanka
government would allow thetiger cadres back in Jaffna.
So I do not think this is a way of winning over the
Tamil people. Wehave in fact allowed the Tamil people
now to be adjudicated by theLfTE courts, to be policed
by the LTTE police, to have their kids taken by the
LTTE Army. Are we facilitating the freedom of
movement? We have a situation of soldiers who go out
to collect white sand are grabbed by the LTTE , now
whose freedom of movement are we facilitating by the
peace process? There is freedom of movement for
school kids to flatten a major army encampment. That
is freedom of movement. I do not see freedom of
movement addressing day to day problems that we have
undertaken, we have ceded control and in fact let down
the Tamil people who made an option by participating
in elections from 1994, they voted when LITE called
for a boycott, they voted for anti LTTE groups, they
did not go with the LTTE during the major offensive
in April/IVlay 2000. They will never trust us again
bccause we have sold them out. We havo handed them
over to this facists. So I am not sure about this process.
We can plan for 5 years and Mr P also can plan for five
years. In all the peace processed thats what Mr P does,
Le says 'look, you cannot talk about core issues, the
tire is not right. Sri Lankan government always wapted
btalk about the core issues. He says no, first you have
bddress the everyday problems of the suffering Tamil

laple. That includes, very importantly, the military

presence. So he is getting in to that now. So I am afraid
I cannot share that optimistic assessment of conflict
transformation. I do not see a tansformation of conflict
when Mr P's arm5l is clearly geared for war. Not
necessarily now but when you take the configuration,
if you take everything you are doing. It is an army that
is battle ready that everyday it is in a better position
than it was before. Thanks to us. It is really a
transformation from conflict to surrender.

Maj. Gen. Mike Silva: Sometime ago I anended
a seminar conducted by a German and the subject of
that day's seminar was 'Reform of the Military for
pernanent peace. A British Brigadier got up and sai.d
' do not let this blind you. This peace does not mean
permanent peace, we have to make arrangements to
ensure that there is peace'. In other words he was
saying that the insurance for peace or security in any
country is the army and thefinal authority of the state
is the army. Therefore they said the lirst thing to
guarantee loig peace is to consider reforming the
military. My question to you Dayan is that to the best
of my knowledge there is no such group going in to
reformthe military because the military could not keep
back the LTTE as we discussed. There may be such
planning or inquiry going onvery confidentially inthe
Ministry. But wlrut they brought out was thatfor such
an analysis it should not be limited to a few military
fficers. All the wealth of experiences of the fficers of
all services should be invited and then gradually
weeded out and formed a group. And it can only be
done by impanial people who are interested like you.
So my suggestion is, is there such a thing and if ' not,
why do you not initiate such a type of unofficial,
impanial, professional group of analysts?

The Lecturer: Thank you General Silva that was
an excellent question. You know the sad thing about
Sri Lanka is that we do not have a single centre for
strategic and security studies. We have a regional centre
but that is not a Sri Lankan thing. It is really ironic
because we have been in war for so long. Sri Lanka
not having such a centre is like a place that is hit by
storms and does not have a weather station. Even
Bangladesh has it. I remember Major General Anton
Muthukumaru and my father were running the Ceylon
Institute of World Affairs and General Muthukumaru
was very keen to bring in strategic studies and to an
extent possible they did it, they got people like Sir
Michael Harvard and had a lecture and so on. I think it
really should be your association, you have the
experience and the brain and you should spin offsome
sort ofcentre for International Strategic and Security
studies. It can also link up with certain things at the
Bandaranaike Centre for International Studies; and
other Universities. And as you mentioned here I would
of course be very happy to help in any capacity. But
study of war and peace diplomacy is of fundamental
importance. Every body is talking about conflict
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resolutions and peac€ sftdies but the basics are war
and peace diplomacy. It is about time we had a centre
for Strategic and Security Studies and I think this is
the right gathering to make a decision on that.

While thanking General Mike on that suggestion,
I wanted to share with you a few reasons why I am
very critical ofthis process. I am not a defeatist and I
refuse to be one. In the first place, ifthere is a lesson
out of history in the last post war period is that nothing
is irreversible. The mighty Soviet Union, the nuclear
super power, no longer exists. Yugoslavia does not exist
as a country. I am not happy about it. I am not speaking
in the philosophical or religious sense of impermanence
of all things, I am talking in terms of contemporary
history. Nothing is irreversible. That is point one. Point
two is that we have had agreements in Sri Lanka and
other parts of the world which have been supported,
applauded and endorsed by everybody and then
collapsed. The Indo- Sri Lanka Accord is one - it may
have been a good thing or it may have been a bad thing.
But if you remember those days, there was a lot of
applause but it did not work largely because of Mr P.

So that is a second reason. If you look around you,
again you may be unhappy about it but I am unhappy
that the Middle Eastern Peace Process did not work
due to a change of government in Israel, the Israelis
were able (I repeat I am very unhappy about it) to undo
what they thought was the downside of the Peace
Process. The strengths are very different between us
and the LTTE. We do not have the support the Israelis
have. But still it is another example of a hugely
applauded process that has been reversed though it is
not a happy thing. None of this is written in stone. The
other thing is as the General was talking, is the people.
The public opinion polls conducted by very, very
pro-peace and lobbyists like the Centre for Policy
Alternatives - Dr Saravanamuttu, National Council -
Dr Jehan Perera. But look at the figures - they are very
unhappy. Because the figures show that with all this
Hurrah ! Hurrah ! and all the money that is being poured
into the peace activities,6OTo - TOVo ofthe people do
not trust the tigers. They think the tigers are the enemy.
I read Dr Saravanamuttu's speech at the Mahatma

Ghandi oration of the Indo Sri Lanka Friendship
Society. He is very upset because he says that I8%o
think that the LTTE is human and rhe rest think that
they are the enemies. The point is with all this hooplah,
public opinion is that they are not ready to hand over
an interim administration before a final settlement. That
does not mean that the public are extremists, the public
does not want war, they are overwhelmingly for peace.
In fact they were not even for deproscription beffrc r
settlement. So, what you see as this surrender mentality
is what is known as 'society' - that is the upper, upper
middle, urban, chattering classes as they say in Britain.
But the public opinion polls are absolutely clear that
there is an overwhelming plurality who distrust the
tigers who consider the tigers as enemies and who are
opposed to certain specific giveaways. But the same
opinion polls which are running from 1997, which was
done by an organisation headed by Mr Charitha
Ratwatta during the time of the package, they show
very clear opinion for devolution going beyond
provincial councils but not beyond a certain point. So
up from what we have, but well short of federalism.
Public opinion is very mature and very enlightened as
a result of the terrible experiences they have suffered
at the hands of the tigels. They are very educated.
Another reason I take solace is that we are a democracy,
it is fraught but still public opinion counrs finally in
terms of vote behaviour. I am sure you would also have
learnt in your studies the old theory ofbalance ofpower
and we are lucky because the voters have voted in such
a way that no one party has overwhelming
predominance. So there is a very smart bit of balancing
done by the Sri Lankan voter who has given certain
things as spheres of influence to certain parties for
certain purposes and certain others sphere ofinfluences
to other parties for other purposes. Very shrewd hedging
ofbets by a very mature voter do not forget that these
guys have been voting from 193 1. So we have a balance
ofpower. I am not happy about everything that every
political leader says and does.

The vote of thanks was proposed by Maj. Gen.
W. R. Wijeyaratne.
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TIIE PEACE PROCFSS, PROGRESS AND CHALLENGES

Twenty three years ago, a few ofus in this group of
writers and many others, after the horrifying riots of
1977, came together to found the Movement for In
ter-Racial Justice and Equality (MIRJE). One of the
first decisions of MIRJE was to send a fact_finding
delegation to Jaffna to determine the true state of affairs
subsequent to the declaration of a State of Emergency
by the government on l3ll4 July 1979 and the
abduction and killing of six Tamil youths on the same
night. Three of us among those now issuing this
Statement were in that delegation. The events of L3/I4
July and the days following did not ,.wipe out the men_
ace ofterrorism", as decreed by the then president, but
they did 'let slip the dogs of war' all over the land.
Twenty three years and over sixty thousand lives later,
this group of writers took advantage of the ceasefire
conditions and made separate trips from Kandy to
Batticaloa, the Wanni and Jaffna.

On the way to Jaffna, we had to pass through two
checkpoints, not more than a mile apart, in Omanthai,
north of Vavuniya. The two checkpoints, one under
the Army and the other under LTTE control, and the
respective bureaucracies sharply symbolized the reality
of two polities. if not two states, north and south of
Omanthai. Writing for the group after the Jaffna trip,
Paul Caspersz posed the question: ..Is our task then
not to prevent separation but to bring back into the
former unity the two separated parts?,' It was a
spontaneous question from the heart, at the end of a
journey of commitment, and firmly founded on the
premise of justice and equality for all L.ankans. The
question also provides a positive framework to
critically, assess the peace process: its progress so far
and the challenges ahead. Contrast this to comments
by the mostly unfriendly critics of the peace process,
who. while being conveniently blind to the
disintegration of the island's polity over the last 20 to
50 years, portray the current peace efforts not as a
process of reintegration but as the path to separation
from their illusions of unity.

"When will the peace negotiations be held, and will
they be successful?'were questions we asked ourselves
and that we were asked during the four days we spent
inJaffna from 16 to2}July of 2002. The answers since
then have been encouraging. Three rounds of peace
negotiations were held between the Goveinment of Sri
knka (GOSL) and the LTTE - rwo in Thailand and
one in Norway -from September to December in 2002.
The fourth round hasjust been concluded in Thailand.
The negotiations have been successful in comparison
to both the previous Sri Lankan peace efforts and
c'ontemporary experiences in other countries. After the
second round, three Sub-Committees were established
to address (a) Humanitarian and Rehabilitation Needs

in the North and East; (b) De_escalation and
Normalization: and (c) political Matters including
constitutional, legal, political and administrative issues.
At the conclusion of the third round of talks in Oslo,
came the momentous announcementthat the Sri Lankan
Government and the LTTE agreed ..to explore a
solution founded on the principle of internal
self-determination in areas of historical habitation of
the Thmil-speaking peoples, based on a federal structure
within a united Sri Lanka',, and that.,the solution has
to be acceptable to all communities.,'The third round
also agreed on the setting up of a Sub_Committee on
W-omen to address "gender issues in the peace process,,.
The focus shifted, in the fourth round oftalks, to the
humanitarian aspects of the conflict, and the parties.
noted that 'political progress must be underpinned by
tangible improvements in the daily lives of thl people,;.
The talks also survived the somewhat overblown
controversy over rehabilitation and the High Security
Zones (HSZ) in Jaffna.

In support ofthe peace process

We do not agree with the inveterate sceptics that
the peace talks are a smoke screen for thi LITE's
preparations for the next offensive in its relentless
march towards Eelam. On the contrary, the peace talks
are subjecting the LTTE to national and international
constraints and commitments as it has never
experienced since its inception. The next .Eelam War,
can only be prevented by strengthening and
institutionalizing these constraints; piophesying the
war, on the other hand, will directly contribute to its
self-fulfilment.

One of the constructive criticisms of the peace
process is that the process is monopolized by the UNp,
the LTTE, and their immediate supporters.

This has led to feelings of exclusion in the South
and among the Muslims, and the fear of a .totalitarian
peace' becoming the lot of the Tamils in the
LTTE-dominated areas in the North and East. To learn
from previous experience, an exclusive UNp-LITE
agreement, however grand and comprehensive, will not
pass muster without a broader consensus involving
other players and the people at large. But these concems
will have to be addressed by critically supporting,
consolidating and expanding the current pio""r. to
make it inclusive and accountable, and not by
vexatiously opposing and undermining it.

The People's Choice

Contrary to the professions by post- l9g3 Sri Lankan
governments, and the assertions of the LTTE and other
Tamil militant groups, war was never the choice of the
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people, Sinhalese or Tamil. The biggest story of 2002
is that ordinary, subaltern Sri Lankans in their millions
- Sinhalese, Tarnils and Muslims - have been able to
emphatically demonstrate that peace is their only
choice. [t is the responsibility of all Sri Lankans to
ensure that our political leaders do not betray this
unambiguous choice ofthe people.

It is worth noting that unlike the conflicts in Israel-
Palestine, Northern lreland, Kashmir etc., where
neighbours fight neighbours politically and socially,
the social relationship between the Sinhalese, the
Tamils and the Muslims, never deteriorated to the same
extent as their political relationship. Indeed, the leader
o{,theLITE JaffnaBranch told our group that the social
re$tionship between the communities remained
positively cordial even during the war. In Jaffna, we
saw Sri Lankan government soldiers going about in
bicycles, very different from the days when tanks and
armoured cars terrorized unarmed civilians. In Kayts,
wewere told thattheLITE cadres sometimes undertake
the delivery of meal parcels to soldiers at isolated army
checkpoints.

The people in the South have witnessed and
experienced the effects of the war for years on end.
The destruction ofpublic property, the stealthy shadow
of the suicide bomber, the arrival of body bags at
Ratmalana, the village funerals of dead soldiers, and
the social ubiquity of maimed war returnees - these
have been the stock experiences ofthe Sinhalese in the
South. Who in their right rninds, except those who
demonically profited from the war and others who
unconscionably invoke the doctrine of 'just war', would
wish to return to those honible days? The Sinhalese
voters have endorsed the peace efforts in election after
election every time the question was put to them
beginning in 1994. They have also celebrated the
current ceasefire by thronging the traditional Vesak and
Perahera ceremonies, by congregating hugely in Madhu
in LTTE-controlled Wanni, and by their incessant
pilgrimages to the Naga Vihare and the Naga Dipa in
Jaffna

Our visits to Jaflna, the Wanni and Batticaloa have
shown us the even more devastating war experiences
of the Thmils and Muslims in those areas. Their fervent
hope is not so much for peace in full regalia as it is for
the current ceasefire to continue whether or not an
agreement is reached.

We saw not only how these areas have become
'separate' from the rest of Sri Lanka, but also how they
were 'separate' from each other. The LTTE Police
Stations and Courts in the Vanni area are not the cause
of this separation but its symptoms. More damaging is
the destruction of the infrastructure linkages -roads,
railways and electricity transmission - between the
Northern and Eastern Provinces and the rest of the
country.

The key sectors of Jaffna's economy - farming,
fishing and commerce - are isolated and atrophied. Tens
of thousands of farmers have been affected by the
reckless landmining of their farmlands. About 6,000
of the 11,000 fisher households in the peninsula, who
once supplied 30Vo of the.country's fish requirement,
are now internal refugees and cut offfrom the sea. For
over ten years, the Sri Lankan government has been
banning ocean fishing by Lankan Tamil fishermen for
security reasons, while doing nothing to stop Indian
trawlers fishing in Sri Lankan waters. After several
years electricity was restored in Jaffna in April 2002,
while the first overland supply of kerosine and petrol
in ten years arrived in Jaffna in July 2002. Nearly
400,000 of the (pre- 1 995) 900,000 people of the Jaffna
Peninsula are displaced within Jaffna and on the tracts
of the Vanni. The size and misery of the ,internally

displaced' has shocked even international visitors who
are familiar with human tragedies elsewhere in the
world.

Displaced and devastated the people of Jaffna made
the most eloquent statement for peace by standing
neutral when the LITE took on the Sri Lankan army to
recapture Jaffna in 2000. Even now they simply want
to be left alone. What is more, no Tamil individual or
group has condemned the LITE for all but turning back
on its declared goal. [n earlier times, such an act would
have been called a betrayal and the price of betrayal
varied from the simple loss of a Parliamentary seat to
the ultimate price of one's life. The LTTE itself was a
past master in meting out capital punishment for
perceived betrayals.

War and Politics

War is a continuation of politics. but politics is the
conclusion of the war. While peace became the
experiential choice of the people, economic realities,
military experiences and international developments
combined to force the GOSL and the LTTE to leave
the battleground for the negotiating table.

The economic consequences of the .separation,

between LTTE tenitories and the rest of the country
exposed the non-viability of a separate state and
challenged the LTTE's commitment to it.

This became evident from the time the LITE began
insisting on having points of free passage between its
'territory' and the rest of the country.

The war has also'exacerbated the differenccs
between Jaffna, the Wanni and the Eastern province,
and there is no uniform solution to the challenges and
issues facing the peoples ofthese areas - not only the
Muslims and the Sinhalese in the Eastern provincebc
also the Tamils in the three areas.
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ECONOMIC AI\D MILIIARY IMPLICATIONS '

EXCLUSIVE ECONOMIC ZONE

(Dn. Nweno Cennaar.)
2lr November 2002

Introduction by General G H de Silva, RWP VSV USP, President ARFRO

Dr Nivard Cabraal, Prufessor Smith and Col. Phil Wilkinson our distinguished guests
from King's College, Cambridge, Fellow Members of ARFRO, Serving Offcers of the Three
Armed Forces, Gentlemen. We are privileged to have with us today a young and talented scholar
and promising politician as our guest speaker When I requested Dr Nivard Cabraal for his
resume, he told mefor ' God's sake surely all of you guys must know me at leastfrom the many
election posters that have been exhibited! ' His spontaneous htit notwithstanding, I wiil briefly
emulate some of the features of his resume. Dr Ajith Nivard Cabraal, is a Chartered Accountant,
Management Consuhant, Provincial Councillor and an author He renders consultancy services
to many companies in Sri lanka and abroad in a variety of Jields. He specialises in corporate
turnaround and restructuring ofcompanies. He is considered an expert on corporate goyernance,
planning and plan implementation. He is a World Bank Consubant on corporate governance' and consuhant to the World Tourism Organisation. He has been the President of the Institute of
the Chanered Accountants of Sri Lanka in 1992/93, President ofthe South Asian Federation of
Accountants in 1993, andVice President ofthe Organisation ofProfessional Associations from
1993-97. He is the Founder Chairman of the Committee on Corporate Governance in Sri
lnnka and had a tenure from 1996-99. He was also a member of the team that formulated the
Industrialisation Policyfor Sri lnnka in 1988. An Eisenhower Fellow in2000, he has obtained
a Fellowship in corporate and political governance, planning and mediation. He is a member
of the Council of thz University of Moratuwa. He is the author of 'Tbwards Sri Lankan
Renaissance 2002'. Dr Cabraal is a regular speaker at Conferences and contributor to

' Newspapers and Journals both in Sri lnnka and abroad. He has been invited by media ofien to
air his views on economic, international and current issues. During the past six months he has
been a speaker at the Conference on Governance and local Development in South Asia, at
Hihon Park Sussex, UK. He was the Chairman of the Session on Economic Development in the
Eisenhower Fellowship Conference in Berlin, Germany. Dr Cabraal has also been a case
statement maker at the International Conference on Federalism in St Gallon, Switzerland. A
key note speaker on " Good Governance an Overview" at the All Indi"a INSOL Congress in New
Delhi. He is a speaker on the topic Ceasefire Agreement and Beyond - a situation analysis from
an economic perspective at the Sri lanka Foundation Institute. In 1999 he was elected Provincial
Councillor of the Westein Provincial Council from the United National Party. presently he
serves as the UNP Chief Organiser of the Colombo West Electorate. May I now call upon Dr
Cabraal to make his presentation on the EEZ and its economic and military implications.
Thank you.

GeneralDenisPerera,GeneralGerrydeSilva,Generals stemmed from my search for a new industry for Sri
and'other high ranking officials. I am really delighted Lanka. I realised that when it comes to the 21st Century
to be able to speak to you this evening. I do not think I and we embark on 2001 and beyond, we need to look
have addressed such a galaxy of defence related afresh at the options that we have. In the early 1990's
personnel in this country and I am really humbled by weshiftedtothevalueadditionofthegarment indusfry.
the fact that I have to speak to you on a topic which I Before that we looked at our traditional industries and
know all of you are very familiar with. I do hope that searched for ways and means in which we could value
some of the things that I am going to be saying today add to those, like having tea bags and such industries
does not seem to be a repetition of what you know of that nature. And then when it came to the year 2000,
already. Gen Denis Perera asked me whether I could 2001 and beyond, those areas were no longer as
address you and then he also suggested together with attiactive as it was before that. So my search wasreally
Gen Gerry de Silva that I speak to you about the from the point of view of an economic perspective as
exclusive economic zone. I realised the reason wap due to what Sri Lanka could do in order to make it grore
to the fact that I have done some studies mainly from competitive, in order to become a lot more viable as a
an economic perspective with regard to the exclusive country. As you would realise many countries shift their
economic zone. My interest in the subject really overall focus as time goes on and then you find that
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they go in search ofndw areas so that they can become
a lot more competitive than what they were earlier. So
in this search I looked at various options. And then one
day one of my friends suggested, why do you not look
at the sea. And then I started having an interest and I
made some deep studies in the subject. My comments
would be mainly from the point of view from an
economic perspective. But I do see the letter that Gen
Geny de Silva sent to me has a little bit about the defence
aspect also of the economic zone. So my little
presentation today would be focusing on a little bit on
what I see as a potential for the defence activities as

well.

So letme start at thebeginning - how did all this happen?

In November 1984, the Law of the Sea Convention was
accepted by the United Nations and then from there
onwards more and more countries got involved in
starting to ratify this agreement. As you gentlemen
would probably know, it was a Sri Lankan who
spearheaded this effort in bringing this conference and
convention to a final stage. One of our best diplomats
in the country - Hamilton Shirley Amarasinghe. He was
able to have this Law of the Sea Convention to be
brought to a fruition. Then in 1994, it had enough
signatories from all across the world and then we had
the new international convention ofthe Law ofthe Sea.

From then onwards the coastal states began to have a

certain element of jurisdiction by intemational law to
have that as one of their assets. I am sure many in the
Navy are completely conversant in that and it may sound
repetitive to you. But as for the benefit of the others, it
gave Sri Lanka thejurisdiction to use the resource as if
it was part of our territory. Subject to certain minor
constraints. So what does all that mean? It means that
Sri Lanka is no longer limited to this 65,265 Sq Km
only. But now has ajurisdiction over a greater portion
of sea giving it something like 517,400 Sq Km of sea

area which is completely under its jurisdiction. So that
enhances our borders and there onwards we can look at
Sri Lanka, not as this tiny little island that we have been
generally used to seeing, but as a greaterresource which
we can harness and take as far as our country's economy
is concerned. But of course like with all inheritances, it
has to be made use of. Just because my uncle leaves me
a plot of land, it does not get any richer if I just leave it
as it is. So the challenge would now be, as far as Sri
Lanka is concerned, to use this resource and harness it
and give the best possible outcome.

So that raises huge possibilities as to what we could do
with it. The first step is to evaluate the resource that we
have. Now India about a year ago started on this
evaluation and they are today looking attheexact nature
of the resource that they have, to see if there is any way
and means by which they could add on to this area. As
you know the area is demarcated by International'
Convention which says you have from your coast a

distance of 200 nautical miles as the area of your overall

jurisdiction. So based on that calculatibn only I
mentioned to you the Sri Lanka area of 517,400 Sq Kms.
But theee was an additional area which came under the
Sri Lankanjurisdiction for which we have made a claim
and that claim has been accepted by the United Nations,
wherein the South East of the country, we can go down
further based on the ocean beds and the landmarks we
have, so that if that is also attached we will have a much
greater portion which is like 2I times the size of Sri
Lanka.

At the moment what is sadly lacking is that we have
not made any tangible study as to what is really possible.
India is doing that and I had a look at what the Federated
States of Micronesia had done in the Pacific Ocean. I
found that they had done a fantastic study of what is
feasible and possible with the overall resource that they
would be privy to. So Sri Lanka will first of all have to
in the next few months or years, if everything goes well,
commission a study and exactly find out what is feasible
and what is possible and take it forwards from there
onwards. But on the face of it there are various areas
that are possible. What are those? Firstly, the
exploitation of certain minerals. I am told that in the
continental shelf as well as the slope, there is a fair
amount of magnesium and cobalt deposits which can
be harnessed - so that is one area Sri Lanka could look
at. But more than anything else the overall fish resource
is one thing we can really concentrate upon. And I will
tell you a little bit of the economics of it, we being an
island nation, import into our counffy five billion rupees
worth of canned fish. It is something we have to be
ashamed of . We have 21 anchorages in our country, we
have altogether so many fisheries harbours, we have
such a resource as seven times the size of Sri Lanka
under ourjurisdiction, and yet we have people catching
fish for us in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, cann them
in those countries and send it to us for which we pay a
wopping five billion rupees per annum. So obviously
there is a huge potential that we have not tapped. So
one of the most obvious areas in which we could really
get at for some good benefits would be to improve our
fishing industry. Our fishing industry is a very wide
and exteqsive industry which employs about 150,(m
directly and about 1 million people are involved in sorc
way or the other in this trade. But we are used to seeiog
fisherman as very poor people. Our mindset is that d
fisherman being a very poor man having a bottle of,
arrack in the evening, and have a fight the day after and
live a hand to mouth existence. But it is not so in othcr
countries. With new methods of fishing being
introduced and new deep sea fishing methods ad
resources being improved, their lot has improvod
dramatically. But in our country it was only the ycr
before last that we had Sagara ViShva Vidyalaya formd.
Until then there was no way in which it was promorci
as an industry itself. So we need to have people wb
are trained. who are coming in with new ideas d
resources and taking the fishing industry to a new plar-
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Recently I was invited to be the speaker at the Chartered
Institute of Ship Brokers and was asked to speak on
sustainable development from an economic point of
view through ports and shipping. I did mention this story
about fishing to be the next major industry. Of course
in Sri Lanka every new idea has many people saying
no, it cannot be done. When the garment industry was
promoted lots of people said do not do it, it will be a
flop and not to touch it. The same way there were people
who gotup and saidl thinkyou arebarking up the wrong
tree, it just cannot move forward and we should not be
looking into it.

I was really amazed, there was a professor from Mexico
who said that they had a similar situation in Mexico.
Twenty years ago Mexico was the net importer of fish
and they spent something like 7 billion dollars in their
fishing imports. Then they took a complete change
twenty years ago and started putting money down into
the industry, improving the fishing skills and improving
the people who were involved in that, gave incentives
to the industry, gave help for training and education
and within five years they were able to completely stop
the overall import of fish. Today they are one of the
major exporters of fish in the world. So within twenty
years they introduced a new industry and therefore were
able to completely change the economic scenario as far
as the country was concerned

Take also the garment industry. If you take somewhere
in the mid '80s, when you talk about the garment
industries you could only think of military garments or
Maxine garments or one or two industries of that nature.
Then came a new garment industry as well as a new
phillip to that industry. It changed, today as far as our
economy is concerned it is one of the biggest foreign
exchange earners, lt may not be the best nett foreign
exchange earner but a million people are employed and
there are 891 garment factories and a complete change
has taken place. What I am suggesting is that if the
fishing and canning industry can be made use of, at
every area where we have an anchorage or a fisheries
harbour, we could promote people to have fisheries
factories. When that happens you will find that there is
a complete change in the overall network of the country.
The Banking will have to be improved, the people who
are doing the labels for the fish cans will have
employment, the people who are designing, people who
are manufacturing aluminium will have employment, a
whole change will take place in the overall industry.
Banking services will improve, insurance services will
have to improve and overall change will be huge. What
we are suggesting is that we should utilize this resource
and start giving incentives for the fishing industry. But
what will happen in the short term'? Will Sri Lanka be
able to muster up the number of companies who.witl
get involved in this trade'? What is the short term plan'?
Our position is that we should get people with skills
from countries who have already gone that way to come

forward and start setting up fu"to.i", in our country.
And as the feeder to those factories, we are suggesting
that they be given various tracks of the economic zone,
which will be theirs to harvest and bring the fish to the
shore and cann it here. So those companies will be
having their particul ar area demarcated for them for
which they will pay a fee. That fee comes in to the kitty.
Whenever somebody says that we must patrol the
economic zone, to ensure that there is no sea piracy and
encroaches into our sea area, the stock excuse that the
government will come up with is that we do not have
the money. You may want to have ships and helicopters
to patrol, etc., but we have no money to give you. That
is the standard excuse that the government will dish
out to you. But if you are in the short term able to lease
out some of these areas at sea, till such time we are
ready to take iton, maybe on long leases to multinational
companies. Sometimes people might think that we are
not only trying to sell the land in this country but the
sea also even though we do not have it now. But till
such time that we can make use of it, we have to ensure
that we derive some benefit out of it. If in a land that
my uncle has bestowed to me I can not even put up a
house then let me at least hire it out as a car park and
make some money out of it. So my argument is that till
such time that we are in a position, to feed our own
factories with fish that come from these areas, lease out
tracks of sea and tell them look you may use that and
use the harvest, bring it to Sri Lanka and give
employment to our youth. Process it through our
factories, export it through our banking sectors and we
will give you the incentives to do that. That monies
that are being given could be used to paffol these areas.
I think that that is where we can find the money as well.
If we say we have to patrol the sea areas and the
government says, I will give you two boats. I do not
think you are in a position to make use of that to patrol
an area that is 7 times the size of Sri Lanka.

In order to ensure that there is compliance with the lease
agreement that we have entered into, to ensure that those
people with whom we have contracted with are sticking
to their part of the bargain, let us find a way in which
we can find the money as well. So my thought process
on this is, that there is a defense related activity which
needs to be done in order protect those who have entered
into contracts, as well as to make sure that whatever
that is caught is brought into Sri Lanka. That will be
the area where the defense related personnel could play
a huge role. In order to do that we need to collect monies
from these people, to whom we are going to give these
leases. So both sides will have a win win situation
through which we will be able to go further. Is that all
that is available as far as the economic zone is
concerned? My view is that we have really not exploited
the sea potential of our country. If you go to any other
country you will find that they will take you on a cruise,
they will put you in a ship and then spend an hour in
the ocean and have a nice party for US$ 100. It is a
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simple thing but we do not have that kind of an activity
in our country. Of course we will give excuses, which
we are good at, as to why we cannot do it for some
reason or the other, but at the same time if somebody
was to promote this kind of activity, you will find that
there is a huge market for it. We can have anchorages
for people who want to park their yachts, I have seen it
New Zealand, there are lots of areas where people just
park them and use it when they want. They are rich
people who have lot of money they earn and they are in
a position to pay some kind of a fee in order to keep
their yachts in these areas. So if we start looking at the
exclusive economic zone and if we start looking at ways
and means in which it could be exploited, I am sure we
will be able to find a lot of areas where we can make a

difference. So I believe that there is huge potential and
ways in which we can make use of it, we have forgotten
about it for the last 8 years but the time has now come
in order that we look at these areas because Sri Lanka
definitely needs another industry to take itself forward.
On a waning market, all our other activities like tea,
rubber and coconut are all on the wane. Tea is an area
that we have to look at and ensure the growth potential,
but there is still many, many limitations. Unless we move
into this particular industry, which is connected to the
exclusive economic zone and the knowledge economy,
I do not think we can really have a bright future. So I
believe as you in your own organization are a very
highly respected lot, what you say in this kind of
situation and in these times, really goes. We must all
lobby for these things to happen. Very often we do not
lobby sufficiently, and leave it for somebody else to do
it. And think "if they do not do it then what can I do
about it." If we were to lobby these new initiatives and
take it forward , it will happen.

So that is my message and I am thankful to you for
giving me this opportunity to speak a few words because
it is something I believe in. I am promoting it in my
own way in various governmental positions, and 1 feel
that in the next couple of months or years that there
will be some kind of activity that will take place.
Hopefully, that will take us to a new year and if that
happens I am sure we will all have a great benefit.

Once again I thank all of you for giving me this
opportunity to speak and : thank you for your ideas as

well and look forward to an interaction from now
onwards.

Discussion

The Chairman: Thank you Dr Cabraal for the
illuminating address, it has generated a lot of thought
and ideas. I am sure gentlemen, you would now want
to ask any questions.

A V M Harry Goonetillake: (not audible)

The Lectrner: I think that is, an excellent point. One is
as far as the beaches are concerned there is definitely
scope for greater usage for it. At the moment, it is mainly
the tourism industry which is benefiting by thebeaches
and for that purpose the best beaches are being tapped
and the benefits are being utilised by us. The next
question with regard to the potential - it is huge, firstly
we can ensure that we do not spend that Rs. 5 billion
because there is a market within Sri Lanka itself that
will absorb whatever fish we can harvest right away.
At the moment the figures show that we harvest close
to 22O,0OO tons of fish and there is another 180,000
tons within the continental shelf alone which is easily
harvestable. That too is what is within the next ten miles
or so. Out in the deep ocean there is tuna and fish of
that nature which fetches much higher prices in places
like Japan. So what they say is although a detailed study
has not yet been done, if we exploit it properly we can
have an overall inflow which is something like Rs.l@
billion in the next ten years. This is going to be a huge
potential and for that we have to invest money and
because we do not have the money to invest right now,
the initial reaction would be to see whether we can get
foreign investors to come in who will be in a position
to pay a certain royalty to Sri Lanka to use that land, in
any case the Koreans, Phillipinos and others anyway
come and poach in our waters. If we can legalise and
make it an official harvesting process, we will probably
be able to utilise that and although it is really not
calculated properly, can be a much higher figure than
that.

Rear Admiral Dassanayake: Thank you very much for
your encouraging words regarding the improvements
we have suggested in harnessing ofthe resources ofthe
exclusive economic Zone. Specifically you mentioned
as to how we should harness the living resources -fish.
I think, for thnt the best we can achieve is by having
large sea going trawlers. When I say large it is not the
type that can go only up to I 0 or I 5 miles. It should be
capable of going up to 400 miles. That is where the
richfishing grounds are. Now to have that type offishing
vessels, the fisherman or eyen the local investor must
be encouraged. Dr you may be able to recollect about
6 months back someone ha.dwritten to build up the ship
building industry, the bank loans - there should be better
lending rates. The government should encourage and
there should be more liberal terms. As you know the
State Bank of India is giving enough of loans withvery
little interest rates but in Sri Lanka despite constantly
pointing these things out and being a potential maritime
nation, we have'not taken that into consideration. I
suggest you take this matter with the present powers so
that the people who are thinking of getting involved in
this industry could get some better benefits.

Secondly in the ship building industry, or in this case
the boat building industry, what is the encouragement
that has been given? Nothing at all. These are the areas
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we must look into . With regardto the lending of cer-tain
sea areas for foreign fishing boats would you imply tltat
the local fisherman loses his right in tltat particular
sector if we issue license or would he still continue to
acquire the benefit of common heritage. Can you
enlighten us on thnt?

The Lecturer: Thank you very much. There are 3
questions. With regard to ship building and connected
industries, if the port of Hambantota were to be
launched, it will be an ideal location for us to site some
of those indusffies. t think the government is looking
seriously at siting industries such as ship building, ship
breaking connected to the steel industry as well so that
the steel that is being broken can be channelled to a
steel industry so that it will then be another raw material
coming into that particular industry, so there is huge
potential in those areas. Ofcourse those are big capital
intensive projects. And for that kind of project our
banking system today does not have the depth or reach
to support that kind ofan industry because they are really
big industries. But there are really big banks all over
the world to support that kind of industry. And the
people who would probably come to do ship building
as well as ship breaking, would be consortiums across
the world who would be able to access that kind of bank
loans in order to start up businesses of that nature. And
when they do that, the benefit our country would get is
this huge inflow of funds coming into the country in
some way or the other. So from all sides there will be a
good thing happening if we can attract that kind of
industry.

As far as local fishermen are concerned, my reaction is
that the big fishing companies would not be interested
in fi shing in this continental shelf alone. Now that would
probably be the area in which our local fishermen would
concentrate on. In order to do that also our local
fishermen will have to be upgraded. So there is a bit of
paradigm shift in their own methods of fishing. I really.
do not think that there has been any major change in
their methods of fishing over the last 50 years. Our
fishermen have been fishing in the same way, in the
same types of boats in the same type of attire with only
very minute differences. So they remain in the same
plight all along. If we can cducate them and take them
!o a next level and give them some kind of focus training,
we could probably upgrade them. Before the hotel
industry came in, the cooks were called cooks, they were
not trained and remained as cooks with very small
salaries. It you say that somebody is a cook you would
picture someone dirty, clad in a sarong and who is not a
very impressive figure. But after they were trained in
hotel schools with certificates and were given focus
training, they became different. They were called Chefs,
they had to do menu planning, financial management,
procurement and then they reached a different leiel.
And at that level some of them are earning much higher
lhan we are able to command and they can go abroad

and have a different lifestyle altogether. So I feel that in
Sri Lanka we have not sufficiently .looked at and
upgraded those skills. If our fishermen need to fish in
our own waters, let them do that but with new technical
competencies added to their list. Theymaybevery brave
people who are able to go out in to the sea and fish and
come back. but if we can give them that additional
benefit we will be doing a great service to them and
also the value addition as far as the country is concerned
will be much greater.

(question not audible)

The small trawlers which can go upto 50 -60 miles can
be funded by our banking systems, but there again there
is a slightly different issue here about the banking system
itself: The system in our country is a competitive
banking system. Ours is a politicised system which
means loans were given based on whom you knew
politically, and that has really been the bane of our
country. Many of our banks today have a huge
intermediation cost which is a cost between your cost
of borrowing and the cost of lending mainly because
they have a lot of bad debts to be provided for. Those
bad debts have really arisen as a result ofbad lending
practices for whatever reason. So in order to address
that issue they have to lend at higher interest rates
otherwise they will not be viable themselves. So the
government is able to get various funds to come and
invest in the country and give as specific loans.
Unfortunately they have not searched for funds which
give an impetus for fishing. That is something we need
to address because there will be funds specially from
the development banks and from the international
lending agencies where we can negotiate specific loans
which gives us the depth and reach in order that we can
give it at low prices to the fishing industry. That we
have not pursued and I am glad that you mentioned it
and I will also do my part for that. Thank you very much
for that point.

Col Phil Wilkinson: Thank you very much for an
interesting presentation. I thoroughly enjoyed it. I am
very, very hopeful that the fishing industry will be
successful for Sri lanka as you predict. I have two
questions -- one of whichyouhave almost asked if they
are related. One relates to the sustainment and
conservation of the fishing stock but also the
conservation and sustainment of the small local
fisherman. Because clearly there is danger as we have
discovered in the IJK and the side of England,s north
sea of over-fishing so that in the long term you cannot
sustain the fish stocks, but also when you have these
large industrialfishing cannery refrigerated ships come
in and take vast amounts of fishfrom the blue watetr it
makes the sustainment of small local fisherman of the
brown wate r much more dfficult. Are you c onfidcnt that
that will achieve the balance in the requirement to have
the instant viable fishing cannery industry with the
ability to sustain it over the years?
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The Lecturer: Thank you that is a very interesting
question, particularly when dealing with the
sustainability of the industry. I think we have to be very

conscious because we cannot kill the goose that lays

the golden egg. If we were to disturb the sustainability
aspect, we will not get too far. My initial reaction is

that in this short term, till such time we reach at least a

certain minimum level, it will not do too much damage

as far the sustainability is concerned. But I do agree

with you and one of the reasons I said that we have to

do a detailed study of the EEZ, is that we must have for
ourselves the facts and the figures as to what level can

be reached without disturbing the equilibrium.

So that is a very important remark and if you recollect

I stressed the point that we should do a study first of all
and I sincerely believe that it is the way to go. But even

pending the study, I would be comfortable in saying

that at least a few factories or rather canning factories
could come up without disturbing the equilibrium too
much. There is such a vast resource and like someone

said, most of the fish in the Indian Ocean around Sri

Lanka die of old age because nobody really catches

them! We can perhaps look at that resource and in the

next two or three years if we were to exploit even

without the research, I would be comfortable in taking

that risk but I daresay, we need to look at sustainability
very, very seriously and we need to look at a study done

by a very competent team.

Rear Admiral Terrence Sunderam: My question is this -

you had correctly pointed out that in Sri lnnka over

the years, our ,fishing has been restricted to inland
waters, near the coastal line and deep seafishing has

not been exploited. In the context ofthis, over a couple

of years we ventured into deep seafishing as you said

to dffirent companies. But the mechanisms were not in
place and I do not think we reaped the harvest'from
them. Now recently I read in the printed media we

embarked in putting up a fish factory and if we are

unable to get adequate supply we will be getting it from
0man. I do not know how far this is true in the other
sense that we are not backward-integrating the project.

So what are your views on this?

The Lecturer: In my view if somebody was to put up a

fish factory in Sri Lanka and they were going to get the

fish from Oman, it is really a non-starter. They have to

be first of all convinced that they have the raw material
source for that fishing factory or canning factory and I
really find it difficult to believe that our waters are so

barren that it does not have that harvest. i do hear that,

maybe you all will be able to confirm that much better,

there are so many trawlers from the Philippines, Korea,

Japan which are poaching on our waters and obviously
they are taking the fish away. So there is a resource out

there which we have not been able to harnes$ for
whatever reason. So I feel it is best that we search for it
and give them the necessary benefit and encouragement

to fish in our own waters. But I am very conscious of

the fact that it should be brought to <iur shores fr
processing because that is where the value addition will
take place and that is where our people will be able to
get employment. I would even go to the extent of saying

that we will give you BOI facilities, we will give you
tax relief because we need to give that kind of benefit
to them. But at the same time we need to ensure that
TOVo or some figure like that, of the staff are from Sri
Lanka. That way we will also be generating a new
resource which is a potential of our own people. So

from all those angles we have to look at this problem
and I do hope what you have read is not really true. Ifit
is true we all need to be extremely concerned aburt
such a situation.

I have seen some of the other writings of the Ministry
ofFisheries, they seem to be now taking an aggressive
view that we should go ahead and harness this resource
1 do hope that it will happen.soon.

Brig Niranjan Ranasinghe: I have two questions: First,
possibility of exploring the ocean where oil is
concerned. Ifwe look at our region and slightly beyond
I feel most of the oil is found in the Middle East, Persian
gulf extending down towards the Westem Coast of India

ffihore, then towards Malaysia, lndonesia, Brunei and
the offi ho re, in b etw e e n c o me s S r i Lanka and w ith Eil,
seven times the size of our country and subsequently if
we work hard enoughfor the next 8 years it will be 21

times you said, do youfeel that we have done enough

about exploringfor oil or lfeelthatwe may be successful
in locating oil. If that is the case like you .suggested

fastening out traclcs and giving it tofishermen orfishing
companies, cannot it be done by large multinational
oil companies like Chevron and Shell are being
contracted?

Second question considering the fact that the coastal
line of the NorthEast province extendsfromMalwatlw
Oya near Wilpattu on the Western Side right down do
the Northern peninsula and down to Kumbukkan Oya
(at the edge of Yala). Will the extent of the EEZ and the

control of it at a time be devolved through the provincial
council or will it be retained as a central government

ffice?

The Lecturer: Sounds a very innocent question but .... I
will take the second one first with regards to the
jurisdiction of the EEZ attaches to the country, to the
coastal state. It does not attach to a province as such.

So my reaction to it is that even if we do have a federal
form of government in the country, the federal state will
be the land mass to which the state will be able to stake
a claim fcir. Most of those countries which have gone

that way, the sea resource has been left with the centre.
For several reasons, one being the defence related issue

that crops up - as to who defends the country. So from
that point of view it seems fairly obvious that you cannot
defend the country with a provincial force. You need to
ensure that the sea resource is under thejurisdiction of
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Gen Geny De Silva (Chairman): This is regarding the
extended EEZ Apparently if you do not make claim by
a certain timeframe, I think it is 2004 or 2005, we are
going to lose the rights to that, canyou enlighten us on
that?

The Lecturer: The international community is not going
to wait forever for a country to make their claims. From
what I heard, the third UN Convention on the Law of
the Sea, had prima facie recognised our claim for a
higher number of nautical miles in South Eastern part
of the country. That is not yet totally completed but we
have not still done our part in order to make those claims
very well. Now India has recognised that and most
probably they will do it before us. So we also need , a
commission of that nature as the General quite rightly
mentioned in order to have that claim made to the
international community to say that the land mass really
extends much more than the 200 nautical miles that is
deemed to be the distance ofour overall distance ofour
continental slope and therefore we should be given that
part of our area as well. So if we can stake that claim
and we can sustain that position, our overall country's
reach will be that much greater. It is estimated at 2l
tilnes the size of Sri Lanka which is a huge area about
1,400,000,000 SqKm. This can be utilised even if it is
not immediately, but quietly it can be doneso that there
is some sustainable development which is easier to reach
than with a 65000 SqKm area.

Cdr P H De S ilva: You said the exploring and evaluating
of the area with the EEZ and beyond that is very
important, but at the same time, I see that we are not
protecting the resources already available within the
immediate area of our territorial waters. The people
are destroying all the reefs andfishing shoals Uy i"y
of illegal methods specially dynamite and illegal netting
systems. Why cannot we take strong action to prevent
and protect these resources before exploring the areas
within the EEZ?

The Lecturer: Thank you very much. My response to
you is that we need to do both those activities together.
If we were to wait till this very critical issue that you
mentioned is addressed we would probably find that
we are missing the bus as far as the other aspect is
concerned. My reaction is that we should do both those
activities together. I know there is a lot of exploitation
which is taking place but unfortunately we do not have
the overall resources to monitor and police and have
these areas under surveillance and that all boils down
to the lackof financial resources. This is one area which
I have been generally vociferous about where we talk
about devolution of power without really considering
the devolution of the funds. Because you can have
devolution of power to any place and on paper it may
look very sound. we can devolve power to the local
government authority of Mahiyangane. But if we do
not give them money, that devolution of power is

absolutely meaningless. So we need tohnd ways and
means in which we can find resources and the money.
So even the problems you quite rightly mentioned and
those are acute I know, thdse need to be addressed with
facilities that we should be able to get by way of cash.
So we have to generate that financial resource and for
that reason only we need to look at the broader picture
where will be able to generate lot more cash than we
already have. So I would like to think that we are in a
position to do both those activities. Exploitation and
encouragement to be given to the overall EEZ is
concerned and at the same time look after the area tlat
we have under our jurisdiction now which we should
be doing much better.

Chairman: I would like to add to that, before l9g3 and
the war started off in earnest, we were engaged, ie. The
Navy as well as the police and the military, in stopping
dynamiting of fish. Or preventive measures had been
taken also by the adnpinistration. I suppose we will hnve
to go back to that because wherever there is a broad
continental .shelf we found that the banlcs were being
destroyed including the coral feeding grounds, fish and
eggs and that would have knocked us off, for several
years. So hopefully I thinkwe should get back to those
duties now that there is a cessation of hostilities. We
talked about the sea and you said a lot about it as you
are an expert on this. You probably are an expert on
inland fisheries. You might like to say a bit on that as
well. You see we have this inlandfisheries functioning
upto a couple ofyears ago. Because ofthe Buddhist
clery, it is vimtally delunct now and in the village
and remote areas this was as a cheaper means of protein
andfood. So what is the scope of irulandfisherieis if that
is within your province?

The Lecturer: First of all I must humbly tell you that 1

am not an expert, I am a diligent student of the subject
and I have been reading whatever I could lay my hands
and reading on and getting into the websites and
examining what other countries have done in this
particular field and my entire learning has been self
learning so that is how I have been able to get a little bit
of knowledge and indepth into this subject-With regard
to the inland fishing again I think about 4O_SOVo of the
overall fish that is consumed in this country is from the
inland fishing resources. I must admit I do not know
much about that but from just cursory discussions had
with various people, they also seem to think that we
have not tapped it as efficiently neither have we
cultivated it sufficiently, because inland fisheries is
slightly different to that of the ocean fishing where the
sustainability is a lot less. So if we are to exploit it
without much consffaint and Sri Lanka has reached a
certain element of maturity in that field-, if we were to
go through it without having certain norms also being
inbuilt, we may be exploiting it beyond the certain norms
that it could accept. So I am not totally conversant with
that but my guess is that we might have to again do a
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study on that area and also see that sustainability is
maintained. As our friend from UK mentioned, that may
be a greater issue as far as sustainability is concerned
when it comes to the inland waters.

Chairman: Thank you gentlemen for the questions and
Dr Cabraal for the response, May I request Gen Denis
Perera to deliver the Vote of Thanks.

Vote of thanks:

General Denis perera : president of ARFRO, Dr Cabraal
and gentlemen, I am proposing this vote of thanks with
great pleasure, because Dr Cabraal is afriend of mine
and we went to the same school aboui two dffirent
generations and we seryed on several committees in
the same school and his ability in all activities is quite
e-vident. Recently he launched a book ,Tbwards the Sri
Lanka Renaissance, and thot was the compendium of
various aspects by which Sri l^anka can ievelop. H)
covered governance and various other aspects. I read
the whole book and I was interested in thi Chapter on
the development of the EEZ because we always we had
the idea that this was where the resources of the country
for the future lay. We had only 65, 000SjKm of land,
we have,l9 million people living in that space. We have
so much of resource available in the oiean which we
have not exploited at all. He has told us how this can
be done and I hope that his views will be examined
carefully by the government and that there will be an
impetus given towards the development of ocean
resources whichwe are so richly endowedwiti. That is
the economic side.

This also has the relationship with security. As you
mentioned ourfisherman are considered poirfolk and
live in shanties, they consume arrack and make no other
contibution towards society, they probably get involved
i1 brlwls that brings about a toial s"crriy situation.
So if_this tyade is improved, as the examile of cooks
reaching the standards ofchefs and beinj recignised,

if the fisherman is also given that impetus, we will have
a,higher class ofpersons, less invoived in brawls and
tha.t kind of security situation that can arise, like now
being reported in Galle and Madurankuly and every
other place. That is one aspect on the security side.-ie
have to ensure that the-large resourc" nl" hou" i,
preventedfrom poaching and alsofrom smuggling, of
arms. Now in the last 20 years of this conflictl if we had
a very effective naval and air reconiaissance and
surveillance system, I am sure Mr prabhakaranwould
not have been able to import the weapons that he
imported and caused problems. He *ould hor" had to,::.1rt to picking up stones and throwing at our army.
All his weapons have been boughtyroru iOroi and notlo ally manufactured. So it is i uiry i*poriort aspect
where security is concemedandwe nthe defentce review
commifiee have recommended an estailishment ofmaritime command on par with the ground forcescommand because that is a perennial re- uirement. The
surveillance ofthe ocean area has to be done 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year to prevent smuggling as well as
p o ac hin g. W he n w e had the S e mi na r C i n i^, on oy o*"pointed out how this can be prevented. So we have to
think of those especially wiere the orr*d yon", or"
concerned.

S o thank y o u v e ry muc h N iv ard fo r the v e ry e nli g htening
lecture, we are happy that yo, 

"o*" oiong-;na t o^
sure you ay happy that you were asked so many
questions. At the end of it lhope that all of us can
c,ontrjbule to develop this country of ours *helr" *" are
lagging behind so many oth"r, irri, p", ,opi oyonty
fS!0 as opposed to oihers like th" Singop,or"ars frombelow us to $20,000 per year So if they can do it why
cannot we?. We only talk.

Thank you very much and thanks to the Service
Commanders for releasing so many oprers ,o 

"o*"here and also the Commanding Offir;;, oy tne, *LC
:y ro".Commlndjns officer if ,iL sis""i, iorpryo,
the assistance he has given us. Thank your very much.
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NORMALIZATION, SECURITY AI\D GRADUAL
CHANGES TOWARDS A NEW SRI LANKA

Major General Trond Furuhovde
(Head of SLMM)

30'h December 2002

One year has passed since the guns fell silent in
Sri Lanka. How is this year different from the years
that have made up the last two decades? During the
last year people have stopped waging war and begun
to build peace, people .have stopped creating problems
and have started solving problems, and people have
stopped hurting each other and started trying to
unders(and each other and live for each other. People
have stopped asking if the war will start again and
started asking how society can be made better. Fear
and distrust is being removed and replaced with a
feeling ofincreased safety and confidence. During the
last year, the value of life in Sri Lanka has increased.
The Government of Sri Lanka, the LTTE leadership
and all the people in the country have started to
experience the value of peace. Democracy is
developing. Schooling for the population has improved.
Security has increased. Freedom has increased. The
international society has clearly shown it cares about
the new Sri Lanka and at the same time Sri Lanka has
become a part of the international community. These
are dramatic changes and the speed of the development
is even still increasing. People want more freedom,
better living standards, more safety and a more stable
political environment. To safeguard such developments
they need a modern well trained police force they can
rely on for maintaining law and order. Extremists,
criminal organizations and other threats Although the
war has ended, some of the problems are still military
in nature. However, the real threat to the new Sri Lanka
now comes from the activities of extremists and
criminal organisations. Those are the elements which
are undermining the building of peace. All people in
Sri Lanka'must work together with the Government
and the LITE leadership, to protect society against
these elements. Human rights violations are a
destabilizing factor. Child recruitment, abductions and
extortions are still a part of life in the North and East,
according to complaints that SLMM is receiving. This
is not the reality people like to live in and individual
cadres mustbe active in supporting theLJITE leadership
in stopping these activities in their areas. In the same
way Government servants must support the
Government in improving and strengthening its
institutions and eradicating corruption. Democracy
must be developed in the North and East as attacks on
political groups cannot be tolerated. Certain groups and
individuals will continue to commit crimes and hide
themselves behind the main parties that are working
on solving the conflict. This is dangerous as it will be
used by extremists to undermine the building of peace.

The changes in the country are however clearly for the
better. Never since the beginning of its monitoring has
SLMM received as few complaints as during the month
of November. Ceasefire violations of LTTE during
November were at a historical low and for the first time,
not a single case was ruled as violation of the
Government side. Among the reasons identified by
SLMM is the progress in the peace talks and the
increased dialogue and cooperation between the parties
at all levels. Especially encouraging has been the
problem solving spirit experienced in a series of
important District meetings on De-escalation and
Normalization chaired and facilitated by SLMM during
November.

Importance of Information, changes of SLMM

SLMM has been monitoring, facilitating and
advising the parties in the peace process during the
last year and has on occasions, bordered on exceeding
its mandate. Nevertheless voices recommending
increased powers for SLMM can regularly be heard
from both parties and members of the public.
Undergoing changes of SLMM depend on the decisions
and agreements of the,Government of Sri Lanka and
the LTTE, SLMM will do its utmost to inform the
Government, the LTTE leadership and the public on
what it sees, hears and believes, SLMM will strive to
maintain its impartiality and credibility. There is
increased need for both parties ofthe conflict to inform
the members of their own forces as well as the general
public on the developments.

They mustexplain whatthey are doing anddefine
all these new words and concepts that might sound
diffrcult or even dangerous for some. The parties should
encourage the people to be patient and accept gradual
and controlled changes. The importance and
respon.s*i-lility of the MediA is 1qu-ch more than in times
of war. But it is not enough to accuse. Accusations must
be supported by facts and arguments. The role of the
media includes in-depth reporting and explanations,
good judgments and healthy criticism on the course of
events.

High security zones, resettlement and security

Resettlement in High Security Zones has received
increased attention in the last quarter of the year 2AU2.
This discussion is not only based on humanitarian
concerns, but also reflects territorial concerns.
Normalization and De-escalation are two concepts now
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guiding the way in the buitding of peace in Sri ltnka.
As SLMM defines De-escalation it is a reduction of
the level of intensity of the conflict. Normalization is
the process of returning to a friendly relationship
without violence. People want normalization and
security, but one must not undermine the other.
Representatives of the LTTE have stated that
maintaining their military strength is vital if they are
to be successful in their negotiations. What applies to
the LTTE in this context should also apply for the
Government. The paradox in the peace argument is that
the priority of normalization goes before that of
security, while both rest on the present military balance.
In order to build peace the forces on both sides must
be kept stable. In Jaffna, simply dismantling High
Security Zones for resettlement and handing over land
for cultivation will decrease both security and combat
potential of the Government forces. The balance of
forces is the basis of the Ceasefire agreement and
disturbing that balance is disturbing the Ceasefire. An
unrealistic normalization program in the name of
progress and development should not be allowed to
come into force at the expense of security, as this could
undermine the building of permanent peace. It is
therefore clear that further implementation of the
Ceasefire agre€ment is linked to the harmonizing of
normalization and security. It is in this context that a
modern civilian police is imperative.

Realism and the new Sri Lanka

There will always be difficulties and different
views on the future. The new Sri Lanka has chosen to
solve internal differences through dialogue and not

confrontation. The Ceasefire agreement will continue
to be the basis of the harmonizing of mutual interests.
Different goups in the conflict should recognize that
their individual interests not only can, bui must be
harmonized. In simple words, that means that all people
should practise justice towards each other in their daily
life. After a long period of stagnation and destructure
we are now experiencing the initial phase ofa country
and society in transformation. Sri Lanka has entered a
new era. The new Sri Lanka is no longer stuck in the
vicious circle of war which has halted development
for decades. These are times for changing and
modernizing society. Sri Lanka has become a part of
the development of the international community. This
era will not end, it is not limited to a period of iime, it
is a birth of a new society. Do not expect great leaps of
change without effort. Too rapid changes should be
avoided as stability and predictability are the two most
important ingredients in security. Expect gradual
changes with the direct involvement ofeach aJd every
one of you. For a society to change, every person of
that society has to change his or hers behaviour,
attitudes and expectations. The time has come when
there will be more to lose from using force than from
protecting the gains. The time has come to Fotect what
you have gained during the last year. Each person has
to share the responsibility for change. To share the
responsibility with the Government and the LTTE
lgadership to form the new Sri Lanka. It is my belief
that when history will look at the last twenty years in
Sri Lanka, the year of 20[Jl2 will be considered to have
been the best. I wish all ofus a peaceful and prosperous
new year.

(An article published in the media by the head of the Sri l-anlca Monitoring Mission)
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s6FEDERALISM IDEALS & ITS RELEVANCE TO SRI LANKA"
. (Mn. RonaNEonrsncrm)

Director - Centre for Policy Alternatives
& Lecturer in Constitutional Law, University of Colombo

. (ll'hFebruary 2003)

Introduction by General G H De Snva RWP VSV USR President ARFRO

General Denis Perera, Fellow Members of the ARFRO, Serving Officers of the Armed
Forces, today we divert our thought process to the constitutional aspects of the current peace
process. Federalism is popularly referred to as the 'F' word, not just herein Sri Lanl<a now that
the idea is in vogue but worldwide. In recent months and since the two main stake holders in the
ethnic contlict agreed in Oslo to the possibility offederalism as an option towards the political
settlement ofthe conflict, many schools ofthought have been a.dvocatedfor and againstfederalism
and its relevance to the context in Sri lanka's search for a lasting solution with justice and
dignity acceptable to all parties to the conflict. We are honouredwith the presence here today of
a distinguished scholar and analyst on constitutional law- Mr. Rohan Edirisinghe. He is an
LLB Honours, Colombo, LLM University of Califurnia, Berkley and is a lecturer at the Faculty
of l-aw, University of Colombo, specialising in Constitutional Law. A member of the Board of
Directors for the Centre for Policy Ahernatives. Mr. Edirisinghe is presentty reading for his
doctorate at the University of Whitwater's Run, South Africa where he has taught in 1995. He
was a Founder / Co-Director of the Centre for Policy Research and Analysis, University of
Colombofrom 1992 - 1995. And also a Founderfor the Councilfor Liberal Democracy and its
Secretary General from 1989 - I 993. He was also Deputy Secretary General for the Liberal
Party from its inception in 1987 - until his resignationfrom the Party in 1993. In 1995, he was
a member of the two committees appointed by the Government to propose media law reforms.
I would now like to call upon our distinguished guest speaker Rohan Edirisinghe who has
consi.derable knowledge of the subject, to address this gathering. Thankyou.

Thank you very much General De Silva and thank been part of the constitutional and political debate or
you very much for inviting me to speak this evening. I discourse of our counffy for a very long period of time.
consider it a privilege to do so and also to be amongst If you look at the 1920's SWRD Bandaranaike, soon
a number of old friends as well. after his return from Oxford, made a number of

speeches both in Colombo and Jaffna in which he
I have been asked to speak on the topic 'Federal aivocated a federal constitution for Ceylon. Then in

Idea and its relevance for Sri Lanka' and as General de the late 1920,s when the Kandyan Sinhalese went as a
Silvasaidinhisintroductionthereisalotofinterestin delegation before the Donoughmore Commission
the federal idea now because at the Oslo round of I whiJh was appointed to consider constitutional reforms
talks in December 2OO2, there was an agreement that for the 

"ount 
y. The Kandyan Sinhalese advocated a

theGovernmentandtheLTTEwouldagreetoexplore_ federal constitution for Ceylon. They not onlya federal constitution based on internal self advocatedafederalconstitution,theyindeedsuggested
determination and within the framework of a united that Ceylon should have a federal constitution with
sri Lanka' so the question is of course what is meant three relions. So it is possible to argue that it was the

iJ;:T:';i:r tH'",xlfl I ilH:J'[:J: 

"'i"T 

I fi:*#l *:'mxlffi*:.,"i*,*"#%::.,:l
advocate of a federal constitution for Sri Lanka for the province, the West and North West and the North East
last 20 years' And I would like to make that point as a separate unit. And then in the early 40's when the
initially that a number of people have been advocating ceylonese political leadership was discussing various
a federal form of constitution for Sri Lanka for a variety constitutional ideas for the Soulbury Commission and
of reasons over a long period of time. But I think it is the British Government, the Kandyan Sinhalese
only recently that other individuals and groups have repeated their demand for a federal constitution and a
begun to contemplate a federal constitution' ntrmber of political organisations from the left and

Now there are lots of fears about this term actually came up with ideas for a federal constitution

federalism and there are lots of misunder"";di.;; forindependentCeylon'Themostwellknownofthese

about the concept of federalism and what i, *;;;;.'i' ill -': 
f?:: a document that is certainlv being talked

wouldliketospendsometimediscussing*tutttreterm i:-"-":-,i]"-t-i'Jaffna 
( I was in Jiffna two weeks ago

'federal' really means. But before I do that, I ;;il :3:1-!1-c.. 1' 
a seminar on Federalism) is the so called

like to submit io you that the concept of feaeratisrnias 'Keuneman Vaithialingam Proposal' cosponsored by
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Peter Keuneman of the Communist party and Mr
Vaithialingam who I believe was also a member of the
Communist Party in which they went to the extent of
saying that Ceylon consists of two nations and that each
nation has the right to self determination and therefore
advocating a two nation federal constitution for Ceylon.
This was mind you in the 40's. Now what is interesting
is that when the Kandyan Sinhalese and this left
political leader were advocating federalism in the 20,s,
30's and 40's, the Tamil political leadership was totally
opposed to the idea of federalism. If you look at the
dominant Tamil political leaders in the 40,s and at the
time of independence, the main leader was G G
Ponnambalam. His strategy was 'no' because his
mindset was that federalism emphasises autonomy and
it would be much better for the Tamil people to
participate in power sharing at the centre. So his
strategy was that the Tamil community should
participate in national politics, not be concerned so
much about autonomy to a particular part of the region,
but that would be in the interest of the Tamil people as
a whole. And it was only when the ponnambalam
approach began to get discredited in the late 40,s and
early 50's, that what we could call the 'Chelvanayagam
approach' which was to advocate a federal constitution
for Ceylon gained ground and it was worth noting that
the federal party was formed in 1949 and even at that
time, that was a minority opinion within the Tamil
political leadership and the federal party emerged from
a very small political party in 1949, to the dominant
political party by the time of the 60's and 70,s.

And it is possible to argue, I think, that it was
because the Ponnambalam approach failed that the
Ctelvanayagam approach began to gain ground. And
I do not want to go into details of what happened in the
50's and 60's in Sri Lankan or Ceylonese politics, the
Citizenship Act, the Official Languagis Act, the
cotrenchment of the 'majoritarianism' in the post
independent Ceylon.

Now even though Chelvanayagam's federal party
dvocated federalism, it is again important to note that
ts federal party under Chelvanayagam was prepared
bcontemplate something less than federalism. If you
hok at the Bandaranaike Chelvan ayagampact of ,57

md even if you look at the Dudley Senanayake
Gelvanayagam Pact of '65, you will see that those
ptopos.als did not introduce a federal constitution. It
was alnrost as i( a tedera.\ !art) \as askirrg for
ieilert\rs$\utslasprepaueil\saeeeptsor\ct\\\B\ess.
lrrrdbctore \titrishthis q.{er\iew lt.you \ikc of this
federalism debate in the context of Tamil politics.

I would like to focus as my next landmark on the
1970 election. To me the 1970 election and what
happened in the few years after 1970 are crucial in
understanding the deterioration of ethnic relations in
our country. If you look at l97O and the election of
1970, the Federal Party campaigned on a platform of

Federalism within a united Ceylon. tl you read the
Federal Party manif,esto of 1970, it is clear that the
Federal Party believed in a federal Ceylon. But they_
also believed in a united Ceylon and this is clear by
the fact that the Federal Party in its manifesto reiterated
its commitment to one country and a united country.
There were someeccenffic mavericks who evenasearly
as 1970, were advocating a separate state. The federal
party asked the Tarnil people to reject all Tamil political
candidates who were advocating secession. And the
federal party's plea was accepted by the Tamil parties
and most of the candidates who advocated the secession
were soundly defeated at the 1970 election and the
federalists emerged as the main Tamil political party
at the election. Now what did the government that was
elected in 1970 do, soon after the election? they set
about adopting a new constitution for Ceylon. That in
itself was something controversial because, even
though the Soulbury Constitution had a number of
flaws and a number of the minority safeguards
contained in the Soulbury Constitution weren't really
effective (Section 29 of the Constitution would be a
classic example of that). The Constitution had a lot of
significance symbolically. There were provisions which
said that all peoples and communities would be equal
and that it would be wrong to give one community a
privilege that was not given to all other communities.
The framers of the lg72Constitution advocated a new
Constitution which did away with a number of those
minority safeguards even though they were not very
effective and the point that I would like to stress for
the purposes this evening is as basic resolution number
2 which is the second resolution that was put to the
constituent assembly very early in its proceedings. The
United National Front (UNF) proposed a proposition
that Sri Lanka shall be a Unitary State. I still have not
been able to find out why the UNF did this, it was nor
an issue in the 1970 election, there was no public
clamour for putting in this label of .Unitary' in to the
Constitution. The Soulbury Constitution did not have
such a label even though it was unitary in terms of its
character. But this was put in very early and as a result
the opportunity of the different communities of this
country to get together and replace the British
Constitution and the colonial imposition with a truly
home grown autonomous constitution was undermined
because very early in the proceedings there was this
proposition which was a direct affront to the elected
representatives of the Tamil people saying that Sd
Ltnka. s\orr\d,\e a.\rrrtany Strte - rs,\tts.y .+r\\c\.rs a,

direct contradiction of the notion of Federalism.

What happened? The Tamil political parties
objected, they pleaded with the UNF not to go ahead
with this resolution. The most persuasive speech was
made by Mr B Dharmalingam, the former MP for
Uduvil who is the father of Mr Siddharthan who is
involved in Tamil politics even today, and he pleaded
the best way to preserve the unity of this country is for
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us to consider the federal model, please do not go ahead
with this resolution but the UNF government and the
rest of the members of the constituent assembly passed
the resolution and the Tamil political parties withdrew
from the constitution making process. So we started
this unfortunate trend which has been part of the
constitution making in Sri Lanka for a very long time,
of partisan, non-consensual documents as the
constitutions of supreme law of our country.

Now to me it is not at all surprising that the
articulation of separatism emerged in 1974 and in the
years soon after. Because what happened then is that
the Tamil youth told people like Mr Chelvanayagam,
'look you have been around now for several years and
you have tried the Bandaranaike - Chelvanayagam Pact,
you tried the Dudley Senanayake -Chelvanayagam
Pact, you could not prevent Sinhala only from being
introduced, you cold not prevent all the other
discriminatory laws being introduced, and now to make
matters worse, a new constitution is being enacted
which does away with some of the minority safeguards
that we had at the time of independence, and there are
provisions which go against as we have articulated as

our basic political philosophy". So the federalism issue
has been around in Sri Lankan politics and some of the
points that I mentioned in my view are particularly
unfortunate in that they push the Tamil people into a
more extreme position indeed in advocating a separate
state.

But 1 would like to pause at this point and get
back to that fundamental question - what is federalism.
Now the problem with this term 'federalism' and a

number of terms which is part of the peace process
today -internal self determination, nationhood, etc., is
that these terms do not have any precise or fixed
meanings. If you look at federal constitutions around
the world there are some countries which are more
federal than the others. There are federal systems that
have a strong centre and there are some which have a

strong region. It is a spectrum from unitary on the one
side to quasi federal to federal and the extreme form of
federal which is confederation. So bearing that in mind
it might be useful to try and have at least a working
definition which will help us to distinguish unitary and
federalism and I will attempt that in the next couple of
minutes.

The word unitary - let us first understand what
that means and then we might be able to understand
better what federalism is. The key about the word
unitary is the first three letters - U-N-I which comes
from the Latin word Unos which essentially means
'One'. A unitary constitution then is a constitutional
arrangement where tlere is one single central authority
and all power emanates from that one single central.
authority. C H S. Ong, the famous political scientist
describes the unitary constitution as one where there
is the habitual exercise of power by one central

authority. So in a unitary constitution yo'u can have
decentralisation and you can even have devolution of
power. But the power is evolved or the power is given
by this one single authority. And since the power is
given by this one authority, power ean also be taken
back by that same authority acting unilaterally. Again
we come up with these letters U-N-I. The power can
be given therefore the power can be taken back and
the centre does not haVe to consult anyone else, the
centre can do this unilaterally. Now keep that in mind
and look at the word 'federal'. Federal also comes from
a Latin word 'foidos' which means compact or treaty.
And immediately there is a contrast between unitary
and federal, you cannot have a compact or treaty with
one person. There has to be at least two people to enter
into an agreement or a compact or understanding. If
you look at what federalism really means there is a
constant emphasis on this notion of two. And a famous
Canadian political scientist by the name of Ronald
Watts - he is actually considered internationally the
father of federalism. He is a Professor of political
Science in Queen's University in Canada. He has
written a book in which he surveyed all the federal
constitutions around the world, and he extracted what
he called the 5 essential features of federalism which
he says have to be there in all federal systems whether
they are quasi federal or strong federal. I like to share
these 5 features with you because I think they are very
useful in understanding what federalism is all about. I
will try and do it as quickly as I can.

Feature no: 1: Watts says that the first feature is
that the federal system has two orders of government
each acting directly on the people with a clear division
of powers between the two orders of government. So
immediately you see a contrast, two orders of
government. This means one is the central or the
national and the other order would be the provincial or
regional or the state - different countries use different
terminology. You can have 5 provinces or 9 provinces
or 3 provinces that really does not matter -we are talking
about two orders, central and regional. Each acting
directly on the people which means that each order is
elected by the people. This is something the LTTE
needs to bear in mind. There is an intimate connection
between federalism and democracy. You have a clear
division of power. The centre has certain
responsibilities and the second order of government
has other responsibilities. That also varies from country
to country. That is a matter for negotiation and that is a
matter for constitution making. Generally defence,
foreign affairs, curency, would be subjects given to
the centre and the regions would have other areas. In
Canada health, education and all that is handled by the
provinces but that is a subject for negotiation. And there
has to be a clear division of power.

Feaurre rc:2,b*ause you are talking about a
division of power, you are talking about two orders of
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government, a federal constitution or system of
government is necessarily rather complicated. Where
are those divisions of power going to be made or where
are you going to document it? you need a written
constitution, the document or the supreme law becomes
much more important in a federal system and it is not
so important in a unitary system. As you know there
are countries which are unitary which do not even have
a constitution. Why if all power is with one institution,
you do not need a document which sets out all these
detailed division of powers, etc. But a federal
constitution requires a written supreme constitution.
And Watts says this is feature no:2. Another point he
makes under feature no:2 is that the constitution is
deemed to be a contract entered into by those two orders
of government - the centre and the regions. He says
deemed to be because that might not actually happen.
There might not necessarily be a negotiation which
results in this division of power. But however, in
whatever way the constitution is set up, once it is set
up, it is deemed to be an agreement entered in to by the
two orders of government and therefore any change to
the constitution requires the consent of the two orders
of government. No unilateral constitution of change in
other words to relate it to unitary. The constitution is
deemed to be of contract and therefore if you want to
change it, both the centre and the regions have got to
whet it. So that is feature number two. A written
supreme constitution which is deemed to be a contract
entered into by the two orders of government.

The 3'o is fairly straight forward - regional
representation at the centre. The regions or the
provinces of the state must have representations at the
centre. And there are really two reasons for this. I call
them 1. the protection of devolution rationale and 2.
the protection ofnational unity for this third feature _

regional representation at the centre. Let me explain
the protection of devolution rationale: it is natural in
Sri Lanka that the central parliarnent might be tempted
wittingly or unwittingly to pass laws which undermine
the powers given to the regions or to the provinces.
You need to have a watch dog at the centre. The regions
need to have ambassadors at the centre to raise the alarm
if such legislation or such administrative action is
embarked upon by the centre. you need people at the
centre who will watch or look after the interest of the
centre and this is what I mean by a protection of
devolution rationale. There have been a number of laws
passed over the last 15 years by the central parliament
which have undermined the powers of the provincial
council. Very often no member of the parliament has
even raised the question as to whether it undermines
the l3'" amendment and the provincial council,s
powers. So you need to have the people who have this
as a special motivation for their existence and in most
countries it is in the form of a senate where you have
each region having an equal representation in the centre,

you have a bicrmeral system and there is a protection
of devolution rationale. protection of national unity
rationale I think is equally important. you must try tb
ensure that people do not only think of their universe
as the region. That might be their main concern but
they must also be encouraged to be stake holders in the
nation as a whole and the best way of ensuring that is
not only to allow them to have their political
administration or political influence in a part of the
country but to also get them involved in national politics
and what better way than giving them a seat in the
national legislation. So, if things turn out very
optimistically and the LTTE enters the political
mainstream in this country, it would be in thi interest
of the nation as a whole that they do not only participate
in the North and the East but they are also meant to be
stake holders in participation in national law making
and policy making. Same principle with the JVp, it is
much better to have them with a few seats in parliament
rather than underground in the Southern province or
Hambantota. So there is a protection of devolution
rationale for regional representation at the centre and
protection of national unity rationale as well.

. The 4 'h and 56 points are quite easy. The 46 point
is-you need an umpire. There are boundio be dispures.
The centre is bound to say that they have disputes over
this and the provinces might say .no we do' there will
be grey areas. There will be disputes. So you need an
umpire. And in most countries the umpire is the
constitutional court or the supreme court. The important
point is that the umpire must have the confidence of
both parties. And this is something that might require
us to change the way in which we appoint judges to
our Supreme Court. One of the problemi I havi realised
after interacring with the Tamil political leadership and
Tamils in Jaffna for example, is that they have very
little confidence in our judiciary. They ieel that the
judiciary has not really looked after the minority
interests in the years since independence. So that is an
addition that our constitution makers might have to
address in the future.

The 56 and the last point that Watts says is that
you need mechanisms to facilitate centre/regional
cooperation and collaboration. There might be issues
which you cannot give solely to the cenire or to the
region. There might be an issue which is so complexed
that it requires the participation ofboth

Take an issue like the environment for example.
And then we might decide to have a national
commission on the environment. The challenge is to
make it truly national and not central. Where you will
have representations from the centre and the regions
and you ask them to concentrate or focus on or assume
the responsibilities for cer.tain issues. So mechanisms
to facilitate centre /regional co-operation.
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So

1. Two orders of government - a clear division
of power,

2. A written supreme constitution which cannot
be unilaterally amended,

3. Regional representation at the centre,

4. An umpire to resolve disputes,

5. Mechanisms to promote centre regional
collaboration.

Now essentially that is what a federal constitution
stands for - this is what Watts says are the minimum
essential features of federalism. The question I often
ask my students or others I speak to is, ifthose 5 features
are the essential features of federalism, what on earth
is so objectionable about federalism and why is it the
'F' word of Sri Lankan politics.

Now if you look at those five features of
federalism, you will see that federalism is trying to do
certain things that I like to just ease some of those out.
Firstly, as a number of federal scholars have said,
federalism tries to combine two things - self-rule and
shared-rule. So there is an emphasis on giving certain
responsibilities to regions or provinces but there is also
an emphasis on the nation as a whole - self and shared
rule. It is trying to promote autonomy on the one hand
(or the particular on one hand) but also the general on
the other. And federalism has been used in a number
of countries where there is that demand for a certain
degree of particularity if you like or autonomy to be
recognised in a constitutional arrangement. That is why
it has been tried in Spain, Canada, Belgium and other
countries where federalism has been introduced for
different reasons like Germany, Australia and America.
And that is why even in South Africa - even though
the African National Congress of President Mandela
for years was totally opposed to the notion of federalism
for other reasons because they thought it would only
help to protect white minority interests. If you look at
the present South African constitution which was
adopted in 1996, it is very close to a federal constitution
and Nicholas Haysom President Mandela's
Constitutional Advisor who has come to Sri Lanka
several times, has actually written that the SA
Constitution is to all intents and purposes federal in
kind.

I would like to make a few concluding comments
and then make some time for questions and answers. It
is important to remember that federalism has other
positive spin-off benefits, if you like and this is why
certain liberals around the world have advocated
federalism. Because federalism has two orders of
govemment and because it defuses political power, is
one of the best known mechanisms for preventing a

concentration of power. Lord Acton the famous liberal
philosopher who made that famous statement that
'power corrupts etc., etc.' said that federation is the
best way for avoiding authoritarianism and a
concentration of power because no President or no
Parliament will have control over everything. Power
will be divided up. I think one of the problems that Sri
Lanka has faced since 1970 has been a concentration
of power. And both our republican constitutions have
actually been fundamentally flawed because under the
1972 constitution power was concentrated on the
national assembly and under the 1978 constitution
power is concentrated on one individual - the Executive
President. So there could be other positive benefits from
a federal constitution.

The second point that I would like to make is
that it is important to recognise that there are two ways
in which federal states are created. There has been I
little confusion in Sri Lanka in the last couple of yean
The most common way of federal states being crearcd
is for countries which are independent, for varioos
reasons of self interest come together and form a rcr
state. (Switzerland. and America) most of thc
established federal systems have been created th2t wqr-
Previously independent countries are coming tog&.
That is called in the literature 'integrative federalisn'-
But there is a less common way of setting up a fedcrd
state and that is where a previously unitary stc
devolves power to such an extent that at a certain p(i
it crosses the threshold from unitary to federal. Adf
Sri Lanka were to adopt a federal constitution, rc
would obviously adopt the second method wtfot ir
called devolutionary federalism. The other cou*b
which have set up federalism in similar weyE 

-Belgium. Spain and South Africa (though thqc ir r
question mark about SA). So it is important to h
that a unitary state can move in one directir d
federalism and establish a federal state.

The third point is that some people migL
'but don't we have something like a federol
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already' we have had provincial councils, we
the 13* amendment. I do not have time to go
in great detail butjust to be as succinct as possiHa
I just say this - under the l3'o amendment of
constitution there is not one subject over
provincial council has complete control - d
subject. Power is divided, certainly there is a
list. You might think that there is a devolutimd
but the central parliament and the central
institutions have so much control, even c
provincial list there really isn't any effective
of power at all. And that is why there is wid
disenchantment with the 13'o amendment
constitution and that is why thprefore. we
contemplate a model that is more orthodox
then that would ensure that the provinces orrqi
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negotiating a political solution and when they are
discussing the sensitive and important issues of defence
and the military, police etc.

You mentioned in your previous comment about
the importance of military, the courts and the foreign
relations being controlled by the centre. Certainly that
is important but in some countries, even in these areas,

there is some recognition of autonomy. For example if
you look at Quebec, Canada, there is a separate legal
system in Quebec based on the French Civil Court
which is quite different to the rest of the country. And
they have their own procedural laws and substantive
laws. But certainly your point is well taken, certainly
at the top, at the apex there is a common appellate court
like the Supreme Court. If you look at foreign policy,
if you look at Quebec it has offices in Paris, California
and various parts ofthe country. There is possibility of
a state in a federal country engaging to a certain extent
in foreign affairs, trade relations and things like that.
Obviously the LTTE advisors will be conscious of that
and they are going to suggest some of these things and
there will have to be negotiations on those things. The
military, certainly yes. I think I am unaware of any
federal country where each state has separate military.
But police - yes. Sometimes they have their autonomous
police arrangements, they have their provincial police
systems and there are mechanisms at the higher level
for there to be a national police and for the police to
interfere in various provinces with respect to national
crimes. There are so many options and so many models
and these options will have to be negotiated. I think
your point is very important that in the negotiation you
have to take into account the reality, Sri Lanka's
location, etc., the possibility of intervention of other
countries and details will have to be worked out. I still
feel that all these concerns do not detract from the basic
point (and I think you also agree with that) that a federal
constitution might be quite acceptable as a political
solution.

Gen G H De Silva: You mentioned that there are
two clear stakeholders but the Muslim factor has not
been brought into account or given that much
prominence even in the MOU. We find that it has been
a neglected aspect. How would you accommodate the
Muslim factor in a federal state?

The Lecturer: That is a very important issue but
a very difficult issue. I will very frankly give you an
indication as to how the different communities feel.
When it comes to a point, when you talk to the Tamil
nationalist opinion they sometimes get rather frustrated
because in the past they have tended to use this phrase
'Tamil speaking' as an all embracing formula to include
the Muslims as well and they say that essentially at the
end of the day this is a problem of the two niain
communities, the Sinhalese and the Tamils. And they
find the Muslim question as an irritant and I certainly
think that that is not right and I am notjustifying it.

Point no: 2, if you look at the Tamil parties and
you talk to them about federalism and autonomy, one
of the things that have struck me for a very long time
is that they are not really so concerned about the powers
that the North and the East or the North East will have.
They are obsessed with the question of the unit of
devolution. Ever since the all party conference of
Jayewardene, this seems to be their main concern. They
do not want to start talking about police powers or any
other power. For them the main thing is the merger of
the North and East. Now again that is the reality - you
can have historical debates ofthe validity ofthis claim
whether the North and East were really one and the
truth about the Jaffna kingdom, etc. But this is their
main concern.

The third reality is that the Muslim and the
Sinhalese communities in the East feel particularly
vulnerable and given the tension between the
communities, it is totally unrealistic to expect them to
accept a merger of the North and the East without any
protection in terms of their security and their dignit1,,
etc. Tamil people have to come to think that Ceylon
has become majoritarian and they do not want to have
the North and East which is also majoritarian.

How do you reconcile these three interests? It is
very difficult and it is going to be a huge problem when
the talks reach that point and ifthey ever do reach that
point. There are several options - Mr. Hakeem of the
main Muslim political party and various other groups
within the Muslim community are now taking the line
that there should be no merger at all. In the early 1990's
when Mr Ashraff was alive at the Premadasa All Party
Conference, I remember Mr. Premadasa actually asked
the Tamil and Muslim political parties to meet over a
period of time and come up with a politicat arrangement
which they would both find acceptable. And at that
time, Mr Ashraff's SLMC was willing to accept a
merger provided there was a sub regional autonomous
unit in the Muslim majority areas in certain parts in
the East and where those powers were guaranteed by
the constitution itself and not given by the N & E
Provincial Council. Now those will be the two options
- de-merger which again I stress that all the Tamil
political parties will reject at the very outset. Or a
sub-regional unit with effective autonomy and all sorts
of devices to protect the Muslim community and also
the Sinhala community. So that is the reality and some
difficult decisions will have to be made on issues like
that. It is easy to say, 'no merger'. I personally would
not like a merger of the N&E. But you are thinking in
terms of the art of the possible negotiations in conflict
resolution, I feel that sort of compromise on the merger
will have to be made. That is the reality. So it is not
easy but I think ultimately that is the issue.

Chairman: If there are no further questions I
would like to call upon Rear Admiral Terrence
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Sunderam to propose the Vote of Thanks.

Vote ofThanks:

General Perera, General de Silva, Mr Rohan
Edirisinghe, lady and Gentlemen. It is my pleasure
and privilege to propose the vote of thanks to Mr Rohan
Edirisinghe our distinguished speaker this evening. We

must thank Mr Edirisinghe for having found the time
to address on a very relevant and appropriate topic of
Federalism and its relevance to Sri Lanka. His
presentation was educative and informative and I am
sure, broadened our horizons on the subject of
federalism. Today federalism and its relevancy to Sri
l,anka is much discussed in the papers and also in the
electronic media. There may be many proponents and
critics on this issue like any other issues and still for
all it has been discussed and views have been expressed.

Mr Edirisinghe clearly explained to us the 5

aspects offederalism. And enlightened bn this very
aspect which I thought was very valuable information.
I wish to thank Mr Edirisinghe once again for all the
aspects he explained to us during this short period of
time. And also for covering many grey areas not
addressed during the question and answer time.

I also thank the Commanders of the three forces
for the willing .support and co-operation in all ARFRO
activities and also for encouraging fficers to attend
these lecgres. Next I thank the Commanding Officer
of the 4"" Engineer Regiment for making available
these facilities and also the stafffor their meticulous
attention to all details. For the Signal Corps, our
gratitude ,for providing us this sound system. And
finally I thankyou Lady and Gentlemenfor being with
us this evening andwishyou avery pleasant and good
evening. Thankyou.
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TIIEN "TUBGTIGTEI SII,ENT'' IN TIIE NORTHERN FRONT

Then the Gus&tft

Miliaritn s}:L &l E 'rm and lost, the
war was provingobcnrineblcfaeither side. The
LITE inflictedcndingdc&-.s m the army in the year
20fr), including ttc cryc of the Elephant Pass, but
the army was able o hold m b Jafta despite the LITE
throwing everytting ithad into what it thought would
be the fi nal barle agSinst fre emy. Baulked of a victory
in Jaffna, the LTTE hit back by atracking the Katunayake
International Airport in August 2001. The economic
meltdown and the business panic that followed were
the last straw to force the new UNF government to
abandon the military approach and pursue the
negotiation option.

On the international front, the implications of
September 11 for Sri Lanka and the LTTE have been
mixed. If nothing else, it finally confirmed to the LITE
the virtual impossibility of securing international
recognition for a separate state in Sri Lanka. However,
while declaring war on international terrorism and
outlawing LTTE operations in their own countries which
restricted LITE's financing operations in the West, the
Western governments came to recognize the LTTE as a

necessary party to any settlement in Sri Lanka. There
are a number of reasons for this apparent 'double
standard'. Despite its far reaching tentacles among the
Tamil diaspora, the LTTE's operations have never posed

a threat to the West in the way international militant
Islamic movements are perceived to threaten the West.
Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe has been
criticized for compromising National sovereignty by
getting Norway and other governments involved in the
peace process. The fact, however is, it was President
Kumaratunga who started the current foreign
involvement - albeit by prohibiting and talking to the
LTTE atthe same time and the same critics did not spare
her at the same time. The real guestion is that if it is
alright for Sri Lankan sovereignty to getwestemhelp

to make war with the LTTE, why then it is not alright to
get the West io mediate peace with the LITE and insure
that the LTTE will not revert to fighting again.

The Principal Ptayers

One of the main arguments against the current
peace process is that it has been used to politically
rehabilitate the LTTE. Given its past record and
ontinuing, although highly reduced, infractions, the
LTTE is one of the easiest of targets for verbal
castigation. But in the context of the vicious violence
that Sri Lankan politics had become enmeshed in over
the last 20 years, there are few aroundwithcleanhands.
end that includes Sri Lanka's big neighbour, th" po.t_
Itletrru India. As the Cathotc nisf,op ollafiu ."iO uft",

the IITTE press conference in April, 2001; "he
(Prabhakaran) did not express remorse, but neither has
the government". The state and the LTTE are both
blameworthy, even if not equally in 'law', but if the
current peace efforts are to lead anywhere they and
others have to tap on their respective transformative
potentials. In a world struggling to resolve its political
conflicts, the growing ethos is not one of insisting on
'an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth', but a culture
of amnesty based on acceptance of responsibility.

In many respects, the current UNF-LITE peace
process is a continuation of the initiatives of the PA
government. In fact, it was the PA government that
brought about a paradigm shift in Sinhalese political
thinking in regard to the national question, Chandrika
Kumaratunga deserves all the credit for being the first
Sinhalese state leader, as President or Prime Minister,
to admit that the Sri Lankan state had failed in the task
of genuine national unification and to articulate
constitutional changes to redress that failure. This will
be her historical legacy even though her ill-advised
military misadventures and her inability to reach
consensus across party lines in Colombo ultimately
thwarted her constitutional efforts and brought down
her government in the 2001 Parliamentary election. The
Norwegian route to the LTTE was also opened by her
despite her failed attempt to negotiate with the LTTE in
1994195, and despite being the rarget of a failed LTTE
assassination attempt in 1999. She also initiated the
rehabilitation program in Jaffna with the EPDP as her
Tamil political ally.

According to a number of sources, the EPDP's
involvement in the rehabilitation work in Jaffna, with
access to stateresources, was an importantconsideration
in the LTTE's decision to pursue a 'counter-partnership'
with the UNP. The LTTE found a willing parrner in
Ranil Wjckrem e$nghe, who would seem to have chosen
tobethispolitical career on a deal with theLTTEwhen
he and the defeated UNp were opportunistically
abandoned by all Tamil parliamentarlans for the new
PA government in 1994.

-__ Hiltory will repeat itself more tragically if the
UNF and the LITE do not broaden the supporrfor the

!roc::s, and at least try hard to secure the support of
President Kumaratunga and the Sinhala 

"onriitu"n"yshecurrently represents. A rather disappointing feature
of the peace process so far has been ttre gor"i,-"nt',
lack of effort to reach out to the Sinhala people and
keep them constantly informed of the unfolding iro"rr.-.
The government should realize that its;timate
\\\$NEN Ne he country)s people and not the
diplomats in Colombo.

UJplt}r.tu on their recent visit to laffna)
i,j
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In the North and East, the LTTE not only has to
appear to be changing but also has to change for real.
There have been justifiable concerns raised about the
LTTE's continuing harassment of its political opponents,
uneconomic taxation practices, and violations of human
rights including the recruitment of children as soldiers.
It is absurd to argue that these violations constitute a

failure of the peace process. They represent only a
failure of the LTTE to fulfil its new obligations. The
merit of the peace process is that for the first time there
is a forum for raising these issues and to put pressure

on the LITE to stop its violations of human rights.

The LTTE's newness to the political process and

the National and International limelight it is now
enjoying are certainly conducive. if not compulsive, to
the LTTE saying the right words at the right time and in
the right place. But its words have to be matched by
deeds at places where they matter, in the Northern and
Eastern Provinces, among the Tamil people, whom it
claims to represent and in a manner that does not harm
the welfare of the Muslim and Sinhalese living in these
areas. Circumstances and the force of arms have made
the LITE the 'sole representatives' of the Thmil people
at the talks. But to the extent 'internal self-
determination' in political theory means consolidation
of democracy based on individual rights, the LTTE
should realize that ultimately 'sole representation'
without free and fair elections would be inconsistent
with even the elementary nonns of democracy.

We would hope that the future talks will
emphasize not only self-determination but also co-
determination especially in regard to dealing with issues

of the peoples of the Eastern Province. Muslim
representation at the talks is currently provided by the
Sri Lanka Muslim Congress as part of the government
delegation, and there has been agreement between the
LTTE and the SLMC to work together in the East in
addressing the specific concerns of the local
communities.

The Challenges Ahead

A common feature in all previous attempts at
resolving the Tamil national question, from the
celebrated Bandaranaike-Chelvanayakam Pact to the
overdrafted Kumaratunga Constitution, has been the
emphasis on reaching a grand conclusion in the form
of legalistic agreements, legislative changes, or a
comprehensive constitutional solution. Invariably, these
end products became the targets of immediate political
opposition and wereeither not fully implemented (e.g.
tbe )312 -azez.*-ez/) ez zbazdezd. ZZcre rao. <o
emphasis on incremental steps, developing anormative
consensus and inclusive participation, and a process that ,
would continue notwithstanding government change.

,

Until the 1970s, the fundamentals of the State were in
place and t}te agreements, if successful, would have
stemmed its slide into ethnic majoritarianism. At the
present time, with the State disintegrated in some parts
and dysfunctional for the most part, incremental
reintegration and rebuilding, and inclusive participation
are necessary conditions for success. The functions of
the Sub-Committees should be decentralized to deal
with different issues in different areasi and provide the
building blocks for a federal society. A federal state
presupposes a federal society; there are plenty offederal
models in the world to draw from, but it is necessary to
prepare the Sri Lankan terrain to receive the preferred
federal structure.

The Provincial Council System and the
Kumaratunga Constitution were attempts at top-down
federalism. There is now an opportunity to reverse that
process, without creating additional layers of
bureaucracy and (unelected) political representation that
duplicates efforts and wastes resources. Already, the
country is paying for multiple layers of governance with
little consideration being given to streamlining and co-
ordinating their functions.

The issues raised at.the talks and assigned to the
Sub-committees are difficult issues that require complex
trade-offs and a 'work id progress' approach rather than
an insistence on instant agreements.

The Sri Lanka Monitoring Mission has described
200.2 as the year when "the guns fell silent". By any
measure, 2002 has been a remarkable year for Sri Lanka.
It marked a full year of ceasefire for the first time in
nearly 20 years. It is still too early for political
celebrations and an economic turnaround but the people
are enjoying their new freedom from the restrictions
and uncertainties of war and the fear of being raped or
suicide-bombed. The people's choice is peace. The
military experiences of the SL Army and the LITE as
well as changing domestic and international
circumstances have brought about a successfrrl ceasefire.
To the extent these objective conditions are likely to
continue, it will be difficult for either party to return to
the fighting mode. There will of course be violations
and infractions but the real danger could be a state of
general lawlessness and anarchy if the unwinding of
the war machines on both sides is not incrementally
and methodically undertaken.

The other d2ngcr is in rcaching agreements rather
rapidly on pryer d p alks held at far flung locations
around the wol( wilbqr uresponding changes in

rr?e groaadsr'&tadoa irt @" Tfu,'iggest chaffengel
how eva, is to ry fu ry prrlcess at different lev els
and locatios m i&{ drbpircipal players andinudretJprh--.!b-
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AN HISTORICAL ACCOT]NT OF THE CEYLON D
(1881-1e4e)

Sm.cu Dr Srva-Rauesnqcne

This article prorides a coocise historical account of the evolution and engagement of the Ceylon Defence
Force (CDF). From its modest beginnings, the author identifies some aspects of its creation, role, force structure,
engagement in war and peacetime, and lastly, its disbandment and reconstitution after independence.

After the ruthless suppression of the Kandyan Sinhalese rebels in the insurrection of 1848, the final phase of
British imperial consolidation was achieved and the conquest of Ceylon accomplished. With the apex of power in
the Indian Ocean firmly in British hands, Ceylon's strategic importance subsided, which had notable effects on its
local military forces. The colony's last remaining locally raised regular outfit, the Ceylon Rifle Regiment (CRR),
served no practical application and was disbanded in 1873. However, twelve years before the disbandment of the
CRR in 1861, there was a short lived attempt by some British planters and mercantile elite to create a volunteer
infantry unit legally sanctioned by Ordinance No.3 of 1861, loosely known as the Matale Rifle Volunteer Corps
(MRVC)' However, only months after its creation, the MRVC spiralled into obscurity and was decommissioned.

Twenty years later or eight years after the CRR's disbandment, there was another push amongst the British
mercantile elite to re-create a reserve military force. The creation of the Ceylon Volunteers (CV) in 1881, wherebl'
the rifle section was designated the ln battalion Ceylon Light Infantry (CLI), heralded the first step in the emrn;--ooic
developnient ofthe CDF structure. The CLI served as the core unit that provided the foundation for additioral
structural expansion and specialisation in later years (See Table 1). These units formed the mainstay of
British-Ceylon's strategic manpower reserve, under the purview of the Ceylon Volunteer Force (CVF), renamed in
1918 the CDF.

CDF units were primarily designed in terms of role and structure as: (a) Reliable ancillary force for potential
internal security threats to British rule, such as the ' 1915 rios' and the ' Ig47 Hartal'(b) Supplementary manpower
for overseas imperial military campaigns, most notably during the Second Boer War (l8gg-lg}Z) and the First and
Second World Wars (19L4-1918; 1939-L945) (c) As suggested by Governor Sir James Longden (1872-1883), it
also served as, "a very valuable auxiliary to the regular forces in any invasion", exemplified much later during the
Second World War when in L942 a major Japanese threat materialised.

In his article The New Army and the Law, a brief outline of the CDF's function was provided by the late
HNG Fernando QC, the post-independence Ceylon's Legal Draftsman, and later the Chief Justice of Ceylon:

..'the Ceylon Defence Force was not a regular force, and its members only received
occasional training with a view to being called out for service when necessary. The
only regular force in Ceylon prior to the establishment of the new Ceylon Army
consisted of personnel drawn from the United Kingdom Army and assigned for
permanent duly in Ceylon, and the responsibility for the defence of Ceylon was
vested in those personnel who were to be merely assisted in time of stress by the
volunteer defence force raised in Ceylon.

Beginning as a battalion sized forie, the CDF from the turn of the twentieth century until independence
numbered the rough equivalent of a British Army brigade, maintaining peacetime equilibrium at 2,500-3,500
reservists.

The first operational or wartime engagement of a CDF unit was in the Second Boer War. In 1900 a company
sized force under the command of Major Murray Menzies from the entirely British, Ceylon Mounted Infantry
(CMI), was sent to South Africa experiencing combat at Stinkhoutboom, Cape Colony, Drifontein, Johannesberg,
Diamond Hill and Wittebergen. The conduct of CMI troopers received accolades from General Kitchener, Chief of
Staffto Lord Roberts in South Africa, who affir;ned, "The Ceylon Contingent did very good work in South Africa
I only wish we had more of them." After the CMI was withdrawn, another company sized force from the almost
cxclusively British, Ceylon Planters Rifle Corps (CPRC) was in 1902 dispatched to South Africa arriving just
before hostilities ended, not having experienced combat.
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In the First World War the CPRC sent a force of 8 officers and22gother ranks commanded by Major J. Hall
Brown. The unit sailed for Egypt on October 19L4, and was deployed in defence of the Suez Canal. The unit was
officially attached to the Australia New Zealand Army Corps (ANZAC) and was in 1915 dispatched to Anzac Cove
('Z' Beach) on the Gallipoli Peninsula. The CPRC performed operational duties as guards to AI{ZAC headquarter
staff, including the General Officer Commanding ANZAC, Lieutenant General William Birdwood, who remarked
"I have an excellent guard of Ceylon Planters who are such a nice lot of fellows." According to its onetime
Commanding Officer (CO), Colonel T.Y. Wright (L904-1912), the CPRC had sustained overall losses of 80 killed
and 99 wounded in the First World War.

In 1915 far away from the front lines, ethnic tensions in Ceylon spilled over into major civil unrest between
angry crowds of mainly Sinhalese Buddhists and Muslims. Governor Robert Chalmers (1913-1916) mobilised the
CDF, under Martial Law proclamations lasting 100 days, to confront its first major internal security operation. This
was undertaken alongside 300 regular infantrymen of the British-Indian Army's 28ft Punjabi's, who were temporarily
on garrison duty in Ceylon. An illustration of how the police and armed forces were used in the ' 1915 riots' was
described in a situation report by Deputy Assistant Adjutant General, Captain LA Northcote, "Disturbances, with
outbreaks of fire and looting, were frequent occurrences in Colombo and elsewhere, and order was not obtained
until a few rioters had been killed and others wounded by rifle fire and bayonet." According to official figures 116
people were killed, 63 by military and police forces.

After the ' 1915 riots' the 286 Punjabi's were dispatched to Mesopotamia and replaced in January l9l7 by a
detachment of the British-Indian Army's 806' Carnatics. Frontline manpower shortages and budget cutbacks also
compelled the transfer of the 806' Carnatics, the last regular military unit to be stationed in Ceylon on garrison
duties. As a consequence the colonial government then raised the specially formed Mobilized Detachment of
Ceylon Light Infantry (Mob. Det,, CLI), consisting of approximately 200 volunteer soldiery who remained
continuously mobilised on a fixed basis.

The Second World War fansformed the structure of the CDF, which was mobilised and considerably expanded
to fortify Ceylon in meeting the threat posed by the Japanese. By 1945 the CDF reached its wartime peak at 645
officers and 14,247 other ranks. Examples include the Ceylon Supply and Transport Corps (CSTC), which grew in
1939 from 18 Officers and 150 other ranks to 59 Officers and2,369 other ranks by August 1945. The largest facet
of CDF development was represented by the CLI, which grew by 1946 from one to five battalions.

CLI troops in 1941 escorted Italian Prisoners of War (POWs) from the Middle East to Ceylon, and later in
1946 Japanese POWs from Ceylon to India. In addition, CLI troop detachments were stationed at Kandy in defence
of Supreme Commander, Lord Louis Mountbatten's South East Asia Command (SEAC) headquarters, Some CDF
units were placed outside Ceylon undertaking garrison duties on the Seychelles and the Cocos Islands. In fact the
Cocos Islands was the scene of an alleged 'mutiny' illustrated by Noel Crusz in his bookThe Cocos Islands Mutiny,
that occurred amongst a dissident group of soldiers from the Ceylon Garrison Artillery (CGA), leading to the trial
and execution of two Gunners and one Bombardier.

Later in 1947 during the post-war years, the CDF was again mobilised in its last major internal security
operation to suppress a left wing Hartal, or mass stoppage of work. The CDF was given additional support by an
armed detachment of British Royal Marines from HMS Glasgow, who were utilised to deter strikers in Colombo.
In his summary of the ' 1947 Hartal', the Ceylon Army's first post-independence Ceylonese commander, Major
General Anton Muttukumaru (1955-1959), who was also in 1943 the CO of the CLI's 2d battalion, explained:

In 194?, the Ceylon Detence Force was recalled from leave in order to aid the civil
power dealing with a major crisis in the trade union field. Having gone through the
experience of a major war,'the brush with civilian organisation was rather strange.
The experience was however valuable in taking control of disturbed areas, making
judgements as to the degree of force to be used and, in any case assisting the civil
police in the maintenance of law and order.

February 4'h 1948 marked the formal end of British lmperialism in Ceylon. Nonetheless, British influence
still held considerable sway, illusfiated by the 1947 Anglo-Ceylonese 'Defence Agreementt. Apart from safeguarding
British strategic interests, the accord gave British military advisors a significant role in designing the stucture and

composition of the post-independence regular and volunteer Ceylon Army, renamed in 1972 the Sri Lanka Army,
which was outlined by its first Commander, Brigadier The Earl of Caithness (L949-1952):
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There is already a close affrniry between the Ceylon Army and the British Army-
Many of the Army's customs and regulations are based on those of the British Army,
and all Regiments and Corps of the Ceylon Army are now affiliated to corresponding
British Regiments and Corps. To the British Army the Ceylon Army owes much of its
formation.

Under British auspices, the Ceylon Army's reconstruction program continued until the tenure of the first t*,o
Ceylon Army Commanders, who were British, Brigadiers The Earl of Caithness and Sir Francis Smith Reid
(1952-1955) ended.

The CDF was officially disbanded on 1lth April1949 and reconstituted by Army Act No . 17 of 1949 as the

Ceylon Volunteer Force (CVF), later the Sri Lanka Army Volunteer Force (SLAVF). Soldiers who had experience
in the CDF were actively recruited into the newly constructed regular, and reconstituted volunteer Ceylon Army. in
its first few years, and with few exceptions, the only new recruits enlisted were officer cadets and soldiers below
the rank of Warrant Officer. Ex-CDF veterans featured prominently in the post-independence regular Ceylon Army
until General DS Attygalle (1967-1977) finished his term as Commander. The last ex-CDF veteran to leave rhe
Army was Brigadier TSB Sally of the Sinha Regt. who ended his service tenure in 1979, closing the final chapter
on the CDF in Sri Lanka's military history.

About the Author: Sergei DeSilva-Ranasinghe has been involved in the study of 'Sri Lanka Military Hisor-v.
Strategic and Defence Studies.' He recently completed his Bachelor of Arsts (Hons) Politics atLaTrobe Universiry.
Melbourne. The author welcomes comments, suggestions and information on this period, which would be higtl!-
appreciated and gratefully acknowledged. In particular, he is seeking to acquire the Standing Orders of thc Cc-tla
Planters Rille Corps, (Kandy: Miller & Company, 1928). He can be contacted either by email at: sergeidesilva@
hotmail.com or by mail at : P0 Box 251 Batman, Victoria 3058, Australia
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1. Ceylon Light Infantry (a)

2. Ceylon Garrison Artillery (b)

3. Ceylon Planters Rifle Corps

4. Ceylon Cadet Battalion (c)

5. Ceylon Mounted Rifles (d)

6. Ceylon Engipeers (e).

7. Ceylon Medical Corps (f)

8. Colombo Town Guard (g)

9- Town Guard Artillery (h)

fl&. Mobrlised Detachment of Ceylon Light Infantry

lI- Ccylon Supply and Transport Corps (i)

fltr" Ceylon Motor Cyclist Corps o
[3" PostandTelegraph Signals (k- 1 )

1{ Ceylon Railway Engineer Corps (k-2)

[5- Ceylon Electrical and Mechanical Engineers

!16" Auxiliary Territorial Service (Ceylon) (1) .

[?. Crylon Signal Corps (m)

l& Ceylon Corps of MilitarY Police

CLI

CGA

CPRC

CCB

CMR

CE

CMC

CTG
TGA

Mob. Det., CLI

CSTC

CMCC

PTS

CREC

CEME

ATS (Ceylon)

CSC

CCMP

1881

1888

1900

1902

1906

1911

l9ll
19t4

1914

1917

1918

1919

1943

1943

1943

Lg43

t943

1944

t949

t949

1949

1949

1938

1949

t949

t945
1939

1939

1949

1949

1946

1949

1946

Table 1: -

Organisation of the Ceylon Defence Force
(1881-1949)

Disbanded/

Reconstituted



(#) Note: (V) abbreviation indicates the unit is apart of the CVF (1949-1972); SLAVF (1972-to-date).

(a) Ceylon Light Infantry Volunteers (1881-1900); CLI (1900-1949);2 (V) CLI (1949-1972), 2 (V)
Sri Lanka Light Infantry (L972-to dale).

(b) Artillery section of the CLI from (1881-1888); Ceylon Artillery Volunteers (1888-1918); CGA
(1918-1950); 2 (V) Ceylon Artillery (1950-1972);2 (V) Sri Lanka Artillery (1972-to-date).

(c) The CCB served as the precursor establishment, which at independence was renamed the Ceylon

Cadet Corps (L949-1972). The cadet movement first started in June 1881 two months after the

CLI's formation. The Royal College Volunteer Corps (RCVC), later the Royal College Cadet

Corps (RCCC) was the first college to be inauguraled as a cadet auxiliary to the CLI. The move-

ment surfaced in practically all other elite English medium schools, such as Wesley, Trinity,
St.Thomas, Kingswood and Richmond College etc.

(d) CMR started as the Mounted Infantry section of the CLI in L892. Later it was referred to as the

CMI and in 1906 the CMR. On disbandment its soldiery coalesced with the CPRC.

(e) Engineer company of the CLI (1881-1911); Ceylon Volunteer Engineers (1911-1918); Ceylon
Engineers (1918-1949);2 (Y) Ceylon Engineers (1949-1972)) 2 (V) Sri Lanka Engineers
(197Z-to-date).

(0 Bearer company of the CLI (1881-1911); Ceylon Volunteer Medical Corps (1911- 1918); Ceylon
Medical Corps (1918-1949); 2 (V) Ceylon Army Medical Corps (I949-L972);2 (V) Sri Lanka
Army Medical Corps (197 2-to-date).

(g) CTG was only mobilised during wartime and local emergencies, namely the First and Second

World Wars.

(h) In January 1918 the TGA was amalgamated into the CGA.

(D 2 (V) Ceylon Army Service Corps (1949-1972);2 (V) Sri Lanka Army Service Corps (1972-to-date)-

0) Cyclist company of the CLI in (1891-1919). Vague information indicates that the CMCC was

created in 1919.

(k- 1; k-2) Post and Telegraph Signals (1955- 1956) and Ceylon Railway Engineer Corps (1955-1956) werc

momentarily reconstituted during Sir John Kotelawala's UNP Prime Ministerial reign ( 1951'1956I

0) ATS (Ceylon) was the CDF's only women's unit.

(m) 2 (V) Ceylon Signals Corps (1949-1972);2 (V) Sri Lanka Signals Corps (1972-to-date).

Acknowledgements: The author would like to deeply thank Lieutenant General Denis Perera, Colonel Rofu
Silva, Professor John Dalton, Glen Hodgins, and Victor Melder of the Australia baseA Victor meldcr Sn Lab
Library at: www.vmsl-library.com who have all rendered very kind and valuable assistance throughorl tb
course of his research.
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HUMAN SECIIRITYDIMM{SION OF TIM EASTERN PROVINCE

Dn Kuuen Rupasnvcrre

Fmnder president of the Foundation of Co_existence
Frmer Director of International peace Research Institute

Former *TffI 
3ffi1't"": 

International Alert

Introdrrtion by General G H De Silva RWp vsv usp president ARFRO

Dr Kumar Rupasinghe, Fellow Members of the ARFRO and Serving officers of the threeservices' ARFRo is honoured to have with us today a distinguished scholl and p"uc" activist -Dr Kumar Rupasinghe to speak to us on the Human security bimension of the Eastern province.
The biography of Dr Rupasinghe is so extensive that I ."uiy aia not know where to start from.Anyway from 1992 - 1998 he was secretary General of International Alert, an InternationalNon-Governmental organisation dedicated to theprevention andmitigationof violence and internalconflicts based in London. Under his leadershii, International Al& became one of il ;;;;international Non-Governmental organisations in the world. with an annual budget ofapproximately f, 5 Million, a Staffof 60 and field prograrnmes in over 15 countries. In collaborationwith over 100 organisations mainly in the regions o1conflict, he conEibuted towards theoreticaland conceptual reflections on advancing eariy warning and conflict resolution, the role ofthirdparties in the mediation of protracted internal conflicts-and advanced tt" 

"on""pi-oiirutti-tractsolutions to civil wars. As part of his work in influencing policy, he contributed to the discussionand creative policy instruments on early warning systeirs with the EU, the oAU and sought toinfluence policy debate in trK, Norway, sweden, Hoiland, Finland, Denmark, Germany and Japan.International Alert has been involved in mediation of conflict resolutions in Sri Lanka, philippines,
Fiji' Sierra Leone' Burundi, Rwanda and the Caucasus Region with decisive intervention in SierraLeone and the settlement of the civil war in Liberia. Dr i.upasinghe obtained his first Degree atthe London School of Economics and reccived his Doctorate at the city university oilonoon. Hewas a research fellow at the Agrarian Research and Training Instituie, Colombo from 197 L-73and was Director of the National Youth Services council. HI rras lectured 

"t 
trr" o"p"rtment ofSociology, University of Peradeniya fr om 1977-8l.In 1982 he was invited to join the International

Peace Research Institute in oslo as a research fellow. He was later appointed Deputy Director andDirector of the Institute's Program of Ethnic conflict and conflict ilerotution-bui.,g hi, ,"r*"at the International Peace Research Institute, he was appointed as the Coordinator for tie programon Governance and conflict Resolution at the [rN university, Tokyo. He was also chair of thecommission on Intemal conflicts of the International P"u"" i"r"*rh Association. He concludedhis chairmanship by publishing four volumes on Early warning and conflict Resolution. Apartfrom his academic pursuits, he has contributed towaris building new organizations on HumanRights and Peace worldwide. He was also chair of the program on Culture and Ethnicity of theSasakawa Peace Foundation in Japan. He has been ,ery closiy involved in developing conceptualtools and practical actions for the prevention of violent conflicts and genocide, in this context hewas the chair of the Forum for Early waqng and Early Action whrch is an ongoing initiative toestablish an international Early Warning Early Action 
-Network. 

He worked as a member of thecouncil of the International Negotiation Network, an initiative led by president carter. He is alsoa council Member and commissioner on the commission in Globalisation of the State of theworld Forum headed by President Gorbachov. Dr Rupasinghe has edited and written over 20books and published over 200 articles in his academic'yeari with that background may I nowrequest Dr Kumar Rupasinghe to address this forum.

Mr President and distinguished Retired Flag the Eastern province, I would like to place before youofficers, I have great pleasure in talking to you today some of the contexts and parameters which would guideon a subject which alr of us are waiting to see what is the negotiation process.
going to happen. Talks are going to begin on the 166
of this month and it is going to be a long journey to N1m-ber one, Sri Lanka had gone through a
resolve one ofthe bloodiest protracted conflicts after protracted deadly conflict and the conflict has been
the Second World War. Before I address the issue of about power and power sharing. It has been about how
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since independence the state was developed more or
less as an inclusive state of one ethnic group at the
expense of others. We call it a hegemonic Sinhala State.

ln 1972 we entrenched this and called it a Theocratic
State where we made Buddhism the'national religion
ofthis country. The challenge therefore is by a policy
of exclusion. The various minorities which belong to
this country, not only felt alienated but some of them
decided to take to arms. In1972, with the amalgamation
of the Theocratic State, we see the emergence of Tamil
Radical Nationals. The challenge which faces us is how
such a hegemonic Sinhala State can be transformed
into a multi ethnic plural society. And whether this can
be done through peaceful means or whether it will
require another war to finally settle this vexed question
of power sharing. Today we have a situation where
there is no war and no peace. It is one ofcontestation;
contestation peacefully about the parameters of the
future society of this country. Whether this can be done
voluntarily or not, time will tell us.

The second reality, is that we have to keep in
mind that the LITE is not a defeated army. Neither is
the Sri Lankan army a vanquished army. What *" ri"
today is two armies in equi-distance to each other and
facing each other. There are many reasons for the
situation with regard to the military contestation. And
this is not the time to reflect on why the Sri Lankan
army was not able to achieve the political objectives
which were given to it. I would say that it was an

impossible task. For a variety of reasons there was
confusion between political objectives and military
objectives. And that confusion of impossible deadlines
and continuous changing ofpolicies led to situations
which today they know and sometimes perhaps we
should try to recount those lessons, valuable lessons
that have been laid on the military theatre.

The third reality is that the business community
conceded that SLSF would not be in a position to hold
the North and the East. And that was as a result of the
attack on Katunayake which galvanized this business
community to realize that it was losing its profits
rapidly. The garments could not be flown abroad, the
insurance premiums were too high and there was
general fear of investment in this country. The stock
exchange almost collapsed and the economy took a

nosedive where today we are in a situation where there
is no money in the treasury. It is a bankrupt economy.
In this situation the people overwhelmingly gave a

mandate to pursue peace. And the result of it is that the
current government under the Prime Minister Ranil
Wickramasinghe who has taken a very bold initiative
to come to grips with the lessons of the past and to
steer and manage a process which may lead to a
resolution of this conflict. But this depends on several
parameters. One of the critical ones is the contestation
in the South. Next week, the l9th Amendment will be

placed in the parliament. And it will decide whether
the Prime Minister will have a two third majority to
pursue the objectives that he has set upon himself or
whether the powers of the Presidency will be used as a
threat for the dissolution of parliament. The competitive
politics in the South has been a major factor in the
prolongation of this war. In 1958, the Bandaranaike
Chelvanayagam Pact made the basis for.the reasonable
solution for this problem. From that time on there has

been political football over the question of the minority.
Today it is not 1958, it is a decisive moment in our
history. Whether we are going to live in safety, security
and tranquility and join the civilized nations of this
world and be like perhaps Singapore or even Malaysia.
As you know, this country in 1948 was seen as
potentially one of the richest in Asia. But today it is
not so. But the q[estion which now hangs is whether
the Presidency is capable of transcending narrow
competitive politics and be the President of all peoples
of this country and join forces with the others in
bringing about the transformation towards peace.

The next critical question is the nature of the
LTTE. There are many commentators who argue that
the LTTE cannot be reformed. That it is essentially a

fascist dictatorship and a brutal terrorist organization.
That it devours its own children and converts them into
missiles - suicide bombers who kill themselves. That
it has its own agenda for Eelam. However, the LTTE
which started as a few boys in 1976 has emerged today
as one of the most formidable military politico
organizations in the world. It has within it over 16 ships
and I think now about 68 offices and a huge diaspora
which now invests its money in the future of the North
East Province. Is the LTTE still a party of boys and
peasants? Or is it today an emerging party with a lot of
influencing from International sources? Can it be
influenced? Can it rectify its ways? Can it change from
the military warrior to a peace maker? That is the
question. That question will decide the direction and
future course of this country. The LTTE for its part has
proclaimed that it is prepared to give up Eelam and
have taken up the question of internal
self-determination. In International Law this is a major
concession because a recognition of internal
self-determination means that the party in any other
conflict eschews or denies or does not accept external
self-determination and separation. But secondly, the
LTTE as a party to the conflict has international
obligations. Although it is a non-state party to the
conflict, it has to adhere to human rights and
humanitarian law. After the 116 September events the
conjuncture in the world situation has changed
-dramatically changed. It is no longer possible for so-
called terrorist organizations to have bank accounts ad
engage in terror as well. There is a United Nations
declaration, a coalition which has now said that uu
will not tolerate and support terrorism. This is one d
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the most porrcrfrl lr-!r. i i-nind Elrtioos.
Whether it is m*V ffiry, rlir[E{iqg of hcroin
or anns, bankl io dlftrU rrrtmE - 15ErE is now a
surveillancc md mffig m;rrr-'orisu yhere there
is a co-operatim rmg hcrpot rre{igrace Agencies
and political lc.dardilEr-cffiics- This will impose
its own imperatires o &E LTTE And as you know
the internatio,sel dmr$ have made it clear that no
money will flow to 6. FJort Ea-st until they eschew
violence. However, rbc LTTE and in my own
experience in working with guerilla movements,
transforming to a cirilian force is very complicated
and very diffrculr A warrior is used to battle uniform
and a simple ascetic life. He yearns for that. It is a very
simple life. It is very difficult for them to deal with
complex issues like running a Municipal Council,
running a Water Works, etc. But that is the
transformation they have to undertake like many other
guerilla movements in history. There are some signs
that the LTTE may be undertaking such a
transformation. For example it today aspires to be the
leader of all Tamil speaking people. It also is
accountable therefore to its own people. It has to
answer. It has given an apology to the degradation and
inhuman violation against the Muslim people in the
North and East. Anton Balasingham on three occasions
now has apologized and said it was a tragic mistake.
The opening of the A,9 road itself is in a way a
confidence building measure where they opened
thernselves up to seeuritl breaches m( NC\r' t\r(

c)earing of landmines from the areas is also an
indication that they want to have a long haul on the
road to the negotiation process. The issue which willbe facing the talks in Thailand is the Interim
Administration. Unfortunately leaders in the South
have-always given too little too late! So today when
the Southern leaders.,say that we u." goiig to give
something to the Tamil people or Aeuolv! poi,er to the
Tamil people, they asked a question that there is nothing
to give. We have already got it. What Imean by sayingthis is that there is an implicit urrrrp,i* that themilitary victory in battle has assumed ttrat ttrly regain
control of territory. Can the situation of the final destiny
of this country be decided at the talks ttrat are going to
begin? I do not think so. This is going to i" a very
long and protracted negotiation p.o-.".J What will be
discussed and decided on is the nature ofthe Interim
Administration - its context, powers and its limitations.
Whether rhis will lead to a federal ,y.L o. uconfederared system is something whiJ-wiil be
decided in the give and take oftte Ujance oipo*". u,well as the negotiations itself and the balance iipo*".
in the Southern constituency.

*1*rn, subject is the security dimension in the
Eastern Province. I would conteni that the Eastern
Province is the critical issue which 

"u, 
i"t"i.]n" tr,"pace and evolution of negotiations process itself.

Because unlike in the North where gOVo of the people
are Thmil, in the Eastern Province we have largely three
people - Tamils, Sinhalese and the Muslims living in
co-existence. Therefore, the resolution of the Eastern
Province is not only critical but also a greatsource of
destabilization. The talks will begin soon. Minister
Rauf Hakeem the leader of the SLMC has been invited
to join the talks one with the government and then they
will be an independent third party to the talks and
Prabhakaran has now invited him to the Vanni
immediately after the first round of talks. The challenge
and the problem facing the SLMC is, who do you deal
with? Do you deal with the government or the LTTE?
Who is going to be the power in the North East that
you can talk to and get concessions. This will be a
dilemma that the Muslims will face. The demographic
population characteristic of the Eastern province is
fascinating because it has several historical rajectories.
On the one hand it is a multi ethnic rural society, on
the other hand the Eastern province has been the
battlefield on the resolution of this conflict. In that
sense, every Sri Lankan government used ambitious
land settlement schemes both to prevent the expansion
of the Tamil into the South but also through these
colonization schemes, tried to satisfy the hunger of the
Sinhala peasantry. These two dual roles, has led to
continuous election jerrymandering and the changes
of boundaries in the Eastern province so as to provide
majority status to the Sinhalese at least in the Ampara
(n\\r\.

. _ 
Theresurgenceof Tamil andMuslim nationalism

also has a very interesting trajectory. fhe formation ofthe federal parties included the Muslims as Tamil
speaking people. There was a notion at one time thatthe Muslims were but low caste Tamils who had
converted to Islam. This was common jargon at one
time. But after L9g7,or even before ttrai tfr"e Muslins
re-asserted its own identity. And said we are not merelya Tamil speaking people, we have 

"r. ;;; uniquereligion - Islam, and we have our or"n 
"rltr." urdpractices and we are therefore a distinct nationality witha distinct identity. The resurgen""-oi'l4urfi*

nationalism itself was both a contrii'uto.y fuao. u, *ettas a source of destabilization. The u." tf th" Muslim
factor by the Sri Lankan government was to destabilize
the Tamil nationalist I

thererore there -;;; ;[#il#lr:'Jl] iil: f#used 
1ith.e1 

as home guards or whatever iiirl ur, ,t 
"most decisive break that the Muslims 

"*p".i"*"a *u,the Indo Sri Lanka Accord. In that Accord berweenJayewardene and Rajiv Ghandi *,n;;;; Inut tt"musllms were not consulted. For that matter the LTTE
was not consulted adequately either as a party to theconflict. In any negoriuiion. in 

""rfd;;;;;;1on it isassumed that all parties and stake hola"., oiii" 
"onni"tare consulted. The Muslims were no, 

"onJiJ. Whathappened within the Indo Sri Lanka u""ori iu, no,
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only the connivance of the Indian Army with the LT'[E
in the expulsion of the Muslims from the North but
also the connivance and toleration of attacks on the
Kattankudi Mosques and other Mosques and the attacks
on the civilians. These are remembered by the Muslim
community. Again we find in the Norwegian brokered
ceasefire agreement that the Muslim factor is not taken
very much into account. The two parties to the conflict
are seen as the government and theLTTE. Itmay seem
practically that the Muslims are not a party to the
conflict but that they have their grievances and that is
acknowledged. And as you know this failure in the
peace agreement led to what I think was a very
unfortunate security lapse in the incidents in
Valaichenai. When over 12 Muslims were killed and
where the security forces were paralysed as to what
they could do to preserve law and order in the context
of the MOU.

Now 1 want to look at the sources of conflict in
the Eastern Province. I would suggest that we look at
different indicators in early warning systems. We
always look for what the indicators for political
conflicts are. What are the economic indicators? What
are the social indicators and what are the cultural
indicators? If we look at the political indicators there
is, unlike the Tamil National Alliance, the Muslim
parties are in contestation. There is some effort now to
bring about some unity between the Muslim parties
but it is still very fragile. Secondly, that other political
forces including the JVP and the PA under Ferial
Ashroff are also political factors in the politics of
competition in that region. Thirdly, the incidents of
Valaichenai and Muttur clearly point out that the LTTE
is not in total control of events in theEastern Province.
And for the first time we see a fissure between the
Northern command and the Eastern command. If we
look at the manner in which the LTTE leadership
responded to the events we know that Karikalan, Vishu
and the other area Commander was dismissed. I assume

that the UITE did conduct an investigation and found
that at least Karikalan and the others knew or connived
in the attacks on the Muslims in Valaichenai and
elsewhere. And that is very interesting because the
Eastern Command under Karuna today is a different
political formation where they feel that they have
contributed more than their share in the war particularly
during the Jaya Sikurui period in the battle for the ,A.9.

They had many martyrs and people who lost their lives
during this time.

Karikalan also tried at that time during the
Valaichenai incident to divide the Muslim parties by
claiming that Rauf Hakeem is not the only leader of
the Muslims in the Eastern Province. It was in dife
contradiction to the statement made by Prabhakaran
where he recognized Rauf Hakeem as the sole
representative of the Muslim people. The other factor

is that the SLMC leader for the first time does not come
from the Eastern Province. Sometimes people show
this as a factor in terms of control the Muslim parties
have over its own people.

The other issue is the economic indicator. Muslim
villages are interspersed with Tamil villages. And
therefore they have to naturally co-habit with each
other. They have to co-operate on fishery, animal
husbandry and on land and agriculture. This creates a
sense of co-operation and co-habitation on one side
but on the other hand a question of competition. And
today this is compounded by situations where there
are perceptions with regard to the economic strength
of the Muslims compared to the Tamils. And t}le
asseition by the LTTE to gain economic control over
the Eastern Province by asking its people not to trade
with the Muslims. So there is a serious economic
compelition going on. The Muslims generally dominate
trade, control fishing and sell to Muslim traders. They
provide the credit for the boats and fishing nets, etc.
Whilst Tamil youth might migrate abroad seeking
refugee status, the Muslim youth stay in the country.
The land question becomes a critical issue in the
Muslim dimension. Because there is a concern by the
Tamils that the Muslims are buying over more and more
land from the Tamils. Finally then the Tamils complain
that the Muslims have had political patronage over the
years from Sinhala governments and that particularly
during the Ashok period, the bulk of the resources went
to build Muslim towns, Muslim roads, Muslim
waterworks, etc.

Now the next question is the cultural factor. Is
that there is a process of what I call demonisation by
both communities. The Muslims complain
continuously about the expulsion oftheir people from
the North and they tell us continuously about
Katthankudi and the gross violations committed against
them by Tamils. The Tamils on the other hand also
demonise Muslims by talking aboutthe denial of Tamils
in the economic front and also continuing to assert that
the Muslims are mere Tamil speaking people. So there
is considerable tension between the two communities
at the moment. All these tensions is like a tinder box
which can be set aflame. Muttur was just one incident,
recently there was another incident in Trincomalee
when there was a musical festival which led to some
kind of a smal hartal by the Sinhalese this time. There
is this continuous rivalry. I would also suggest that
Trincomalee could be the town and a city of
contestation between many groups and parties in the
future. In this situation it is likely that when the Thai
talks begin and they process there will be serious efforts
to destabilize this region. On one hand the merger of
the North and the East which is entrenched in the lndo
Sri Lanka accord when President Jayewardene
promised that there would be a referendum within one
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year. That rcfu&-ulryd- i b ur fiftcen
years and tharwh'f$md

Secondly'" tfoc nm$ms m gmrl nuild not want

to have a North Eru* mpr bcceusc they would
become a minority uodcr soch a merger by sheer

numbrs., ffu6 [f,6lirtr* rill prefcr to have their own
provincial council in thc areas in which they are

dominating. On tbc othcr hand the Sinhalese who live
from Weli Oya to the Ampara district are also
concerned about their future status under an LTTE
dominated Nonh East provincial administration. And
this concerned fear is fuelled continuously by the JVP
and Sihala Urumaya who see in this an attractive
political base for their own political agenda. Therefore
there is likely to be many spoilers who can bring about
an unholy alliance to destabilize the process. Another
factor is the resurgence of Muslim militancy,
particularly amongst the young people who after the
incidents in Valaichenai have demanded that they also
be armed because the government was unable to protect
and provide them with security. And this young Muslim
radicalism which is very much reflected in the South
Eastern University and other areas could if it is not
correctly handled, be another factor in the right to self
determination of the Muslim people. The LTTE
particularly has to be very careful about the way they
handle the Muslim factor. But we see potential spoilers.

Finally in this situation we can see several
scenarios unfolding. One scenario is that there will be

peace and tranquility right through these phases.

Nobody believes that. Another is that we are going to
see a convergence offorces as I described earlier which
can begin to manifest itself over a period of time. That
will happen when the talks in Thailand go out of
ceremonial discussions to the nitty gritty discussions

of power sharing. So what can be done? I have
s,uggested that there should be an early warning
information system which can basically gather
information on a regular basis, collate this information,
build up data bases on a systematic way and train people

on conflict monitoring and conflict analysis. I am glad
to say that this recommendation is now being followed
up by the Consortium of Humanitarian Agencies who
are in a way trying to see how such a network can be

created.

The next question is the agreement between the

LTTE leadership and the SLMC. We must realize that
agreements between leaders amount to very little if it
is not translated and communicated to the ground. Most
peace agreements fail because the leaders did not
succeed in communicating the change of relationships
to the people. And that is precisely what happened. I
was working very closely recently with Mr Rauf
Hakeem and I prevailed on him on many occasions

that once the agreement was signed in the Vanni

immediate steps must be taken to have committees in
each electorate composing of the LTTE, SLMC and
other elders to form peace committees to monitor the
situation and transform the situation. This did not
happen.

The third is, consensus among all political parties.
The Tamils have consensus, the Muslims are trying to
reach a consensus, the Sinhalese have no consensus.
This is a very dangerous situation in the country today.

I would say then finally it also requires two things
-particularly the law enforcement agencies - the Police,
the STF and the Security Forces require also training
in peace keeping and peace building in this region
because the task confronting the Police is not only to
retain its neutrality but to continue to promote
co-existence amongst the communities in that region.
And I must say that some of the Military and the Police
have precisely done that in forming such committees
wherever it was possible.

Discussion

General Mike Silva: You stated that in the
Eastern province, the Muslim youth due to certain
doubts that they may not be given an equal position in
the affairs of the Eastern province are arming
themselves and there is a chance that they may break
out. Now if violence does break out, naturally the first
reactionwill be by the LTTE to suppress anybody trying
to usurp their powen What is the position of the
g ov e rnm ent ? W hat w ill t he g ov e rnm ent do ? Wat c h t he
LTTE and the Muslim militants fight each other for
years and years. In your opinion what do you think the
government will do?

The Lecturer: Now what I tried to say was that
the Muslim youth are radicalized and are asking for
arms. I do not know whether they are actually arming,
themselves. Now in Thailand the government and the
LTTE have to realize that the Muslim factor is the
critical question. Because although they do not carry
arms, they are asking for a place in the Eastem province.
The LITE carried arms and thereby is a party. The
government has obviously a responsibility to protect
all its citizens. I mentioned that there was this security
lapse in the Valaichenai area. The talks between
Hakeem and Balasingham in London recently also
reflects the desire by both parties to ensure that there
is tranquility in the Eastern province. And I hope that
the talks will bring about the power sharing
arrangement which the Muslim people will buy. This
will have to be seen. It is also going to be very difficult
for Mr Hakeem if he does not deliver on the Muslim
question. And I think the discussions we will have in
the Vanni will most probably help to come to an

understanding because both sides need each other. As
you know the American Ambassador has made it very
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clear as well as the others that they want the Muslim
factor to be taken into account and the donors have
indicated to the LTTE that this has to be done. Because
the North East administration will be relying on money
coming from the donors. So there ane some powerful
conditions which are attached to this. What will the
government do when a situation happens? For example
during the Valaichenai incident, a mob came to a Tamil
wedding house and asked for three young Muslims who
were cooks at the wedding house. The guests did not
allow them in but they had come later and took away
two of the Muslim boys and shot them in the fields.
When the parents and relatives went to collect the
bodies, the same mob with guns said you cannot take
the bodies. The armed forces and the police were also
there. Now this was a very difficult situation. How do
you treat this situation? The mob said you cannot take
the bodies and set fire to them. There was a security
lapse and the understanding of the MOU paralyzed the
security forces and I think this is a lapse that has to be
taken into account in the discussions and I think Mr
Hakeem is insisting on that. There has to be a provision
that when itcomes to law and orderthatthe government
prevails on the security question. So your question is
very pertinent. I do not think 1 can give you a full
answer and all I can say is that there are going to be
derailments when it comes to this issue.

Comment by the Chairman: A similar situation
came about inthe Kattankudy massacre in the mosques
and one week later in lravur - the Saddam Hussain
village, subsequently not long afteli also in
Akl<nraipattu and in the Polonnaruwa district in areas
where Muslim villages were targeted. Now they were
up in arms and demandedfrom the government some
sort of help for their own security if adequate security
could not be provided. And General Seneviratne will
bear me out, he was Commander then in Batticaloa.
What we did was that we got the Muslim Home Guards
going. We trained them in Amparai and gave them
weapons to work with the police and the STF in those
areas. I think what they are asking for is not to have a
independent force but something within those terms in
an emergency with the government or the security
forces.

General Mike Silva: You Gerry made one
common statement that puules me. You said that the
Army or three services could not provide proper
security and I do not understand that. It is a part of Sri
Lanknwhere one group ofpeople have gone and burnt
a mosque and another group has shot people and you
take it for granted that the, Armed Services and the
Police could not provide secur$ My question is what
can be done about it? Why cannot they provide security
and if there are reasons why they cannot provide
security, why have you not taken any action to utilize
it?

Chairman: Now you will admit that the you
cannot have the security forces and the police behind
every bush. Any Field Commander will tell you that
there are always nwnpower constraints and not enough
to go around. This is why we had to on their request
mobilize thisforce. Wouldyou like addto that? General
Seneviratne was the Commander in Batticaloa at that
time. Of course nobody would have ever dreamt that a
milit ant fo rc e w ould t ake on a p eop le w ho are in p ray er
And there were little boys who got massacred, they
carne across the lagoon and they were shot. In the case
of the Saddam Hussainvillage in Eravur; they justwent
down the road on either side and although we had a
detachment which was 400 metres away and by the
time they reacted it was too late. And ahhough there
was a police post at the top of the road still they take
time. And these chaps do not come announced. This is
probably why by the time troops reacted and got down
it was dfficuh and too late, those incidents had already
occurred. They had used machetes and swords and
avoided gunfire at Eravur

General A M U Seneviratne. I totally agree with
General Gerry de Silva. If you study the pattern of the
population of the East Coast at that time, the problem
was that you get Tamils and Muslims mked and all
over. And providing security to all of them was
impossible. I do not thinkwe had sfficient troops, we
just had a Brigade there in Batticalo. It was just enough
to provide security mainly to the VPs and the main
communication centres of the Banicaloa, district. And
we found even afier arming the Muslims in the way of
home guards, these incidents were still taking place. It
was a case where when one Muslim was killed, two
Tamils were killed in return. It was going on like that.
Specially very close to the Batticaloa townwhere the
Muslims have to pass the Ariampattai village from
Kattankudi which was a very critical area, we had to
station troops there itself All the Muslims in Kattankudi
had to come to Batticaloa because their business was
there. So in the morning when they had to travel we
had to clear the roads and provide the troops for that
purpose and escort them in the evening. And in the
nights we station troops. But still there were incidents.
So that was the situation and it was going on until things
stabilized. That was the scenario.

Chairman: One more thing apart from that, very
few people realize the fact that a soldier's duty in the

fteld is not only to take on the enemy but he has to keep
the routes open, to establish govemment.writ, for the
essential services tofunction and ahost of other duties
apart from maintaining vigilance and security in the
various government installntions that have tofunction
for the people to live a nortnal lift. So the question is
always asked tltat you have ten times the force of what
the LTTE lus andyou still cowta containthe situation.
Do not forget that we lwve A ensure that apart from
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pub lic scrrrfi dLl n qri-r w.lrlirrs fuId funct ion
and govcnafr rrtb@&r Mtkhd-

A\/M [kr! Cmiflc&c lfur r thc follow up
on the quesiw tuild W fucml lli*e Silva and we
were discttssiag tM t- Tlu problem in the East is
one as I see nd fuuua dv LTTE and the Government,
not betw*eel tlu filysliilr.s ond the Government, it is
mainly be*,eandu Nuslims andthe LTTE. Now having

said that, thcre is this ptopsal for an administrative
council comprising Samanturai, Kalmunai and
Kanankudi and prufubly pans of Akkaraipattu as well.
Muslim council ia the Eastern province. Quite aparr

fromthe kind of thing that you might set in motion, the
spin offfrom that, as I can see, as it is being very much
said, that it is a Malainadu in the Upcountry -
comprising of Hatton, Maskeliya and Nuwara Eliya.
It might be a spin off effect from the Muslim Council in
the Eastern Province to the Central Province. What
are your views on that? Is it going to happen? If it
does happen will the country be in pieces? How can
we prevent this kind of thing?

The Lecturer: I think if we take up these two
questions, the question that comes up is that if there is
an Interim Administration, what is legal basis for
security in that area? This is going to be a vexed
question because the LTTE is also now having its own
police force. So we have a situation where there are

different security personnel. I do not think that whilst
there is some reason for LITE to have police stations
in their own area who speak their own language, Tamil,
which has been a problem, there will be any basis for
LTTE police stations in the Muslim areas. So this raises

a profound question, a question of security. Because
there is a fear of the expulsions of the Muslims from
the North. Always in the minds of the Muslims and

therefore the question of security is dominant. Now to
answer the question about a separate adminisffative unit
in Sammanturai, Kalmunai, etc., is one whether this
could lead to diversification. Then you are going to
get other units asking for the same. Now currently there
is a 2000 Proposal which was developed by the PA
Government which looked in to all these questions by
detail and accepted a merged North East but with
checks and balances in the number of ministers in the
councils how many Tamils, Muslims at the highest
apex. Then the question of the Deputy if the Chairman
is Tamil, who will be the Deputy? Obviously it will be

a Muslim. So there are other ways in which people are

trying to avoid this difficulty But where the areas are

Muslim dominant there will be Pradheshiya Sabhas and

other units which will of course be run by Muslims.
Now whether a separate council is going to be the

solution is a vexed question and I do not think thpt the

LTTE would necessarily agree with it. But we had

International Conference on this question here in
Colombo and brought in experts from Geneva and

Germany, and their advice was to ensure checks and
balances and power sharing not so much as with
separate councils but with devolution of power at the
Pradheshiya Sabha level and where there is one single
entity. That is the advice given by some of the experts.
Because they also see that if a separate unit is granted
then it could lead to something else. But what is
important is there has to be a provision, if there is a
merged council that within two years there would be
referendum. Now some are saying in 5 years have a
referendum. The TULF argued that it should be ten
years before that. But at some point a referendum has
to be held to ask the Sinhalese and the Muslims whether
they want to remain in the merged council. But this
provision exists in the Indo Sri Lanka Accord and I
think some such provision has to be introduced if the
Muslims accept a merged North and East with
considerable power sharing at the local level and checks
and balances, still there should be a referendum so that
the good behaviour of the LITE is put to a vote. Backed
and monitored by the International Community. So the
maximum demand at the moment, to ans*er your
question, is that the SLMC is proposing a separare
council. But I think that is the maximum they demand
so then at the negotiation table they might come to a
solution. The critical question I think, is going to be
the question of security. What guarantees and
assurances can the government and the LTTE
administration provide for the security of the Muslims.
This is going to be the key issue. Until such safeguards
and protection and guarantees are not introduced, then
there is going to be serious trouble.

General Mike Silva: In all these lectures, the
lecturer the newspapers, all refer to the LTTE as
representing the Tamil people. Now do all Tamil people
unanimously and jointly say that LTTE represents
them? What about the people who were voting for the
PLOTE and other parties? Donl the Tamil people get
a chance to democratically voice their requirement that
they prefer to follow another political parry as in the
Sinhala areas? We are givenfreedom to vote the SLFP
or UNP or the Communists, there is nothing to prevent
us in sending our representative into the Parliament
or to the Municipal Council. Is this allowed among
the Tamil People? Now every time I listen to the Tamil
people, they say that the LTTE will allow this and that,
you have to ask the LTTE, they are representing us by
going to Bangkok. Is only the LTTE going to Bangkok
or are any of the PLOTE representatives and other
parties also going?

The Lecturer: The question in International Law,
however unpalatable it is, is that the LTTE is not a

defeated army. In those circumstances, it is the chief
principled party to the government pertaining to the
conflict of today. Recognised by international law. The
Indian Government did so and so do most governments.
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This is the ground reality that for whatever reasons,

the other Tamil parties which is called the Tamil
National Alliance (TNA) have today agreed to accept

the leadership of the IjfTE GNA). Why has that
happened? These were moderate and democratic
parties. It happened because the moderate Tamil parties

felt that they had failed in achieving their demands

through a non-violent democratic process. And it is
the recognition by the Thmil parties that they were not
able to get the concessions that they required which
eventually propelled them to accept the leadership of
the LITE. It is not something I personally like to see

and you are absolutely right, there should be democracy

and pluralism. But the ground reality is that the LTTE
today is accepted by the Tamil people representing the
TNA as the sole representative of the Tamil people. It
is a fact. Now the question is that even the Indian
Government faced this issue. The Indians said give the

LTTE five years, they will change, they will mature
and they will slowly build up a democratic structure. I
would say that the only way forward now is to ensure
that pluralism and democracy prevails in the North and

East is to apply the kind ofpressure on one side by the

International Community which is happening and to
engage the LTTE in human rights and democracy. This
is happening. The Amnesty International has had a
series of discussions with the LTTE recently and the

LTTE has accepted that human rights observers be
brought to Thailand and the Sri Lanka Monitoring
Committee, that they have no objections to having
human rights experts stationed with the monitors. So

there is some recognition and they have also publicly
stated that they have no objections to other political
parties actively playing a role in the North East. But I
think it is a question of evolution. We have to either
accept that for the wider interest of the entire country
we have to have peace first and then quarrel about other
issues. That is where we are now. We have to first accept

this. Peace overrides any other consequences. I think
in that situation and having seen guerilla movements
in Africa and other places -once they start
administrating, municipal councils, water works,
departments, kachcheris, they begin to develop a new
mind set and that is when they will also have to deal
with the civilians. And that is how I see democracy
emerging so that when elections happen in 3 or 5 years

time, most probably the LITE will be defeated. It will
be defeated but at the moment the overwhelming
majority of the people and the Tamil parties want the

LTTE to pursue the road to peace.

A V M Duncan Dissanayake: Earlier you spoke

of a Theocratic State with the constitution of 1972 and
all this is a resuh of majoritarian politics here and the

imposing of that and the reaction to that is the trauma'
we are going through. But we always hear that the

states in Nord.ic countries are not secular states but
Theocratic states. You would also call Britian a

Theocratic state because there is an oc""ptince ofthe
Anglican Church. Would you say the success there, is
because ofthe historical and cultural background that
allows it and in those countries they do address the
pleuralistic aspects also, particularly England. Would
you care to comment on this?

The Lecturer: Having lived in NorwAy for almost
ten years, Norway is a Theocratic state. It has accepted
Lutheran religion as the State religion. In Britain the
Anglican Church although not the state religion, it is
the dominant religion of the people of England. In
Norway the democratic traditions in Notway are so

developed that if you take the Saami, the people living
in the North of Norway and also Finland, the Saami's
are a distinct and different nationality. They hunt
reindeer, they have their own music and language and
they also have total self government. And there is
extraordinary support provided for the Saami people.
What I am saying is that the democratic traditions
assured and ensured the security and the cultural
coexistence of other communities. UK is no longer an

English society. There are Pakistanis, Sri Lankan and
Indian people who speak in Cockney or with an Oxford
accent. It is an extraordinary experiment in multi
ethnicity. There are Ministers in a very short period of
time and very harsh laws against racism. And there is
a pact by the Conservative Party and the Labour Party
not to encourage racism in the election campaigns.
Because the Conservatives have Indian businessmen,
African businessmen, the Labour party has the same.
They know that they cannot upset this delicate balance
between races and communities. So it is a very mature
democracy. It is so even in Malaysia. It is not possible
in Singapore or Malaysia to publish anything against
another community. In Singapore it is a criminal
offence, but coming back to Sri Lanka, we have,to see

the evolution of the theocratic state as a gradual
exclusion ofpeoples. Let us take standardization. I was
here in this counffy when standardization was proposed.
It was very well meaning. What it said was that the
Tamils have a number of disproportionate number of
people entering Universities. Therefore, we have to
restrict it, so that equal proportions would go from each
district. But the reaction to that was that many Tamil
young people from poor homes whose only form of
mobility was to have an education was denied them as

they felt. So the promulgamation of Buddhism came
in a context in which the Tamil people felt that they
were being excluded from everything. I do not think
that in a different situation they would have denied
that. The Tamils recognizb that Sri Lanka is for the
Sinhalese too. It was the psychology of the denial of
Tamils. I remember just to share with you one
experience, when Mr J R Jayewardene was in powef, I
met him and he asked me, "Kwnar what do you think
is going to be key issuc that I an going to face? " I said
"the key issue will be how you handle the Tamil
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National qucsiiu - frd & 6tnry o fu *c ba-- llc is
such a nice guy rlir tc ryidrJi rogt do*u lmc notes
of that convers*im- Blr I rmbcr in gn *.hen the
leader of thc opporirim rls [rlr .Amirtalingam, for
the first time *r had r Tmil puty in fre opposition.
What happened? Hc gfi ry d fr* 'If you want war,
we will give ;-ott *ur: if 1w yont pecrce, we will give
you peace" . Okay 1.ur say it in Prtiament. But when I
was driving to Pcradcaiya Kandy, I saw shops being
attacked, people being anacked and I found that his
speech was being repearod in the Sinhala radio inciting
people to violence. I{ow in 1983, of course there was a
terrorism problem, but the overwhelming reaction in
1983 when a people in Colombo or wherever, we know
what happened. The Minister Mr Cyril Matrhew was
taking down names of Thmil houses in the Ministry of
Industries and of Tamil shops. In 1982 I mentioned
that this was very, very dangerous. 1983 came,
emergency was declared and we sawn a plan put into
action. Tamil homes were attacked and 95Vo of Tamil
shops and industries were destroyed. So I think that
was the culmination or the point at which we fell into
the trap of the LTTE because that meant that thousands
and thousands of young peoplejoined the ranks of the
LTTE. And there was a huge refugee crisis. What I am
saying is that it is in that context in which this whole
thing happened which makes a thing like a theocratic
state difficult for the other people to accept.

So let me conclude that I am not an apologist for
neither the LITE nor the Tamil people. But I have
studied this and tried to find out where we went wrong.
And my conclusion is that the dignity of the Sinhalese
people depends on how we treat the minorities. If we
do not treat them well, we do not have dignity. And
the only lesson I have learnt within the last twenty years
is that if you give dignity, you get it back. Thank you.

Charman : "May I now call upon AVM Harry
Goonetileke to deliver the Vote of Thanks.

Vote ofThanks

A V M Harry Goonetilleke : Mr President,
Gentlemen, the honour and privilege of proposing the
vote of thanks was bestowed on me. I am grateful to
the President for having chosen me to perform this
pleasant task. Our esteemed and erudite Doctor covered
a wide area encompassing the theocratic state in the
mid 50's and late 50's leading to Tamil nationalism
and again leading to armed rebellion. Then shifting to
the Eastern Province which he mentioned could be the
cauldron in the process ofnegotiations to be conducted
very soon. With the first round of peace talks, which is

a matter of hours, this subject assumes greater
importance and proportions and could be the key to a
lasting solution to our ethnic problem. This is more
particularly in the Eastern Province which was the
subjectof talk today. Here it is not like the North where
907o thepeople are Tamils. But in the Eastern province

it is a mix of roughly 337o Muslims, Tamils and
Sinhalese in the Trincomalee, Amparai and Batticaloa
Districts. So that is the cauldron that we probably have
to look into. Solutions in the North particularly,
although might be unpalatable for us in the South, it is
in the East that could be the answer to the problem.

Now here I think the Speaker actually gave hope
for the future in these peace talks and this could be the
last chance for peace. Because if we fail this time, the
consequences could be terrible. It might be a hundred
billion rupee war that has to be fought. There will be
no winners but all losers and the country probably
would be in shambles. I think it is an understatement
in itself.

Here I would like to get into another dimension,
when I say last chance at peace. Ifwe do not pu[ it o{f
this time, the consequences as I said is disastrous- If
we succeed in sabotaging the peace talks as the Speaker
said, if that were to happen two extremist elements in
the South and if it is seen by the Internarional
Committee that we could not reign these elemens. the1"

are going to treat us like paraiahs. We will be left on
our own and they will think in terms of saying the
government could not rein in Southern extremiss ard
as a result LITE came forward all the way. And if it is
the government that was responsible for allou.ing rhe
peace talks to collapse and that is when we *,ill be in
real dire straits. There will be no hope for us after that-

Having said that gentlemen, it remains for me to
thank our speaker for taking the time to be with us for
nearly two hours and giving us a fine exposition of his
knowledge of the subject and also I u,anr ro rh=:.:k :!::
of the 4h Engineer Regiment for har,ing aiiorr-eu iiis
facility of this mess to have these lectures and u e ha...e

never had any problems. And also last but nct iees::-=
Directorate of the Signal Corps, for having prr-rr i=:=
the public address system and the recording machiae=
because every word spoken here is recorded and
produced in our yeafly magazine. Thank you.

I would also like to thank the Service
Commanders for releasing the Navy and Air Force
Serving Officers who are present here today. Thank
you very much for attending.
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